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Prof. M. N. Navale,
Founder President,
Sinhgad Technical Education Society,
Pune.
My admiration and commitment has never stopped growing
for the STE society, since these have played a pivotal role in
advancing the cause of higher education not only in terms of
academic excellence but also in infrastructural development. I share
my appreciation for the faculty, non-teaching staff and students of
Sinhgad College of Pharmacy (SCOP), Vadgaon, who have been
dedicated to their work, in focusing their priorities for availability of
service delivery and industrial oriented syllabus thus ensuring the
valuable campus environment.
The college magazine plays an important role of inculcating
the thoughts of a committed leadership for effective administration
and value based academic system in the minds of each member of the
college. It also focuses on motivating and encouraging every
department of the college for its high esteem and focused growth.
It gives me immense pleasure to write a few words for the
th
12 issue of "Spandan – the Vital Beat.” I congratulate all the
members of the editorial board of the magazine and the college
faculty for their endless efforts in publishing such a wonderful
literary work.

Prof. M. N. Navale.

Dr. (Mrs.) Sunanda M. Navale ,
Founder Secretary,
Sinhgad Technical Education Society,
Pune.
It is a matter of great pride that the Sinhgad College of
Pharmacy, Vadgaon, has made consistent progress, year on year, in
academic and co-curricular activities. Overall development of the
individual is the goal of education and we all have to ensure that there
is no stone left unturned to equip the student of today for the
challenges of life. This will require tremendous self-motivation on the
part of all concerned but will be fulfilling for the student as well as the
faculty.
I take this opportunity to appreciate the efforts of Sinhgad
College of Pharmacy for providing career - oriented education to the
students so as to equip them with requisite, qualification and training.
This will enable them either to take up a gainful employment or start
their own enterprise and become self-sufficient.
This copy of “Spandan-the vital beat” would help to boost
student‟s morale and instill new confidence to prepare them to accept
the challenges of life and put their best foot forward in the march to
success for betterment of their lot.
My hearty congratulations to all the members of the editorial
board who have worked very hard in doing right each bit of this issue. It
is only their dedication which reflects in the success of the copy.

Dr. (Mrs). Sunanda M. Navale.

Mr. Rohit M. Navale,
Vice-President (HR),
Sinhgad Technical Education Society,
Pune.
I am ecstatic to have seen and read this year‟s issue of
“Spandan: The Vital Beat”, the annual magazine that comes from
Sinhgad College of Pharmacy and its brilliant students. Sinhgad
Institutes has always been socially conscious and has created an
atmosphere where the institution as a whole has always focused on
giving back to the community. This year‟s issue of “Spandan”
exemplifies this with its focus on social and cultural relevance. As I went
through this year‟s issue of “Spandan”, I was amazed to see the range
of ideas that the students have explored, their depth of thinking and
clarity of expression. The energy and creativity expressed here makes
me believe that our nation can never lag behind when we have such
talents. For the past decade, “Spandan” has taken the lead in being a
strong channel through which our students have expressed their original
thoughts in the sphere of science, technology, literature and culture.
I wish to thank the principal, the student body and the supporting faculty
for the brilliant work that they have come out with.

Mr. Rohit M. Navale.

Ms. Rachana M. Navale- Ashtekar,
Vice-President (Admin),
Sinhgad Technical Education Society,
Pune.
When I pick my pen to write this one, it reminds me of
my college days of how eager we would be to see our college
magazine. Of how everyone would be busy writing articles, somebody
sketching, somebody on their way to share their innovation and
experiences, somebody to set up an opinion over the revolutionary
developments in the field, somebody busy collecting all the
photographs of all the fests and functions held.......... a clear
reflection of thoughts and memories.
“Spandan – The Vital Beat” is a similar reflection. I am
filled with great pride and pleasure, when I see Sinhgad College of
Pharmacy (SCOP), Vadgaon, growing with all that enthusiasm and
creativity. Be it academics, sports or any other extra-curricular
activity they participate with the same vigor and energy.
The entire team of Spandan requires a big round of
applause for all the hard work they have put in to make this issue a
success. Only clear determination, creativity, and team work could
have made this possible.
I am looking forward to more such wonderful issues of Spandan
and wish the entire SCOP good luck for the same.

Mrs. Rachana M. Navale- Ashtekar.

Dr. A. V. Deshpande,
Director.
Sinhgad Technical Education Society,
Pune.
STE society has always been striving to provide the best
facilities and a platform for every individual to grow for shaping the
corner of the students.
I take this opportunity to extend my heartfelt
congratulations to all the students, teaching and non-teaching staff,
of the Sinhgad college of Pharmacy (SCOP), Vadgaon, for the
tremendous growth of the college in terms of academics, cultural
events and placements. Your attention towards every detail and
innovative thinking puts you at the top in every field.
Year after year, “Spandan-the vital beat” has emerged
with a new theme which has made its readers getting hooked to it. It
not only provides the students and staff with an opportunity to put
forth their views and explore their creativity but also gives us an
insight into the rapidly developing field of Pharmacy.
I congratulate the entire team of Spandan for the
success of this issue and wish them all the best for their future
projects.

Dr. K. N. Gujar
Principal
Sinhgad College of Pharmacy, Vadgaon (Bk.),
Pune
While I take a routine round of the college, the
number of changes that registers into my mind, be it infrastructure,
instruments, facilities or discipline, and I preview the development.
None of this can be possible without team work from
my dedicated teaching, non-teaching staff and my enthusiastic
students. When my faculty gets appreciated for their work, when
my students win at competitions and all of them come with a huge
smile on their face, nothing can be more empowering than
this......and SPANDAN speaks for this success and team work. This
year we are publishing the 3rd issue of e – magazine.
The college magazine plays an important role of
inculcating the thoughts of a committed leadership for effective
administration and value based academic system in the minds of
each member of the college. The success of the college magazine
will be measured by the “team work”. I congratulate all the
members of the editorial board of the magazine and the college
faculty for their endless efforts in publishing such a wonderful
literary work.
The only message which I wish to give my students
is believe in yourself and never stop learning in your life. You are
the strength of this college and we are always here for you.

Every year Sinhgad College of Pharmacy brings out its own magazine which is lovingly
named as „Spandan: The Vital Beat‟. It gives us great opportunity to present the twelfth issue
(third e-magazine) of „Spandan: 2014-15‟, the measure of progress. The purpose of the magazine
is to provide a platform to the students and staff to give expression to their original thoughts and
thus develop an important aspect of their personality. This issue is based on two different themes.
The theme for technical section is „Emergence of Ayurveda Over Modern Medicines‟ and
nontechnical section is based on „Mission Clean India‟.
The past year was full of various activities by the students and faculty in academic, cocurricular, extra-curricular as well as research & developments. The faculty and students
represented SCOP and Savitribai Phule Pune University at state level research competitions viz.
Avishkar 2014, APTICON 2014, etc. and also bagged prizes. This year few faculties have books
published to their credit.
The success of college magazine depends on the team work which is clearly reflected in
terms of creativity and quality of this issue.
We would like to acknowledge the efforts taken by Sagar N. Dhumane, Charul Avachat
and entire student editorial committee for overall creation of this magazine. We are appreciative
for the capability of students to take any given task as challenge to complete it with vigor and
passion. It helps to make every issue more and more informative and entertaining as well. We are
grateful to all the students and staff for their contribution and would like to admire team spirit
revealed by Spandan editorial committee towards completion of this tough task.
We are thankful to our Principal Dr. K. N. Gujar for his timely suggestions, appropriate
guidance and support throughout this activity.
We will always remember the splendid and excellent support by our management
especially, Hon. founder President, Prof. M. N. Navale, Hon. founder Secretary, Dr.(Mrs.)
Sunanda M. Navale, Hon. Vice President (HR), Mr. Rohit M. Navale and Hon. Vice President
(Admin), Ms. Rachana M. Navale.
To conclude, we hope you will enjoy the reading,
Thank You!
- Staff Editorial Committee

At the outset it gives us an immense pleasure as the student editorial team to pen a
few words on the 12th edition of our college magazine “Spandan: The vital Beat”
This year has been the most phenomenal year in the political history of India. With
the rise of the MODI empire or moreover the MODI wave, this issue of our college magazine
puts a light on the long held dream of many Indian‟s who endeavor to see India on a new
platform, “Mission: Clean India”. We believe that the messages put forth by our students will
definitely strike a string in your hearts and will coerce you to change your mindset and will
instigate you to make this dream of our Prime minister to transform into reality.
Looking into the technical section, this issue focuses on the emergence of Ayurveda
as an alternative to the modern system of medicine. The Ayurvedic approach to an illness is
holistic and therefore after an Ayurvedic treatment a person will find an improvement in their
physical, mental and psychological conditions. The ingredients used in Ayurvedic medicines are
mostly derived from herbs, plants, flowers and fruits etc. making it a remedy close to
nature. The issue gives an insight into the advantages of the use of Ayurveda as well as
combination with allopathic system.
It really gives us a pleasure and a sense of responsibility for the 12th issue of
Spandan which also happens to be the third issue of E-Spandan. We would like to express our
sincere appreciation especially to Dr. K. N. Gujar and rest of the faculty editorial committee for
their efforts and dedication in transforming the twelfth issue of Spandan into a widely
accessible version of E-Spandan.
- - Student‟s Editorial Committee

Emergence of Ayurveda
Over Modern Medicines
Takudage Pooja .
Mpharm Sem-II
(Pharmaceutics)

nowledge of Ayurveda is eternal, starting

care is soaring. With allopathic treatment, it is

with creation; we do not know when it was not

frequently the cause of disease that indicates that

there. Ayurveda defines health as: Abnormality

the modern system of health care is incomplete and

(disorder) is disequilibrium of the dhatus and their

should be fundamentally transformed.
Unlike the various systems of medicine,

equilibrium is normalcy (health). Health is known as
happiness while disorder is unhappiness.

like allopathy or homeopathy, Ayurveda is not a

Charaka has defined Ayurveda in a very systematic

system of medicine but a science of life and

way where it surpasses the modern system of

longevity. The approach in Ayurveda is wide and

medicine. Ayurveda has a health-oriented approach

holistic, while in modern medicine it is largely limited

while modern medicine has largely had a disease-

and materialistic.
Ayurveda is not just another system of

oriented approach.
approach

medicine, but a science of total health care based

incorporates body, mind and soul. The concept of

on the strong pillars of positive health incorporating

Ayurveda is based on a combined study of body

the role of the following four aspects: (i) character -

(sharira), sense organs (indriyas), mind (manas)

achaar,

and soul (atman). Equilibrium of these is related to

interpersonal relations - vyavahaar. and (iv) diet -

health and their dysfunction is equated with death.

altar.

In

Ayurveda

the

basic

(ii) thought

or

mind

-

vichaar,

(iii)

The modern definition of health according to the

Considering all these aspects today the

World Health Organization (WHO) is 'the state of

world is moving towards Ayurveda. Many people

complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and

find Ayurveda beneficial over the modern medicines

not necessarily the absence of disease and

as it is a health-oriented approach. This emergence

infirmity'.

of Ayurveda over Modern medicines will certainly be
Modern medicine only focuses on the

benificial and useful to the people in modern times.

acute disease treatment, rather than on prevention.
And because of this, patients get more and more
sick and then die. The population suffers from high
rates of chronic diseases. Modern medical practices
often fail to prevent disease.
Pharmaceuticals

and

high-technology

diagnostic and therapeutic approaches frequently
have hazardous side effects. The cost for health
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Studies of Ayurvedic medicines to treat
Osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis.

Gaurang Thanekar.
Third Year.
B pharm.
he potential of Ayurvedic philosophy and

to be a major leap in overcoming some of the

medicines needs to be recognized and converted

current frustrations to treat difficult disorders like

into real life treatment paradigm. This article

arthritis using only modern medicines.
Ayurveda is an indigenous ethnic medical

describes a comprehensive therapeutic approach
used in Ayurveda and modern medicine to treat

system

arthritis. We present concise summary of various

subcontinent

controlled drug trials carried out by us to validate

system’s core strength is its holistic approach to

standardized

health and disease using natural remedies derived

Ayurvedic

drugs

using

modern

in

popular
since

medicinal

practice
the

plants

in

pre-biblical

and

the

Indian

era.

minerals.

The

medicine protocol to treat Rheumatoid Arthritis and

from

Laying

Osteoarthritis knees. Several of the latter are

emphasis on self-discipline and modest living with

published.

high human values, the system strongly advocates

The trials consistently demonstrate excellent

a unique set of principles and guidelines on diet and

safety of Ayurvedic medicines but often fail to

exercise in daily healthy living. The classical

unequivocally show superior efficacy. Some key

Ayurvedic system was probably driven by insight,

findings of a recently unpublished trial in OA knees

intuition,

are also presented to show equivalence between

behaviour and nature. “The soil is more important

Ayurvedic

and

than the seed” concept underlies several Ayurvedic

glucosamine, and we speculate that equivalence

treatment strategies. A delicate balance between

trials may be a way forward. The data from the trials

bio physiological forces (dosha) and constitution

also supports the Ayurvedic ‘Rasayana’ concept of

(prakriti) is said to determine health and disease;

immune-modulation and healing. We need to

several other “players” like “mind” and “metabolic

interpret logic of Ayurveda when, adopting modern

fire” (agni) play important roles. Ayurveda’s principle

science tools in drug development and validation

therapeutic aim is to harmoniously restore that

and much research is required. Validation of

balance. Man is regarded as bearing a structure

Ayurvedic medicines using the latter approach may

transcending all matter in the universe, animate and

lead to evidence based Ayurveda – Modern

inanimate. This commonality makes “man a replica

Medicine interface. Also, in pursuit of finding better

of the universe.” Plants are no exception, all matter

treatment solutions, we ought to step beyond the

has medicinal value. Ayurveda has an extensive

realm of only drugs and attempt validation of

pharmacopoeia, predominantly herbs and minerals.

comprehensive specific treatment package as per

Their healing properties are well summarized in

classical Ayurveda. Finally, validation of a combined

modern

(Ayurveda

complex with several herbal-mineral ingredients,

medicine

and

modern

and

celecoxib

medicine)

therapeutic

approach with superior efficacy and safety is likely

and

texts.

astute

observation

Ayurvedic

of

formulations,

human

often

are governed by well-described pharmacological
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principles

of

preparation,

compatibility

and

immunologic basis is conceptually captured by

administration. In some complex, well-controlled

the “Rasayana” (means “strengthening

physicochemical processes convert raw metals and

and rejuvenating”) branch of Ayurvedic science.

minerals into potent medicines known as bhasmas.

Ayurvedic Pharmacopeias contain lucid descriptions

Although classic texts contain descriptions of

of Rasayana properties of medicinal herbs and

classic

Ayurvedic

minerals, several of which are used to treat arthritis.

practitioners often modify them to suit the individual

Rasayana aims to increase the body’s resistance to

formulations,

traditional

genetic

disease (vyadhi-kshamatva), delay aging, and

therapy

promote body strength and intellect. Rasayana

response, and is vital to ensure medication safety.

practices in daily life are rejuvenating and in

Safety is inherently.

disease promote healthy recovery. The prime

ARTHRITIS – AN AYURVEDA DISCRIPTION

example of a Rasayana plant is Withaniasomnifera

constitution
predisposition

(prakriti),

which

toward

confers

disease

and

Undoubtedly, precise translation of Ayurvedic

(Aswagandha),

extensively

used

in

Ayurvedic

nomenclature into modern medical terminology is

medicine, and often compared to Ginseng; its

difficult. However, distinctions are made between

immunomodulatory, anti-inflammatory, and hence

different articular disorders, descriptions of which

anti-arthritic, and other biologic effects have been

bear resemblance to Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) and

extensively documented. Ricinuscommunis (Erand/

Osteoarthritis (OA). In many Indian languages,

castor oil) and Guggulextracts (Commiphoramukul,

Vata, distinct from vatadosha, is a common

Boswelliaserrata) are prime examples of potent

colloquial term used to denote rheumatism. When

anti-arthritic

primarily

medicinal

plants

named

in

called

CharakaSamhita (CS). Numerous other Rasayana

“sandhivata” (sandhi=joint). Many forms of arthritis

plants, especially Withaniasomnifera, are common

were described along with the nervous system

components of anti-rheumatic medications. Other

disorders in the classic texts. The condition of

well-standardized formulations manufactured on a

Amavata has been described as a dreadful, painful,

large scale by the Indian pharmaceutical industry

swollen

are

affecting

polyarticular

joints,

it

affection

is

often

similar

to

RA.

Dashamool,

Mahayograj

Guggul,

Vatadosha plays a major role in the causation of

Vatavidhwansa, Suvarna Bhasma, Guggul, Yograj

arthritis. Joints and soft tissues are affected by

Guggul, and Triphala Churana. Several of these

“ama”, produced in the gut due to “weakened” agni,

have potent laxative action. Guggul preparations

food indiscretions, or disturbed doshaequilibrium,

often contain ash (Bhasma) of minerals such as

resulting in inflammatory and obstructive processes.

gold (Suvarna Bhasma), silver, copper, iron, mica,

In Ayurveda, “arthritis is linked to the gut”:

mercury, sulfur, zinc, lead. It is fascinating that

Ayurvedic formulations invariably target joints, gut,

“gold” in its Ayurvedic ash form has been used to

and

even

treat arthritis since ancient times, while modern

surprising, that thousands of years later, modern

medicine inadvertently discovered its use as

medicine should find such an essential immune-

disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drug (DMARD) in

mediated link between certain gut disorders and

the last century. CS describes complex poultice

inflammatory arthritis! Several publications support

preparations made by mixing herbs, minerals, and

purported anti-inflammatory and biologic effects of

animal meat. Certain bound to efficacy, forming an

some popular anti-arthritic Ayurveda medicinal

important endpoint when preparing an Ayurvedic

plants, demonstrating immunomodulation. Such an

formulation. A formulation’s medicinal power is a

immune

systems.

How

intriguing,
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function of its milieu interior, not merely due to any

Overwhelmingly strong in emergency

single plant extract. Molecular structure as viewed

clinical situations.

in modern science is not described, and is of no

In Kerala, however, patients with any

particular significance in determining a formulation’s

kind of emergency including poisonous snake bite

therapeutic

basic

are often first evaluated by Ayurvedic physicians

perspective: “no two individuals are alike” holds,

who may even decide not to refer them any further

even when they suffer from seemingly similar

(personal communication). The tremendous safety

ailments. Also, advice on diet, exercise, and lifestyle

of Ayurvedic botanicals is very reassuring and

are inherently bound to its basic therapeutic

forms the foundation of the much advocated

approach. Rather than seeking support from

“reverse pharmacology” approach, where clinical

laboratory or imaging investigations, Ayurvedic

validation proceeds in parallel to other experimental

physicians use subtle clinical methods to diagnose

studies. The ancient Ayurvedic sages viewed man

and monitor therapeutic response.

not in isolation, but against the big picture of the

OUTCOMES

universe.

properties.

Undoubtedly,

Ayurveda’s

modern

medicine

provides

He

establishing

was
an

treated

Ayurveda–

holistically.
modern

When

medicine

overwhelming symptomatic relief from pain and

interface, due care should be required not to subject

swelling

Ayurveda

for

patients

suffering

from

arthritis.

to

the

reductionist

approach,

the

However, idiosyncrasy and dose related toxicity is

foundation stone of modern medicine. Somehow,

major

term

Ayurveda’s total treatment package seems to

these

provide the body’s milieu interior with an opportunity

circumstances, the potential of Ayurvedic medicines

to heal; no Ayurvedic formulation is an exception.

should be tested, and, if substantiated, converted

The current report focuses only on Ayurvedic drugs.

into real-life treatment paradigms constituting an

The Rasayana branch of Ayurveda concerns

effective

interface.

“strengthening” the immune system, healing, and

Ayurvedic drugs, as demonstrated by results of the

rejuvenation and, in the current context, is relevant

controlled drug trials reviewed here, are capable of

to chronic arthritis. Above, we alluded to several

providing both short- and long-term relief for RA and

unique facets of Rasayana, including experiments

OA patients. Although efficacy at times is modest,

to garner supporting evidence. The Ayurvedic

safety is excellent. This should logically lead us to

formulations used in the current trials contain

question “whether both modalities can be effectively

several “Rasayana” plants.

obstacles,

management

is

especially

where

required.

Ayurveda-modern

long

Under

medicine

used in conjoint treatment strategies?” providing
effective

solutions

to

difficult-to

treat

chronic

medical disorders. Implementing this requires allout

efforts

from

biomedical

and

Ayurvedic

physicians to see eye-to-eye on human suffering.
Ayurvedic medicines are traditionally known to be
safe; undoubtedly our Indian community craves to
use them for relief. “Ayurveda is natural and safe”
and “modern medicine is harmful” are deeply
embedded perceptions. Modern medicine is
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Ayurvedic concept of treatment
of various diseases.
Javed sheikh.
M pharm Sem-Iv
(Pharmaceutics)

yurveda is a holistic approach to health
that is designed to help people live long, healthy,
and well balanced lives. The term Ayurveda is taken
from the Sanskrit words ayus, meaning life or
lifespan, and veda, meaning knowledge. It has been

Health is in balance when all three doshas
(bioenergy) and agni (metabolic process) are in
balance, and excretions are in proper order. When
atman (soul), senses, manah (intellect) are in
harmony with internal peace, the svastha (optimal
health) is achieved.

practiced in India for at least 5,000 years and has
Concept of Treatment of Diseases by Ayurvedic

recently become popular in Western cultures.
Ayurvedic Medicine is the world's oldest
comprehensive

health

care

system

and

is

Principles
What is disease?

indigenous to India where it is widely practiced.

Disease is defined as the state of mind

"This ancient art of healing asserts that the science,

wherein a person experiences discomfort, pain and

philosophy and spirituality are all necessary aspects

injury. Fundamentally, a disease is caused by the

of healthy living." Thus Ayurveda is not only a

imbalance of the three doshas - Vata, Pitta and

comprehensive medical system but also a way of

Kapha. However, the diseases are also categorized

living and the very concept of "mind, body and

into those that can be cured and the one that

spirit" originates from Ayurveda.

cannot be cured by Ayurvedic treatment. Moreover,

Unlike other medicinal systems, Ayurveda

the texts of Ayurveda suggest that diseases are

focuses more on healthy living than treatment of

also classified according to the underlying cause -

diseases. The main concept of Ayurveda is that it

whether it is psychological, physiological or an

personalizes the healing process. It is now one of

external factor.

the

most

recognized

and

widely

practiced

disciplines of alternative medicine in the world.

Ayurvedic treatment

Some of the popular practices of Ayurveda are

Ayurvedic treatment (Chikitsa) does not mean

Meditation, Yoga, chanting, breathing exercises,

suppressing the main symptoms and creating some

Panchakarma and Herbs.

new ones as side effects of the main treatment. It is
to remove the root cause and give permanent relief.

Ayurvedic Definition of Health (WHO)

The treatment mainly comprises of powders,

Sam dosha, samagni, samdhatumalakriyah

tablets, decoctions, medicated oils etc. prepared

Prasannatma, indriyasmanah swath abhidayate.

from natural herbs, plants and minerals. Because

– Sushrutastru 24/41

the medicines are from natural sources and not
synthetic, they are accepted and assimilated in the
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body without creating any side effects and on the

2. SodhanaChikitsa (Purification Therapy)

other hand, there may be some side benefits.
Along with medicine, proper diet, exercise

Shamana Chikitsa is a mild treatment procedure

and living style is also advised. This is equally

and is used to treat minor ailments or problems and

important. If we are taking a medicine to remove the

correct slight imbalance in the Doshas, Dhatus,

root cause and at the same time we are taking

Malas and Agni. Intake of medicines forms the main

some food or following a life style which is

treatment method in this therapy. In this process

increasing the cause of disease, then we may not

there is no elimination of toxic byproducts and the

get well or will be getting less relief. In addition to

effect of the treatment is of shorter duration than

these Panch Karma and Yoga therapy can be very

Sodhanachikitsa.

safely used to promote good health, prevent
diseases and acquire longevity.

Sodhana Chikitsa is a stronger treatment procedure
and involves the elimination of harmful materials

How does it work?

deposited in the body. There are primarily five

Just as everyone has a unique fingerprint,

procedures in this therapy, collectively called

according to Ayurvedic beliefs, each person has a

Panchakarma. Through this procedure, which is

distinct pattern of energy -- a specific combination

considered to be superior to Shamanachikitsa, the

of physical, mental, and emotional characteristics. It

root cause of diseases is removed and the

is also believed that there are three basic energy

imbalance in Tridoshas is eliminated. Accordingly

types called doshas, present in every person:

the results of this treatment last longer.



Vata -- energy that controls bodily functions
associated



with

motion,

including

blood

Panchakarma Treatments

circulation, breathing, blinking, and heartbeat.

The word panchakarma comprises of two words

When vata energy is balanced, there is creativity

namely Pancha and Karma. Pancha means five and

and vitality. Out of balance, vata produces fear

Karma means therapy.

and anxiety.

The five methods or procedures (panchakarma) are

Pitta -- energy that controls the body's metabolic

the elimination of vitiated doshasfrom

systems,

They are:

including

digestion,

absorption,

nutrition, and temperature. In balance, pitta

1.

Vamana Karma (Emesis therapy)

leads to contentment and intelligence. Out of

2.

Virechana Karma (Purgation therapy)

balance, pitta can cause ulcers and arouse

3.

AnuvasanaVasti Karma (Unctuous enema

anger.



the body.

Kapha -- energy that controls growth in the

therapy)
4.

body. It supplies water to all body parts,

NiroohaVasti

Karma

(Decoction

enema

therapy)

moisturizes the skin, and maintains the immune

5.

system. In balance, kapha is expressed as love

Before

and forgiveness. Out of balance, kapha leads to

physician has to consider the strength, age, sex,

insecurity and envy.

disease condition, constitution etc., of the patient

Nasya Karma (Errhsine therapy)
doing

thisPanchakarma

procedures

a

Ayurvedic treatment can be broadly divided
into two:

1. Shamana Chikitsa (Alleviating Therapy)
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makes Ayurveda as a system of treatment

Benefits of panchakarma:
The vitiated doshas will be eliminated from

and comprehensive health care in the world.

the body through the elementary tract

Today, Ayurveda has been widely used in modern

The power of digestion and metabolism is

medicine systems. This was triggered by a number

enhanced.

of research-conducted scientific research and has



Diseases are cured and health is restored

proved how effective the role of plants or herbs on



The sense faculties , mind, intelligence and

human health.




Probably, Ayurveda is the only science where

complexion becomes clear.



Gains strength.

blood cancers or leukemia are cured, without side



The individual will not be affected by old age

effects. Pediatricleukemia is recovering amazingly

and lives long healthily.

faster, often few weeks time for perfect control.



Rejuvenates the body.

Advanced nations are spending billions of dollars in



Prevents diseases in the body. Increases

research for a cure. However, recurrence of most

power of Immunity.

types of cancers is a general phenomenon.
Scientists

can

research

how

ayurvedic

acts

Significance of Ayurveda in the management of

selectively, inducing cell death in only the malignant

diseases

cells and not affecting neighboring healthy cells.

Wherever we are on this earth at this

Nowadays, most commercial drugs using

moment, we can see and feel how bad the impact

substances derived from plants for the treatment of

of modern life is damaging the natural environment

high blood pressure, heart disease, asthma, pain,

and our lives. As modern humans we also have an

and other problems,. Ephedrine is used to treat the

understanding that the quality of our health is

symptoms

affected by the negative impacts, such as air

problems. It is the active ingredient in ephedrine, a

pollution, water, food and lifestyle is not healthy.

traditional Chinese herb.

In the search for balance of life discourse, there is

The foxglove plant is another example pointing to

the health contribution to the balance of the mind.

the use of modern medicine herbal extraction. The

Apparently this has very important role. People in

leaf of this plant is powdered digitalis to stimulate

unhealthy

the heart and provide assistance to a large number

physical

conditions

usually

think

of

asthma

and

other

respiratory

negatively too much, feel distracted; be reluctant or

of heart patients.

lazy to do anything due to their conditions.

Some of the herbs used in Ayurveda successful in

Ayurveda is a holistic lifestyle system that teaches

reducing diabetes and cholesterol. In recent years,

the practical details of the arrangement of food,

there is growth in the use of herbal medicines

body work, rest periods, and work, which aims to

because of the success stories which replaced

achieve balance of body, mind, and soul. Thus,

Prozac for treating mild depression. In theUnited

Ayurveda is not just medicine but a healthy lifestyle.

States, the popularity of Ginseng and Ginkgo Biloba

The basic principle of Ayurveda is to prevent

increases due to the healing effect.

disease by balancing body, mind, soul and
environment. Ayurvedic health concept has been
covering the entire system of human life that
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Concept of Ayurveda and health.

Juilee a. kulkarni.
M pharm Sem-Iv
(Pharmaceutics)

yurveda is science of life. It deals with life

PRAKRUTI. The concept of PRAKRITI offers an

style, each and every aspect of human being. In

individualized

very

with

management of diseases. It is an essential tool of

happiness and health of human being. Ayurveda

Ayurveda which helps to plan and live healthy life

offers wonderful tools for better life style. It gives

style. It provides information about physical and

equal importance to our body, mind and soul ;

mental constitution of an individual.

simple

term

Ayurveda

is

concern

approach

for

prevention

and

In Ayurveda Dosha stands for movement or

Therefore works with holistic approach.
Ayurveda is an age old philosophy, the

activity. Three forms are distinguished: an actual

origins of which lie in India. Ayurveda in itself is not

movement, nonmovement and a movement which

a method of healing. It is, on the other hand, a way

brings about a change. With an actual movement,

of life, a way of understanding life, and it is this way

something is moved within a space. The opposite of

of life that heals.

movement is standstill. We can observe standstill

Basic fundamentals of Ayurveda include

PANCHAMAHABHUTA,

AGNISAMSTHA,

and

for instance in the mountains, which have been in
the same place for centuries. Standstill also has a

PRARUTI.

purpose in nature. The last form of movement,

PANCHAMAHABHUATA are basic five elements of

movement which brings about a change, is the

body namely, Akash (Ether), Vayu (Air), Agni (Fire),

movement of transformation. Examples are a child

Jala (Water) and Prithvi (Earth). There is a

that grows into an adult, a plant that blooms in

balanced

in

spring. Kapha is standstill or nonmovement. Pitta is

and

the transforming movement. Vata is the moving or

requirements of different structures and functions of

actual movement.These three movements steer life,

the body matrix and its parts. The growth and

they are the three pillars of our existence. For

development of the body matrix depends on its

instance: the change of the seasons, the course of

nutrition, i.e. on food. The food, in turn, is composed

a day, your state of mind... If we look at all these

of the above five elements, which replenish or

concepts in the context of nutrition, we can draw up

nourish the like elements of the body after the

a personal diet for your 'self'. Every person has his

action of biofire (Agni).

own constitution and nature. Modern life style does

AGNISAMSTHA includes body organs and their

not take in account of these fundamentals of

health, namely liver, mind,spleen, kidneys,uterus,

Ayurveda and thus cause of it is various diseases

digestive fire. 9 months before birth month, at the

like diabetes, obesity, atherosclerosis, and high

time of GARBHADHARANA, Formation of rasa,

blood pressure are causes of unhealthy life style

raktadhatu& climate determines

and imbalance of above mentioned humours.

different

condensation
proportions

to

of these
suit

the

elements
needs
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Before going for treatment we must consider cure

To be happy means to be healthy; To be

for life style problems. And the answer to these

healthy means to be one and live with

problems lies in concepts of Ayurveda. We need to

inner freedom, whether or not with physical flaws.

focus on understanding and applying the traditional

Ayurveda is not only about physical health, but

knowledge to modern life style. That includes peace

about

of mind and stability (YOGA ABHYAS) and

physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dimension.

general

wellbeing,

which

comprises

a

application of concepts to maintain health.
Living according to the principles of Ayurveda
is a different way of living. You start using your
senses more and more, gradually refining them. It is
a world in which you learn to know without words
and let vibrations and energies speak.
Living in harmony with nature and yourself
also often means that you need to purify your
physical and energetic body and that you adapt
your diet to who you are. A change in lifestyle is
also advisable: more rest and order in your daily
routine, but also in your feelings and thoughts. This
way, space is created for the development of
creative

processes

and

for

spiritual

growth.

Learning to live according to who we really are and
learning to live according to the original wisdom.
That is the underlying task of Ayurveda. In life, you
rarely achieve a major goal just like that. The same
is true for Ayurveda. You must be prepared to adapt
your life and to change, but also to receive.
One of the 13 transformation processes in the
body is the digestive process. According to the
principles, food is a way to bring body and mind into
balance and make sure man lives in harmony with
nature.
In Ayurveda good nutrition and digestion are
considered among the most important foundations
of our health. If our digestive system does not work
properly, then our body, cells, tissue and the deeper
transformation processes are not nourished. This
can give rise to all kinds of diseases. In order to eat
according to certain Ayurvedic principles, you also
need a little knowledge about the underlying ideas.
In conclusion, Ayurveda is a way of life with one
very simple objective: to be happy.
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Emergence of Ayurvedic medicines
for diabetes
Mrunal chiplunkar.
Third year.
B pharm.

Maximum

iabetes Mellitus is a chronic metabolic

deterioration

of

dhatus

(body

disorder in which the body is unable to make proper

tissues) occurs in this type of disease and this is the

use of glucose, resulting in the condition of

reason why all vital organs are affected by

hyperglycemia (high blood sugar). Excess glucose

Diabetes. The other prime cause of Diabetes

in the blood ultimately results in high levels of

Mellitus is impaired digestion. Impaired digestion

glucose being present in the urine (glycosuria). This

leads

increases

impurities which accumulate in the pancreatic cells

the

urine

output,

which

leads

to

dehydration and increased thirst. Glucose comes

and

to

accumulation

impair

the

of

specific

production

digestive

of

insulin.

from the food we eat and is also made in liver and

Ayurveda does not regard Diabetes as a

muscles. The blood carries glucose to all the cells in

disease that can be treated by mere medicine or by

our

a dietary regimen. Madhumeha

body.

Insulin,

a

chemical

(or hormone)

is classified as

produced in the pancreas, is responsible for the

a MahaRog (Major Disease) because, if not treated

uptake of glucose into cells for energy. Decreased

in time, it can lead to several complications in the

levels of insulin affects this mechanism leading to

body,

increased glucose in the blood stream. A diabetic

impotency, kidney failure, sexual and urologic

person passes urine in large quantities and urinates

problems, and more. Diabetes is a metabolic

frequently during day and night; thirst levels are

disorder and it cannot be merely treated by

increased; and there may be weight loss or weight

controlling

gain, fatigue, urinary tract infections, and blurred

recommended in Ayurveda – as against modern

vision. Wound healing is delayed. If left untreated,

medicine – is aimed at rejuvenating the body to not

Diabetes can lead to blindness, loss of limbs

only balance sugar levels, but also ensuring that no

(particularly feet or legs), heart disease, and kidney

further

failure.

The Ayurvedic treatment for this disease is based

including

eye

sugar

problems,

levels.

complication

The

is

joint

pains,

treatment

caused.

on an entire change in the lifestyle of the person.
In Ayurveda, Diabetes Mellitus is known
as Madhumeha (Madhu means‘honey’and Meha m
eans

‘urine’). Medhumeha

is

Along with medication and diet, the patient is also
advised to lead a healthy lifestyle and live an active

categorized

life. Dietary and lifestyle changes rejuvenate the

as VatajMeha (a problem caused by aggravation

body’s cells and tissues, allowing them to produce

of Vata or Air). Vata is an Ayurvedic humor

insulin properly. Even mental aspects of the disease

symbolizing wind and dryness. Deterioration of the

are stressed upon in Ayurveda. The medicines that

body is a characteristic that indicates impairment of

are administered are therefore meant to keep the

Vata.

brain in its right manner of functioning. Synthetic
drugs like Sulphonylureas,
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biguanidine, acarbose and Insulin are widely used

typically follows a meal. This insulin-like

in Allopathic treatment of Diabetes (Madhumeha).

action is believed to be due to a

However Diabetes is termed as SILENT KILLER

substance called polypeptide-P. Bitter

and

“Insulin

melon has also been found to contain a

resistance” and the occurrence of side effects from

phytonutrient called charantin that allows the

prolonged administration of conventional drugs

glucose from the blood to be moved into the

have triggered the search for safe and effective

muscles, adipose (fat) tissue and liver, lowering

alternatives.

blood

recently

evidence

of

cases

of

Ancient science of Ayurveda has

glucose

levels

in

diabetics.

discussed diabetes at length thousands of years

Pterocarpusmarsupium

ago. The knowledge and effectiveness of diagnosis

Fabaceae family is considered especially useful

can be understood with the fact that Ayurveda has

in people with type2 diabetes. Studies have

classified Diabetes (madhumeha) into 20 Types.

found that pterocarpus extracts may be able to

Since thousands of years the ancient physicians of

reduce the glucose absorption by the intestine,

this great nation have been successfully treating

making iteffective in type 2 diabetes. This anti-

Prameha with the Ayurvedic measures and drugs.

diabetic action has also been noted in some

Many drugs have already been screened for their

clinical studies carried out on humans. Gurmar

anti-diabetic property/blood sugar lowering property.

is a climbing shrub and the leaves have been

The importance of diet and exercise is also stressed

traditionally believed to be capable of destroying

in Ayurveda. The Ayurvedic diet regimens and the

sugar. Gymnema leaves contain saponins and

recipes may serve as a good replacement for the

gymnemic acids that have anti-diabetic action.

Diabetic patient. Though many of the diabetic drugs

Studies have found that gymnemic acids show

that are used today have a good sugar lowering

the ability to reduce the amount of sugar

(Hypoglycemic property) they essentially act at the

absorbed by the intestine during the process of

basic pathology. This helps in controlling the

digestion. Guduchi has been traditionally used

diabetes and not only the blood sugar.

as an adaptogen – a drug that increases the

(vijaysar)

of

the

Many of ayurvedic drugs are known to

body’s ability to cope with stress and illness.

possess antidiabetic activity. In recent times,

Extracts from the stem of this plant have been

clinical trials on people with type 2 diabetes

found to inhibit the activity of an enzyme called

show that fenugreek has the valuable property

alpha glucosidase which is involved with the

of reducing the rate at which sugar is absorbed

breakdown of glucose.

from

the

stomach

of

This applies to herbal drugs too – merely

digestion; it also appears to be capable of

changing over to a herbal remedy is not a final

stimulating the pancreatic cells to increase

solution; regulating your diet and exercising

insulin

regularly

production.

during

Both

the

these

process

actions

are

are

still

key

to

the

effective

believed to be a result of the action by an amino

management of diabetes. Being almost free of

acid

4-

side effects, easily available, safe for long term

hydroxyisoleucine. Several studies have found

use, cost effective and having lesser or no risk

that bitter gourd or karela extracts have the

of developing insulin resistance the ayurvedic

ability to reduce the activity of the alpha

medicines are now emerging as substitute for

glucosidase enzyme and this helps to reduce

conventional allopathic medicines.

present

in

fenugreek

called

the hyperglycemia (increase in sugar levels) that
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Enrichment of modern
medicine by Ayurveda
Prajakta Punde.
Mpharm Sem-Iv
(Pharmaceutics)

yurveda is a medical system that
deals not only with body but with the mind and spirit
as well. According to Ayurveda, most diseases
connected

with

the

psychophysiological

technique related to rejuvenation, cleansing, and
healing practices. These five actions are.
a.

Virechana - Purgation therapy

and

pathologic changes in the body are caused by

b.

Vamana - Emesis therapy
Vasti - Enema therapy

imbalance in three different dosha (ie, vata, pitta,
and kapha). The fundamental aim of ayurvedic

Shodhana - Principle practice

c.

UttaraVasti - Douching.

therapy is to restore the balance between these
three major body systems. Any imbalance can lead
to inflammation (also called sopha). The ayurvedic
definition

of

pittajasopha

Reasons of side effects of allopathic drugs:
1.

but on asymptomatic basis

(inflammation)

encompasses the modern concept of inflammation,

2.
3.

The drugs act at the molecular level and not at
the tissue level.

body, mind, and consciousness is the ayurvedic
4.

definition of health.

Treatment is given on a mass basis not
individualistic.

which is defined as redness, pain, heat, loss of
function, and swelling. The balanced coordination of

The treatment is given not in a holistic manner

The drugs are artificially produced, very strong

Ayurveda is the combination of two words that is

and have highly potential concentration of

Ayur – Veda.

single drug molecules without any counter

Ayur meaning “The Whole Lifespan” and Veda

balancing contents. In the case of herbal

meaning “Total Knowledge”

medicine, the drugs are at the tissues level,

The science of Ayurveda, therefore, encompasses

from natural herbal sources with balancing

the total knowledge of the whole Lifespan. In

contents.

Ayurveda one is in good health when our inner and
internal environment is in balance that is Vata, Pitta

Ayurveda over Allopathy:
1.

studied and understood

and Kaphadosha (vital humors), Agni (the digestive
fire), Dhatus (the 7 body tissues), Mala (the waste

2.
3.

The mind and emotional state

4.

Diet: green and natural is now being accepted
as a major force in health

What Is Panchakarma?
Ayurvedic

Panchakarmaclean

The cause of ill-health could be other than just
infection or physical origin

products), The Mana, Indriya and Atma (mind,
senses and consciousness).

The human personality as a whole has to be

the

body

medicinal herbs. Panchakarma is a special

using

5.

Life style changes can lead to dramatic
improvements in health
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6.

Stress management-avoidance of stress and
recovery from stress by techniques such as
yoga, meditation, relaxation

7.

Avoidance of chemical drugs

Ayurveda can provide better solution for chronic
diseases like asthma, arthritis, diseases than many
current

allopathic

treatments

available

today.

Ayurveda offers simple and effective remedies to
boost immunity and build resistance. Many testing
laboratories are working in collaboration with
Ayurvedic pharmaceuticals to make the Ayurvedic
drugs more authenticated.
Clinical Research:
Treatment according to ayurveda is very
individualized; thereby making it difficult to conduct
a large population based clinical study. Thus, not
many randomized, controlled, and double-blind
clinical trials are available. Enough preclinical
studies are done with individual herbs or their
derivatives, for example, curcumin, ashwagandha,
guggulu,kutki, shatavari, brahmi, guduchi, amla,
ginger, and arsenic trioxide. There are very few
studies available with complex herbal formulations,
for example, rasagenthilehyam, Brahmarasayana,
semecarpuslehyam, triphala, and otherrasayanas.
Some human clinical trials are under way with
curcumin, resveratrol, and flavopiridol. Ayurveda is
the “mother” of all medical systems and will very
soon be the main medical system of the world.
Hence both Ayurveda and Allopathy have their own
merits and demerits. We cannot supplement

Ayurveda with Allopathy or vice versa. Ayurveda
has to be studied and applied, integrated into
allopathic

practice-in

both

preventive

therapeutic levels for the better treatment.

and

Art By:
Pooja Takudage.
M Pharm. Sem II
(Pharmaceutics)
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WHY OUR TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS
ARE BETTER THAN THE
CONVENTIONAL ONES?
Rucha Deo.
Mukta Wagh.
Final year
B pharm.

yurveda is the age old system of

virusetc; that is the causative reason for the

medicine developed in ancient India about

sickness. However, this treatment cannot

5000 years ago. It is considered to be the

determine that the disease will be cured

holistic method of treatment which aims at

permanently

removing a disease condition from its roots

Ayurvedic

medicines

are

mainly

with help of medicines made from herbs and

made from natural herbs and extracts of

roots of plants. The term ‘Ayurveda’ is said

fruits, vegetables, spices, etc., that help in

to be the combination of two Sanskrit words

curing disease conditions with almost no

‘ayur’ which means life and ‘veda’ which can

side effects. In short, Ayurvedic medicines

be translated as ‘to know’ or ‘knowledge’.

are mostly made from natural drugs and are

Ayurveda is basically considered to be a

mostly harmless to our body. On the other

spiritual and traditional way of curing a

hand, the allopathic medicines are made

disease by allowing our body to heal by

synthetically with the use of chemicals and

itself. Allopathy, on the contrary was only

so they are likely to have some sort of side

introduced recently, i.e. about 300 years

effect or the other. Allopathy treats the

ago, but it is highly accepted and also

disease by rendering a solution that may

practiced all around the world. The primary

create some type of side effects.

concept of allopathy is to provide immediate
relief

to

the

causative

patient

by

organisms

of

medicines

work

by

the

removing toxic material from our body and

disease;

thereby decontaminating it, whereas some

destroying
the

Ayurvedic

however, it does not guarantee permanent

Allopathic medicines partly clean our body.

cure from the disease. Given below are the

Ayurvedic medicines primarily focuses on

different benefits of Ayurvedic medicines

the root cause of the disease condition to

over modern allopathic treatment.

heal the specific system of our body; an d

Ayurvedic

medicines

mainly

aims

at

because

of that

we can

preserve good

and

health for a long period of time. While at the

also

same time, Allopathy mainly concentrates

suggest the person the desirable lifestyle

on the symptoms of the disease and gives

and diet for improving his/her overall health.

medicines

On

of

symptom and not the basic cause of the

Allopathic treatment is to render instant

problem. This is mainly the reason why

respite by destroying the germs, bacteria,

allopathic treatment can have several types

permanently
effectively

the

healing
treating

other

the

the

hand,

person

disease.

the

basic

It

goal

to

suppress

that

particular
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of side effects.When compared to allopathic
treatment,

ayurvedic

medicines

are

very

much efficient in treating chronic illness,
especially those diseases associated with
our liver. This is mainly due to the reason
that some Ayurvedic medicines are rich
source

of

some

ingredients

that

can

rejuvenate our liver.
The allopathic system of medicine
offers prompt, but only temporary solution to
certain

disease

allopathy

condition.

cannot

For

provide

instance,

long-lasting

solution for some serious disease such as
jaundice,

hemorrhoids,

arthritis,

etc.;

whereas, Ayurveda can successfully cure
these

diseases.

Though

the

treatment

provided by Ayurveda is relatively slow, the
relief thus obtained will be p ermanent. This
is because they basically focus on the root
cause of the disease and cures it rather
than just suppressing the symptoms.
Considering the above benefits of ayurvedic
therapy and medicines, they are considered
highly efficient and curative as they help to
effectively heal and purify our body in a
natural way without any side -effects, and
also

revive

our

mind

and

soul

in

the

process.
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Ayurveda is better than Modern medicines.
Sana Malhotra.
Rucha Vitonde.
Final Year
B pharm

odern health care or ancient health care-

Sushrutha Samhita describes 300 procedures of

which path does one take? Which path is

surgery and 120 surgical instruments. Sushrutha

the correct path? Which path will cure us? Which

performed complicated surgeries like cataract,

path will give us long lives? All these kinds

artificial limbs, plastic surgery, fractures, brain

of questions cross our minds, whether or not we are

tumors, etc and was the first one in the world to use

ill. We all want to live in a disease free society. But

anesthesia and injectios.
Ayurveda means science of longetivity and it

how do we go about doing so-the modern way, or

could solve 90% of the modern surgeries through

the ancient way?
Ayurveda is the oldest form of medicine in the

medicines. It suffered from the limitation that it

world, dating back to 3000 BC. It does not use any

acted slowly; but it can cure the disease completely

chemicals; only herbs (so less or no side effects)

and ensure it does not occur again. After the

and

invention of injection by Sushrutha this limitation

sometimes

copper,

gold,

potassium

permanganate as immunomodulators in humans.

has been overcome. Ayurveda is a master of

It uses simple instruments for surgeries and

nervous

treatment.

genetics, etc. Modern medicine originated in Europe

system,

digestion,

bones,

anatomy,

Two great ancient doctors-Sushrutha, the

around 14th to 15th century AD. It is not based on

Surgeon (Father of Surgery) and Charaka, the

cure but suppression. It does not guarantee

Physician (Father of Medicine) are the authors of

complete cure; but it too, can suppress most

the Charaka Samhita and Sushrutha Samhita, the

diseases up to some extent. One of its major

first ever medical scriptures.

advantages are in the treatment of cancer which is

The Charaka Samhita includes digestion,

not described in ayurveda-only the basics are

metabolism, immunity, genetics, anatomy of human

described. Being based on chemicals, side effects

body, etiology, physiology, embryology, etc. The

are common. It is based on modern biotech

human body and character have been classified

machines, which focus primarily on suppressing

into three sections in his book, according to which a

symptoms rather than treating the ailment, for e.g.:

physician who fails to enter the body of a patient

if a person goes to the doctor and complains of a

with the lamp of knowledge and understanding can

fever since 3 days, the doctor immediately judges it

never treat diseases. He should first study all the

to be viral fever and prescribes some medicines,

factors, including environment, which influence a

not bearing in mind that fever is just an indicator -

patient's disease, and then prescribe treatment. “It

malaria, dengue, typhoid, swine flu all start with

is more important to prevent the occurrence of

fever!

disease than to seek a cure”- Charaka .
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A combination of the two, however, could work

Ayurveda treats to eliminate the root

wonders! The difference between Ayurveda and

cause of the disease so that the body is healthy

modern medicine is quite simple. Modern medicine

and no symptoms exist. A real cure is a cure that

treats the symptoms only and Ayurveda treats the

completely eliminates the problem, not just a

entire body as a whole. Each type of medicine has

temporary fix. You have one body for your entire

its pros and cons and each person must choose

life, so its best to maintain it and treat it well so that

what is best for him or her.

it will serve you well.

Western medicine, also known as Modern
Medicine and Allopathic Medicine, has helped save
millions of lives. Through the advancement of
science, modern medicine is the perfect tool in
cases of trauma and serious illnesses. However,
allopathy is a disease care system and its job is to
manage the disease. When you walk into a doctor’s
office, they will ask you your symptoms, check your
temperature and blood pressure, and then write a
prescription. That prescription will often come with
many side effects and that same prescription will
not be a cure, but rather a symptom suppressor. So
in reality, most drugs never really take care of
the problem.
Ayurveda on the other hand, finds the root
cause of the problem and treats the problem and
body as a whole, rather than just the symptoms.
When imbalance arises in the physiology is when
illness arises. There is always a root cause to any
pain, discomfort, and any other types of illnesses.
Let’s take headaches for example. There are many
root causes of which headache is just a symptom.
Dehydration

and

indigestion

could

result

in

headaches. If you go the doctor for a headache,
they will not take into consideration your diet,
routine, and water intake…they will just give you a
painkiller. An Ayurvedic physician will find the root
cause of the problem and treat the root cause,
rather than the symptom. If indigestion is the root
cause of the headache, then the digestion will
be addressed first and then the headache. A weak
digestion or imbalanced digestion is the root cause
of most illnesses.
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Ayurveda

Sayyami Chippa.
Third Year
B pharm

n the last few decades there has been

which define this person's temperament and

growing interest in alternative forms of therapy

characteristics. Each person has a natural state, or

globally. In addition, attempts by devotees of New
Age culture to ascribe new layers of meaning to the
concepts of Ayurveda have propagated a simplified

natural combination of these three elements, and
should seek balance by modulating their behavior
or environment. In this way they can increase or
decrease the doshas they lack or have an

and modified version of Ayurvedic culture and

abundance of them respectively. Another view

practice. While this has stimulated the development

present in the ancient literature states that dosha

of tourism for well-being, leisure Ayurveda, in India,

equality is identical to health, and that persons with

with spas and hotels offering different kinds of

imbalance of dosha are proportionately unhealthy,

simplified treatments, for many in India and abroad
these commercialized variants have come to
represent Ayurveda.

because they are not in their natural state of
balance. Prakriti is one of the most important
concepts in Ayurveda.
The spirit of scientific enquiry influencing

Ayurvedic

medicine is

system

the intellectual world since the time of Buddha led to

Vedic

old belief systems being questioned and tangible

tradition native to the Indian subcontinent, and a

proofs being sought after. In this cultural milieu in

form of alternative medicine. Some of the oldest

the Indo-Gangetic and lower Himalayan regions,

the Suśrutha

tribal and wandering healers, learned physicians,

Sanhitā, Charaka Sanhitā. These Sanskrit texts are

ascetic and yogic traditions such as Buddhism and

among the foundation and formally compiled works

Jainism,

of Ayurveda. There are two ways in which to

Samkhya, Visheshika and Nyaya all contributed to

approach Ayurvedic principles and terminology: one

the emergence of a formal scientific culture of

may either focus on the historical foundation or,

healing that became Ayurveda.

of Hindu traditional

known

medicine of

Ayurvedic

alternatively,

a

texts

a

include

schools

such

as

Ayurveda stresses the use of plant-based

an ethnographic approach and focus on the forms

medicines and treatments. Plant-based medicines

of traditional medicine prevalent across India

are derived from roots, leaves, fruits, barks and

today. Ayurveda states that a balance of the three

seeds such as cardamom and cinnamon. William

elemental substances, the Doshas, equals health,

Dymock and co-authors summarized hundreds of

while

are

plant-derived medicines in 19th century, along with

One

the prevalent myth, stories, uses, microscopic

human

structure, chemical composition, toxicology and

three doshas:
Ayurvedic

equals

Vata,

theory

Pitta
states

may

philosophical

take

imbalance

description

and

disease.
and
that

There
Kapha.

each

possesses a unique combination of these doshas

commerce in British India. Some animal products
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may also be used, for example milk, bones,

Many are under research for different

and gallstones. In addition, fats are used both for

therapeutic uses and pharmacological

consumption

activities. Some of the ayurvedic medicines are

and

for

external

use.

Minerals,

including sulphur, arsenic, lead, copper sulfate and

known

gold

prescribed. This

medicines due to their bioequivalence and low cost.

practice of adding minerals to herbal medicine is

Looking over the current scenario the ayurvedic

known as rasa shastra.

medicines are the gaining popularity and will rule

are

also

consumed

as

A variety of alcoholic beverages known

to

successfully

replace

the

allopathic

the market in few decades.

as Madya are used in Ayurveda. It enhances Pitta
dosha and mitigates Vatta and Kaphadosha. They
are grouped by the raw material and fermentation
process and classified as: sugar based, fruit based,
cereal based, cereal base with herbs, fermentation
of vinegar and tonic wines. Madya are used for
various purposes including purgation, improve
digestion and taste, to create dryness and to
produce

looseness

of

joints.

Ayurveda

texts

describe it as non-viscid, quick in action, enter into
minute pores of the body and cleaning them, spread
quickly.
Purified opium the dried latex from the plant
capsule is used in eight Ayurvedic preparations. It
balances Vata and Kapha Doshas and enhances
Pitta

Dosha.

Used

for

treatment

of

certain

conditions of diarrhoea and dysentery, and also to
increase the sexual and muscular powers and
produce stupefaction of brain. But, sedative and
pain-relieving properties of opium on the human
organ were not considered for Ayurvedic treatment
purposes. The use of Opium is not found in the
ancient Ayurveda texts. Although no exact time is
known, it is possible that that Opium was brought to
India along with or before the Mohammedan
conquest. The therapeutic usage of opium is first
mentioned in Sarngadhara Samhita, a book on
pharmacy written between 1300-1400 CE that was
referred by physicians of Rajasthan in Western
India, as ingredient of an aphrodisiac to delay
seminal ejaculation.
On similar grounds many of the ayurvedic
medicines are now officially being used clinically.
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Perilous Emergence of
the ‘Science of Life’.
A. Seeneevassen.
Final Year
B pharm.
he situation is alarming. The global

potentially harmful levels of Lead, Mercury or

health care crisis is deepening. For the majority,

Arsenic. Users may be at risk for heavy metal

affordable quality health care seems like a distant

toxicity and that testing of Ayurvedic herbomineral

dream.

formulations for toxic heavy metals should be made

Even the pharmaceutical industry is facing a

compulsory. The paper sparked off a huge “halla-

discovery challenge and an innovation deficit. The

gulla” in the US, about how Ayurveda is mumbo-

average time of discovering, developing and

jumbo, and how India is poisoning innocent

launching a new drug is increasing. Societal

American citizens with toxic metals and blablabla.

expectations of drug safety and efficacy are rising

More scientific papers were published on the same

while R and D productivity in the pharmaceutical

theme raving and raging against Ayurveda and

industry is failing. Typical diseases affecting the

calling for an outright ban in the US.

poor are being neglected.

Yet, you know what really upsets me is that some of

Consequently, against this background, there

our own citizens, our youngsters vigorously agreed

is a renewed interest in complementary medicine

with those western scientists, and went around

which can be a means to affordable health care.

gleefully denouncing our ancient medical systems.

Logic dictates that Ayurveda can indubitably be an

Ayurveda is known as the knowledge about healthy

alternative way to healthy lifestyle treatments at

prolongation of life.

lower prices.

Do you really think that it is possible that the

However, I wonder, given the present health

spiritual gurus and rishis – whom I prefer calling as

care scenario, as to why Ayurvedic system of

our genius ancestors – who were illuminated and

medicine has still not been given its righteous place.

unveiled this sacred treasure to the ailing humanity

I never really understood the misconceptions that

could have made such a blunder and reduce the life

people, especially westerners, have concerning

of a person? The answer is bold – No.

Ayurveda.

No medical system is perfect. And no medical

Why do we need an evidence base to Ayurvedic

system

practice? Do we really require an evidence search

exception, every single ‘scientific’ medicine invented

for a health care practice that has been in vogue

in the West and sold to the world has its own share

since ages?

of adverse effects and toxicity.

can

cure

all

ailments.

And

without

Actually, all the doubts started popping up in

Does that mean we ban western pharmaceutical

people’s minds with a paper published in 2004 by

products in our country – based on the arguments

RB Saper and his co-workers, from the Harvard

used by Saper and co-workers? Let us not tamely

Medical School in Boston. The paper concluded

permit people and ourselves to trample all over this

that 1 out of 5 Ayurvedic herbomineral products

unique medical system that Ayurveda constitutes!

produced in India and available in Boston contains
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Ayurveda
A journey from scientific foundation
to global vision
Prasad Bhat
M pharm Sem-Iv
(QAT)
yurveda has entered the global health

to change. Our aim should be to propagate globally

arena initially as a massage system two decades

the immense potentials of this system to heal, in as

back. With the spread of Health tourism in India in

many countries as possible, in its own capacity as a

the recent years, the popularity of Ayurveda

scientific medical system of India.

boomed in the west. Many of the foreign students

If we fail to do the same at the earliest,

coming to India to learn Ayurveda and this spread

irreversible damage can be done to its credibility

the of short-term Ayurveda courses in India. Since

globally by many a negative forces which are trying

in many of the countries there was no definition for

to

who a qualified Ayurveda doctor is, anything done

questioning its age old tradition of healing powers

in the name of Ayurveda got popularised in the

and scientific base as a system of medicine.

west.

Already the herbal label given to Ayurveda is
The initial attempts to globalize Ayurveda

started

with

Ayurveda

educational

institutions

offering various courses ranging from 1 month to 3

damage

the

reputation

of

Ayurveda

and

damaging the reputation of the system and limiting
its scope beyond what we can imagine with far
reaching repercussion.
The aim of Ayurveda to serve humanity will

years. Then, many positive health care centres and
Ayurveda

only be fulfilled if it can reach out to the global

therapies varying from massages to “pancha

community as a sound solution to the puzzling

karma” treatments.

health care issues faced by the people world over.

spas

started

offering

a

variety

of

The current issue is not the “globalisation” of

This can be achieved only through a well-organized

Ayurveda. Ayurveda has already been globalised in

scientific as well as tactful political approach with a

a very big way. The question is to save the face of

clear vision for the next 25 years ahead.
With

Ayurveda from the branded images and get it

this

aim,

the

IAF

(International

recognized over the globe as a scientific system of

Federation of Ayurveda) entered the scene in 2002,

medicine in its own capacity. Ayurveda has been

with lots of hope and enthusiasm with a global

misinterpreted by various custodians of the system

vision for the acceptance of Ayurveda in the next 2

in the west under various labels to suit their

decades.

convenience to get established themselves in

The main objectives of the IAF are:

accordance with the situations in the country of



in as many countries as possible.

practice. Thus Ayurveda became “herbal medicine”,
“natural medicine”, CAM, Holistic medicine, etc.



identity as a mainstream medical system. This has

Development of research programmes in
Ayurveda.

Nowhere in the world other than in the Indian subcontinent, Ayurveda has been able to keep its

Appropriate state recognition of Ayurveda



Appropriate

training,

education

and

certification of Ayurveda practitioners.
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Generation and protection of Intellectual

If we fail to do the same at the earliest,

property of Ayurveda.

irreversible damage can be done to its

Co-operation with International and regional

credibility globally by many a negative forces which

organizations to ensure the global recognition of

are trying to damage the reputation of Ayurveda

Ayurveda. Ayurveda has entered the global health

and questioning its age old tradition of healing

arena initially as a massage system two decades

powers and scientific base as a system of medicine.

back. With the spread of Health tourism in India in

Already the herbal label given to Ayurveda is

the recent years, the popularity of Ayurveda

damaging the reputation of the system and limiting

boomed in the west. Many of the foreign students

its scope beyond what we can imagine with far

coming to India to learn Ayurveda and this spread

reaching repercussion.

the of short-term Ayurveda courses in India. Since

The aim of Ayurveda to serve humanity will

in many of the countries there was no definition for

only be fulfilled if it can reach out to the global

who a qualified Ayurveda doctor is, anything done

community as a sound solution to the puzzling

in the name of Ayurveda got popularised in the

health care issues faced by the people world over.

west.

This can be achieved only through a well-organized
The initial attempts to globalize Ayurveda

started

with

Ayurveda

educational

institutions

scientific as well as tactful political approach with a
clear vision for the next 25 years ahead.

offering various courses ranging from 1 month to 3

With this aim, the IAF (International Federation of

years. Then, many positive health care centres and

Ayurveda) entered the scene in 2002, with lots of

spas

hope and enthusiasm with a global vision for the

started

offering

a

variety

of

Ayurveda

therapies varying from massages to “pancha

acceptance of Ayurveda in the next 2 decades.

karma” treatments.

The main objectives of the IAF are:

The current issue is not the “globalisation” of



Ayurveda. Ayurveda has already been globalised in
a very big way. The question is to save the face of

in as many countries as possible.


Ayurveda from the branded images and get it
recognized over the globe as a scientific system of



accordance with the situations in the country of

Development of research programmes in
Ayurveda.



in the west under various labels to suit their
convenience to get established themselves in

Appropriate regulatory status for Ayurveda
products.

medicine in its own capacity. Ayurveda has been
misinterpreted by various custodians of the system

Appropriate state recognition of Ayurveda

Appropriate

training,

education

and

certification of Ayurveda practitioners.


Generation and protection of Intellectual
property of Ayurveda.

practice. Thus Ayurveda became “herbal medicine”,

Co-operation

“natural medicine”, CAM, Holistic medicine, etc.

organizations to ensure the global recognition of

with

International

and

regional

Nowhere in the world other than in the Indian sub-

Ayurveda.

continent, Ayurveda has been able to keep its
identity as a mainstream medical system. This has
to change. Our aim should be to propagate globally
the immense potentials of this system to heal, in as
many countries as possible, in its own capacity as a
scientific medical system of India.
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Directions for the revitalization of
Ayurveda in the 21st century
Varsha randhe.
M pharm Sem-II
(QAT)
hy is Ayurveda, the Indian Health

physiological

mechanisms

that

manifest

as

Science, not taking off on a scale that makes it

syndromes. Biomedical scientists are no longer

much more visible on the national and global stage?

looking for single molecules for infectious diseases,

One of the chief reasons for the subdued status of

but rather for combinatorial drugs that may be akin

Ayurveda – though certainly not the sole reason –

to the aqueous extracts known as kashayams used

appears to be that Indian State and Central

in classical Ayurveda. Medicine today is looking for

governments have put it on a starvation diet for

solutions

more than 60 years (since independence), and

diseases and metabolic disorders, for enhancing

before that, India’s colonial rulers treated Ayurveda

immunity, for prevention and for positive health. At

even worse. Thus for more than 150 years

another social level, the huge investments in

Ayurveda has survived largely throughcommunity

biomedicine-based strategies for primary healthcare

(not state) support for its health services with

in rural and urban communities, despite six decades

production. In subcritical public investment in

of increasing investments in infrastructure, drugs

research, education, clinical services, public health,

and human resources –including the flagship

development of standards and industrial 2012,

National Rural Health Mission program launched in

Ayurveda received only around 1.5% of the national

the 10th five year plan – still requires the majority of

health budget; at state levels, except in the state of

the population to spend around 70% of their annual

Kerala Ayurveda received only around 0.5% of the

health

health budgets of the Indian states (provinces).

demonstrating an unsatisfactory state of health

Thus all of Ayurveda’s achievements in research,

security This is the default situation that has brought

product

clinical

Ayurveda to the center stage. The science of

practice are of an insufficient scale, which is

Ayurveda embodies a sophisticated theory of

unfortunately only noticed by the most discerning of

homeostasis and bio-regulation, and an incredible

observers. To the majority of people in India and the

knowledge

West the potential of Ayurveda goes unnoticed.

complex physiological imbalances. It possesses a

Today, however, the time has come for the growth

wide range of dietary supplements and health

of Ayurveda. This is the Ayurvedic community, but

practices for securing public health.

development,

education

and

for

dealing

expenditure

of

has

out

natural

unique

with

non-communicable

of

products

pocket,

for

correcting

essentially because of the limitations of western

It

biomedicine and the inevitable and serious search

(pancakarmas)

for alternative

metabolism and immune functions. It has strength

that

detoxification

thus

are

assumed

procedures
to

correct

THE WORLD OF MEDICINE is no longer

in geriatrics, in preventive healthcare and in

looking for blockbuster drugs aimed at single

strategies for enhancing wellbeing (swasthya). In

targets; it is looking for drugs that correct underlying

the context of rural health, Ayurveda has an
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intimate

knowledge

of

approximately

6500

service and most of the limited taxpayers’

ecosystem-specific plant species that can provide

money invested in Ayurveda has gone down

low cost solutions for innovative. Why is Ayurveda,

the drain –with rare exceptions –into inefficient and

the Indian Health Science, not ‘green health’

ineffective government sector institutions.

programs that can enhance both self-reliance and
the health security of rural households.

If the same scale and skew in investments
in Ayurveda continue into the 12th and 13th five
year plans, Ayurveda and India will miss the

Can India harness Ayurveda to fulfill the two

opportunity to become a world leader in the new era

promises that it holds?

of

Firstly, Ayurveda promises health security for

healthcare, which is firmly slated on the agenda of

millions

global healthcare in the 21st century.

of

rural

and

urban

households,

by

promoting the reliable use of ecosystem-specific
plants,

elements

of

ritucharyaand

dincharya

complementary,

integrative

and

pluralistic

There are huge challenges in translational
research

and

therefore

Ayurveda

research

(seasonal and daily regimens) and ethnic diets.

institutions need the best of minds, who possess

Secondly, it promises original contributions to the

both traditional knowledge and scientific knowledge.

world of medicine and life sciences through R&D on

When translational research is being attempted on

strategic problems in the new emerging field of

a sophisticated knowledge system like Ayurveda,

‘Ayurvedic biology’, which bridges concepts and

reliable interpretation of slokas [medical verses in

theories of Ayurveda with high end science in

the canons of Ayurveda] and traditional practices

modern biology. The short answer is yes – on the

into science becomes crucial. Even translating

condition that substantial and focused investments

poetry from one language to another involves much

are made in building world-class institutions,

more than literal word for word translation.

preferably in the not-for-profit and private sectors,

The first and most important step is to

for translational research, integrative education, and

correlate Ayurveda concepts with those of modern

drug

healthcare

biology and then develop appropriate experimental

services including public health. Thus, far from the

models to test Ayurvedic propositions in a rigorous

beginning of the 1st five year national plan, to date,

fashion. This needs collaboration of the best

support for Ayurveda has been mere lip service and

Ayurvedic physicians and theoreticians, with the

most of the limited taxpayers’ money invested in

best scientists from western life- and physical

Ayurveda has gone down the drain – with rare

sciences in order to do epistemologically informed

exceptions

translation and experimentation. The task calls for

development

and

–into

integrative

inefficient

and

ineffective

government sector institutions.

interpreting the systemic theories of Ayurveda into

If the same scale and skew in investments in

the structural frameworks of science. This program

Ayurveda continue into the 12th and 13th five year

needs critical and sustained support for translational

plans, Ayurveda and India will miss the opportunity

and

to become a world leader in the new era of

problems. It needs to be executed in a coordinated

complementary,

pluralistic

way by visionary and missionary leadership located

healthcare, which is firmly slated on the agenda of

in a network of institutions. Today, India has not yet

global healthcare in the 21st century. Thus, far from

created a single world-class research institution for

integrative

the beginning of the

1st

and

five year national plan, to

date, support for Ayurveda has been mere lip

trans-disciplinary

research

on

strategic

translational research that bridges Ayurveda and
modern biology, but
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needs at least half a dozen of them in order to make

thousands of ecosystem specific species of

a national and global impact.

plants. In public health Ayurveda can provide
the

world’s

cheapest

solution

for

microbial

Ayurvedic biology, Ayurvedic products, and clinical

purification of drinking water by reintroducing the

efficacy

traditional practice of storing drinking water in

This national and global impact could come from

copper vessels, which results in the total eradication

innovative research results obtained from the new

of all pathogenic bacteria and some viruses. These

emerging trans disciplinary field called ‘Ayurvedic

are the directions for revitalization of Ayurveda in

biology’, which bridges concepts and systemic

the 21st century, which would benefit both India and

theories of Ayurveda with structural theories of

the global community.

biology.2 It also could come from the development
of

premium pharmaceutical,

nutraceutical and

cosmeticeutical products derived from revalidations
of high priority products selected from the vast
repository of over 200,000 herbal formulations
documented in Ayurvedic classical literature; or
from a global appreciation for the sophisticated
systemic theories embodied in traditional medical
knowledge currently being imparted in over two
hundred fifty Ayurvedic medical colleges in India; or
from

the

reputation

of

its

clinical

efficacy

demonstrated in the management of chronic
diseases and metabolic disorders.
There are similar opportunities waiting to be
fulfilled in other areas, like clinical practice and
clinical research, where India can create new
models of secondary and tertiary hospitals based
on integrative healthcare – with Ayurveda and yoga
as the pivot – integrated with modern surgery and
emergency medicine in medical education there is a
huge

opportunity

to

establish

world-class

universities for Ayurveda with strong research,
outreach and teaching programs developed in a
contemporary integrative framework. The Indian
Ayurvedic

industry

can

develop

blockbuster

products for correcting systemic disorders if it
revalidates and standardizes prioritized herbal
formulations

with

modern

tools.

In

primary

healthcare Ayurveda can also make significant
contributions for self-reliance of rural communities
through its knowledge base of the pharmacology of
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AMALGAMATION OF AYURVEDA WITH ALLOPATHY:
A SYNERGISTIC APPROACH FOR HEALTHY SOCIETY
Ashish Bhalerao.
M pharm Sem-Iv
(Pharmaceutics)

OW MODERN MEDICINE SYSTEM WORKS?

comprehensive natural holistic healthcare, which is

Presently, allopathy, the modern medicine system,

5000‑years‑old and is commonly adopted in India,

which is 100‑years‑old, is the most acceptable

especially rural India, where70% of population lives.

medicine therapy by majority of people. Modern

It includes all aspects of life and environment

allopathic medicine originated from Greco‑Roman

through mind consciousness. It works by concept of

Medicine and northern European traditions consists

tridosha (Vata, Pitta, Kapha), which has been

of

and

validated with 90% certainty in a biostatistical study.

biochemistry and the structure‑function relationship

Here, decision making mainly depends on the

between cells, tissues and organs. It focuses on

imbalance in these three doshas, which are the

diagnosis, treatment and cure for acute illnesses via

physiobiological properties made through different

potent pharmaceutical drugs, surgery, radiation and

combinations of mahabhutas. Their qualitative

other treatment modalities. Allopathy is based on

disturbance leads to doshas (disharmony), resulting

major three steps: Hypothesis, experimentation and

in the occurrence of various diseases. Hence, for

observation

the

control and regression of the disease, balance in

conclusion. It works in hand with technology that aid

the tridosha has been considered as a basic target

to devise diagnostic procedures, drugs with specific

for

actions, vaccine, sophisticated surgical procedures

ayurveda, the concept of panchmahabhutas has

and transplants, hence, imparting it the top position

been found responsible for origin of all the living

among all medicine systems. Allopathy follows

and non-living things, which means that every

offensive rather than defensive strategy for creating

substance in this universe is made up of five basic

a healthy society. It acts by finding out the cause of

elements; hence, every substance in nature has the

disease and its elimination with the help of drugs.

potential to be a medicine. Despite using harsh

Allopathy bears a number of advantages that

chemical substances as in allopathy, Ayurveda

makes it to the top of most medicine system in the

uses natural medicinal substances that are safer for

present time, but it has flaws like inefficacy in curing

human body.

the

science

and,

of

anatomy,

finally,

the

physiology

theory

or

therapeutics

in

ayurveda.

According

to

certain chronic diseases and unavoidable adverse

Knowledge base of Ayurveda originates from

effects, which need to be addressed seriously to

years of experience, observation, empiricism and

generate an efficient and safe healthcare system

intuition that is passed over generations. Ayurveda
works by ‘defense strategy’ rather than ‘offense

HOW AYURVEDIC SYSTEM WORKS?

strategy’ by making the host body strong to deal

Ayurveda is a combination of two words

with various physical and mental stresses to human

Ayu and Veda, meaning the knowledge of life. It is a

body. By understanding the origin of the disease,
ayurveda targets eating, breathing, digestion,
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thoughts, memory and sleep, which are easy
approaches helpful to gain good health. It works at

Blind eye toward spiritual and
social health.

mind level and is therefore able to motivate the
patient at mental level, which is very important for

Advantages

improving treatment outcome in drug dependence

Ayurvedic system

and

Advantages

lifestyle

disorders

like

diabetes

mellitus,

and

disadvantages

of

traditional

hypertension, insomnia and acid peptic diseases.

Safe, sure, easily available, and cost‑effective

Ayurveda

Therapy.

possesses

comprehensive

approach

covering all the aspects of health with drawback of

Diagnose the disease at early stages when the

inadequacy in managing emergencies and lack of

disease is subtle. As per the ayurvedic

technology assisted diagnostic techniques.

concept of six stages of disease-accumulation,
aggravation,

dissemination,

localization,

Advantages and disadvantages of modern medicine

manifestation, and disruption, Ayurveda can

system

diagnose the imbalance in doshasat early

Advantages

foursubtle stages even before a disease

Advanced technology with efficient and

appear and prevents the disease occurrence.

confirmatory diagnostic techniques.

Covers all the aspects of health that is in

Defining

appropriate

therapeutics

by

collaboration are a must for a healthy living

exploringand confirming the targets in disease

being.

initiation and progression.
Efficient

management

of

emergency

Mainly targets the occurrence of the disease;

conditions

hence, prevention before a problem arises.

Effective surgical management of thePatient

Able to cure chronic illness efficaciously and

Identifying specific microorganisms involved in

Safely.

particular

diseases

and

providing

specifictargeted action.

Disadvantages
Delayed mode of action

Disadvantages

Lack

of

evidence

based

data

for

New drug discovery and development is time

effectiveness of therapies

consuming

Not good for emergency conditions as

and

costly,

leading

to

time

consuming and costly, leading to a new drug.

modern medicine system

Use of modern system is associated unsafe
during

post‑marketing

surveillance,

hence

making long awaited discovery a failure.

WHY

INTEGRATE

AYURVEDA

WITH

ALLOPATHY?

Inadequacy in treating chronic diseases such

The basic idea of integrating allopathy with

as allergies, arthritis.

Ayurveda is to explore anything and everything from

Organisms becoming resistant to the drugs,

these medicine systems for the benefit of patient

leading to the lack in the remedies left with the

and to include in the mainstream medicine to

modern

expand

system

hyperacidity.

for

resistant

organism’s

the

already

existing

therapeutic

armamentarium for new challenges of the modern
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world. Prioritizing allopathy over ayurveda is similar

work together. Similarly, nano drug particles

as a warrior carrying only sword, but not the shield.

are a recent thrust for scientific research for

This shield in healthcare system is provided by

their rapid and targeted action. Their discovery is

ayurveda, which mainly aims at prevention of the

based on appraisal of the bhasma preparations

disease before it occurs. Prophylaxis in allopathy is

given by ayurveda, whose typical features have

only limited to either vaccination, where specific

recently

cause for infection is known or through periodic

technology with the help of electron microscopy and

physical examinations, which again only aims to

atomic force microscopy.

diagnose the disease at early stage and prevent its

been

demonstrated

through

modern

There is an urgent need for allopathic and

complication but does not target prevention of the

ayurvedic

disease occurrence. Hence, amalgamation of the

develop an understanding of the diverse healing

two systems will assure both shield and the sword

traditions and enhancing the communication skills in

with the warrior, which is very important and

order to optimize the risk benefit profile of the

necessary to create a healthy society. Collaboration

medicines. A mediator is required at this early stage

of rich traditional ayurvedic therapy with evidence

of amalgamation who can mutually understand both

based medicine system will also be able to assure

the traditional and modern sciences to retain the

all aspects of health along with appropriate

link while keeping the originality intact.

diagnosis and safe management of acute as well as
chronic diseases. Judicious combination of both the
systems had been also found to show sustained
improvement in health, requirement of smaller
doses of medicine, or medicine free treatment after
some

time.

This

amalgamation

would

utilize

ayurveda’s vision to explore not just how to avoid
disease but also how to proactively develop and
maintain a healthy state.
Identifying, exploring and verifying various
ayurvedic concepts by modern medicine are
already helping healthcare systems grow better and
wider. Ayurveda emphasizes the treatment of
disease in highly individualized manner as it
believes that every individual is unique in having
different constitution. Prakriti (phenotype) concept
of ayurveda has given a vision to the scientists to
study the genetic makeup of a person deeply to
mark an individual susceptible for predisposition to
any disease, prediction of disease prognosis and
also to govern the choice of therapy. Connection of
phenotypic features with genotype can develop as
‘personalized medicine’ if two medicine systems

practitioners

to

work

together

and

BENEFITS OF COLLABORATION
For appropriate diagnosis of diseases:
• Ayurvedic pulse diagnosis, when combined with
allopathic technologically assisted investigations will
certainly be helpful to reach the confirmatory
diagnosis.
For effective management of diseases:
• Such amalgamation can be helpful in case of
chronic inflammatory and immune diseases where
causative organism is not known and use of
non‑steroidal anti‑inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS)
and immunomodulatory drugs are the conventional
strategies. Ayurvedic therapies like Panchakarma
(which causes elimination and detoxification of Ama
(harmful substances) in the human body) and

rasayanatantra can be combined with acute care
and evidence based allopathic drugs to enhance
their benefit.
• For infections not responding to anti‑microbial
therapy, where lack of immunity is found to be the
associated factor, addition of ayurvedic drugs by
enhancing Ojas (immunity) can cause substantial
improvement.
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• In certain conditions, the addition of herbal drugs

of body tissues. Hence, it seems that the

can accentuate the therapeutic effectiveness of

integration of allopathy and ayurveda can be

standard allopathic regimes by their synergistic

an important move in the direction of preserving,

action.

protecting and rejuvenating health along with

For example, cardiac patients can be given

effective and safe management of diseases. What

Terminalia Arjuna along with conventional cardiac

is needed is to use the modern technologies to

regimen to enhance therapeutic benefit.

explore the ayurvedic concepts so that they can be

• Use of almost all drugs in the modern medicine

interpreted in the light of modern healthcare. Let

system is associated with adverse effects. Use of

limping medicine system run toward a new era of

ayurvedic drugs can prove to be an efficient

medicine with enhanced clinical potential, clearly

prophylactic strategy to avoid such adverse effects

defined indication and do no harm strategy after

of allopathy. For example, Tinosporacordifolia can

incorporation of our old traditional ayurvedic system

be added with allopathic drugs to combat their

for providing best healthcare system to the society.

hepatotoxic effects.

This can only be possible if ayurvedic doctors,

• Post‑therapy rejuvenation and recovery can be

modern clinicians and pharmaceutical industries

assured by use of rasayanaas rasayanatantra is

join hands right from manufacturing of the drugs to

found to increase vitality, strength and youthfulness

their clinical application.
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Our Ayurveda.
Chaitrali Varma.
Sayli Kadam.
M pharm Sem-II
(Pharmaceutics)

AYURVEDA

= (Ayur = Life, Veda =

The origin of disease and disability must have been

Science) which involves medicines since our

about the same time as the origin of life itself. The

ancient timing.MODERN MEDICINES = includes

fight between the disease-creating elements and

synthetic moieties.

the disease-curing or disease-preventing systems
must have been going on since Lord Brahma's day,

HISTORY OF AYURVEDA

as Brahma is considered to be the creator of the

Ayurvedic medicines prepared from the

universe. The exact origin of Ayurveda cannot be

medicines are said to have no side effects. Each

dated precisely, but the original text is believed to

herb has unique in its medicinal properties with

have been written in ten million verses in one

good aroma and flavour; it acts as perfect

thousand chapters.

mechanism in balancing harmony between mind

The knowledge of Ayurveda then gradually

and spirit. Ayurveda is not a system of medicine

descended

but a science of life and longevity (Ayurveda = ayus:

Bharadwaja,

age, life, longevity, and veda: knowledge).

Charaka and his students who compiled the text

through
Aitreya,

several

sages,

Agnivastha,

including

and

finally

The concept of Ayurveda is based on a

known as CharakaSamhita, which dates between

combined study of body (sharira), sense organs

600 and 1000 B.C. Charaka's description of

(indriyas),

(atman).

Ayurveda is very systematic and in many ways it

Equilibrium of these is related to health and their

surpasses the modern system of medicine, because

dysfunction is equated with death. Homeo-stasis of

Ayurveda has a health-oriented approach, while

the internal milcu (dhatusamaya), or equilibrium of

modern medicine has largely had a disease-

the various dhatus, is considered essential for

oriented approach.

mind

(manas)

and

soul

absence of disease.

Modern medicine is only now stressing to

The modern definition of health according to the

some extent the role of mind in health and disease

World Health Organization (WHO) is 'the state of

while in Ayurveda the basic approach incorporates

complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and

body (sharira), mind (manas) and soul (atman).

not necessarily the absence of disease and

Although the Rigveda and Atharvaveda are

infirmity'.

regarded as great treatises, Ayurveda is considered

Ayurveda defines health as: Abnormality (disorder)

to be higher as it deals with life, health and

is disequilibrium of the dhatus and their equilibrium

longevity, and it is through the healthy body only

is normalcy (health). Health is known as happiness

that one can achieve all righteous tasks in life. The

while disorder is unhappiness. Knowledge of

approach in Ayurveda is wide and wholesome

Ayurveda is eternal, starting with creation; we do

(holistic), while in modern medicine it is largely

not know when it was not there.

limited and materialistic (quick relief from disease
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and not much emphasis on promotive or positive

changing. It is also growing. At the same time

health of mind and body). The mistake often made

there are lots of challenges being faced

is when we equate Ayurveda with ayurvedic

within Ayurveda.

medicines. Although Ayurveda lays emphasis on

Ayurvedic expert Dr. G. G.Gangadharan on how the

both the preventive and curative aspects, its

ancient Indian medical practice needs to be

stronghold

propagated in the country of its origin.

has

been

the

former,

its

clearly

enunciated by Charaka.

Ayurvedic

Therapeutics of two types has been described in

observations. However, main tenant of ayurveda in

the ancient Indian literature: Therapeutics are of two

its

hypes:

medicine teaches that as there are no two persons

(1) That which promotes strength in the healthy

alike, individuals may be treated with different

(prevention of disease), and

formulaions, regimen or diet for same disease. As

(2) That which alleviates disorders.

compared to ayurvedic modern medicines have lots

Charaka Samhita:

and lots of side effects as they are synthetic agents.

As such classical Ayurveda is shrinking. Not

As discussed earlier modern medicines have lots of

because people don’t want it but because it is not

side effects like from vomiting, headache, rashes to

properly placed in the public mind. Health is more

hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia, and toxicity of some

and more becoming a commodity to be purchased.

agents. But AYURVEDA provides best treatment

Whereas in Ayurveda, it is held that health is a way

with very less side effects which do not disturb

of life. Ayurveda is not only evolving, it is also

normal life of human being. And last but not the

focus

medicine
on

is

individual

based

on

treatment.

careful
Ayurvedic

least ayurveda cures cause of disease and not the
disease. Hence we can say that its most safer and
useful over modern medicines.
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Four Ayurvedic Oils that can help
relieve joint pains.
Gajanan Ghatphode.
Third Year.
B pharm.

The winter is undoubtedly here and with the

excess vata in a person’s body. The conditions that

drop in temperature come a variety of ailments

this oil can help relieve are rheumatoid and osteo-

including joint pain. While there are medications

arthritis,

that can be used to treat this condition, a more

muscular conditions. The oil is made with a

permanent solution without the side effects is

combination of herbs like Balamoola, Yava, Kola

Ayurveda. Ayurvedic oils are extremely useful in

and Kulatha and can be used on a daily basis.

treating joint pain — especially during the winter

Kottam Chukkadi thailam:

spondylosis,

headache

and

neuro-

months. We spoke to Mrs Gita Ramesh from the

This oil is also used to treat ailments

Kairali Ayurvedic Group to find out what Ayurvedic

caused due to excessive vata in a person’s body. It

oils you can use to find some relief from the pain.

is mainly used to relieve pain and inflammation in

Here are excerpts from the interview.

the joints and is especially helpful for people

Why does a person suffer from joint pain especially

suffering from sciatica (lower back pain), arthritis

in the winter?

and spondylosis. Made from ingredients like ginger,

In winter, the weather is windy, cold and

vasambu, garlic, moringa, mustard, sesame oil,

dry which resembles the features of vata dosha. So

curd and tamarind juice, this oil helps give long-term

due to the effect of weather, the activities of vata

relief if used regularly.

dosha in a person’s body increases, specifically in

Penda Thailam:

the joints. Since, increased vata absorbs the

This is cooling oil that is usually prescribed

lubricating fluids in our joints, it leads to pain,

for rheumatic disorders. Extremely efficient on

stiffness and swelling in the joints.

relieving pain and inflammation in the joints. Made

How do Ayurvedic oils help reduce pain and

especially for people with high levels of pitta in their

inflammation one feels due to joint pain?

body, this oil helps reduce the degradation of the

Ayurvedic

therapies

help

in

get

rid

bones — slowing down the progression of diseases

of impurities that are embedded in tissues and

like arthritis and rheumatoid arthritis.

helps

Valiya Narayan thailam:

liquefy

them

for easy

absorption

into

circulation. This helps in the elimination of pain.

Made

with

ingredients

like

Vilwa,

Apart from this, warm oil massages are soothing

Aswagandha, Bhrihati and sesame seed oil, this oil

and rejuvenating for the body and help imbalance

helps in relieving joint pain due to arthritis. Aimed at

caused due to vata dosha.

balancing vata and pitta levels in one’s body, valiya

What Ayurvedic oils can a person use to help

narayan thailam is also useful in treating disorders

relieve this kind of joint pain?

related to the eyes and nervous system.

Dhanwantharam thailam: This is an Ayurvedic oil
that is designed to treat pain in the joints due to
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Mission Clean India.

Amey Nijsure .
M pharm Sem-II
(QAT)

On 15

august 2014, Our Honourable P.M.,

each corner of country and to each individual of

Shri Narendra Modi launched the Swachh Bharat

India. This vision of our P.M. realises that, ‘If proper

2 nd

hygiene and sanitation will not become a practise in

150th

our country then no one will be able to save the

anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi. As Name Suggest

country from the health hazards and losses that will

“Mission Clean India” is campaign Launched by

loom over the Indian populace in near future.’

th

Abhiyan with the aim to achieve a clean India by
October 2019 which incidentally marks

Prime Minster of India, with the aim to achieve a

What I like the most in this is a making a

clean India and good sanitation practices across the

chain of people by nominating other 9 persons after

country.

one took up a challenge and it goes on. And the

The Main Objectives Of The mission are a)

chain is started by Modiji himself by cleaning the

Construction of individual sanitary latrines for

road in Delhi which is full of garbage and

households below the poverty line with subsidy

nominating the 9 other personalities which are

(80%) where demand exists. b) Conversion of dry

popular in the society including Bollywood stars like

latrines

c)

Salman Khan, Priyanka chopra and industrial

Construction of exclusive village sanitary complexes

tycoon Anil Ambani and most likable cricket star

for women providing facilities for hand pumping,

Sachin Tendulkar.

into

low-cost

sanitary

latrines.

bathing, sanitation and washing on a selective basis

But it’s a very difficult task to make our

where there is not adequate land or space within

country clean and to achieve Modiji mission of clean

houses and where village panchayats are willing to

India.

maintain the facilities. d) Setting up of sanitary

population; due to illiteracy they do not know

marts. e) Total sanitation of villages through the

importance of cleanliness and ill effects of that. So

construction of drains, soakage pits, solid and liquid

the first step we have to take is to educate our

waste

for

population about cleanliness and its advantages

awareness generation and health education to

and this should be started from common man. For

create a felt need for personal, household and

this

environmental sanitation facilities.

campaigns at each and every part of country.

It’s absolutely a great step taken by Modiji, Not only

Secondly, we see that highly educated persons are

by launching such a campaign but also promoting it

also not following the habits of cleanliness because

in a humongous way taking care that it reaches to

of absence of strong rules. So I think that every

disposal.

f)

Intensive

campaign

The

first

government

problem

should

is

illiteracy

arrange

of

our

educational
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person in our country should follow cleanliness
himself without any rules and regulations and also
motivate others to do this. It will help to achieve
Modiji dream.
Another

problem

is

about

funds

for

svacC Baart

construction of sanitary facilities. Even though our

calaa calaa AiBayaana calaa

government is sanctioning big funds for these

svacCta ka AiBayaana calaa

facilities they are not reaching to proper hands
because of corruption habits, Also there are some

gaaMQaIjaI ko naOyaa kao

politicians using this campaign to improve their

maaodIjaI nao par iprayaa

political carrier instead of basic intention. So

baccao baUZo baZo CaoTo

government should take follow up of these funds.
The government has declared objectives of

saBaI nao sahyaaoga ikyaa

this mission of clean India such as providing

naota P`ajaa AimataBa sauYamaa

sanitary facilities to households below the poverty

AadI nao BaI JaaDU ]zayaa

line, construction of sanitary complexes in villages
etc. However implementation of these objectives is

svacCta ko AaMMdaolana sao

very important and difficult also.For this government

huAa Gar Dgar Dgar svacC

has to take proper steps seriously for providing

CuTa nahI [sasao kao[- BaI nagar

these facilities and subsequently achieving this
mission.
This topic is discussed endlessly everywhere
such as offices, colleges, etc As usual they talk,
and they laugh over it and say “India ka kuch nahi
ho sakta !”. It means public is not taking serious
view of this mission but they are only making fun of
it. Everybody knows that what you personally do
does make a huge difference. Even though they are

ek nayaa svaPna doKa
sabako Pa`yaasa sao vah pUNa- huAa
ifrsao nayaa [ithasa rcaa
[sakao hma iTkayaoMgao
yah AaMdaolana hma hmaoSaa ko ilayao inaBaayaoMgao
svacC doSa svacC nagar

taking it lightly and making fun of it. I personally feel

svacC mana banaayaoMgao

that only modiji and his government cannot change

AaOMr Aagao baZto jaayaoMgao.

our country like a magic spell but the awareness
about cleanliness should come from each individual
of our country. Then only achivment of clean India
mission is possible to some extent.

irtoSa taracaMd kucaoiryaa.
rahula ramacaMd` maanao.
p`qama vaYaema. Fama-saI.
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Dream of Cleaner And
Greener India.
Shrikant Abuj .
Final Year.
B pharm.

T he very first impression of any place (may it

same mindset in the population to bring about a

be home, village, street, city, bus station, railway

change that is vital for the future development of our

station, airport, and garden) is reflected by the level

country?

of cleanliness. Saint Gadge baba, Mahatma Gandhi
was some great personalities who envisioned

In the same line of thought, our PM has
initiated the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan.
The same way we keep our homes clean, we

cleanliness mission years ago.
I would like to depict importance of mission

must keep our environment clean as both are ours.

clean India using an example. Let’s recall our first

The Mission Clean India is not a far - fetched dream

visit to the campus in 2011. The scenery was

as long as we elevate the esteem that we have for

magnificent – it was a green, clean campus

our country.

equipped with various facilities (mess, canteens and

As Mahatma Gandhi said, ‘be the change you
want to see in the world’, let’s stop the talking and

shops) and various colleges.
Now, just imagine a situation where the

start acting NOW!

management

The simple act of picking a paper and putting

department. You won’t come across any cleaning

it in the dustbin can be the trigger for the betterment

personnel, like mavshi in our college, always

of our society. It does not matter how small the

cleaning the college premises. In no time, the

action is, what eventually matters is that you ARE

campus will be a junkyard filled with used tea cups,

doing something and not sitting idle.

campus

has

no

cleanliness

chocolate wrappers, plastic waste and the like.
The only ones to blame will be us – only us! That

LET’S UNITE TO JOIN OUR FORCES
FOR A CLEANER AND GREENER INDIA!

will be a disgrace to the campus management. The
allure that the campus once possessed will be lost.
One of the first things that lured us to this
campus is the cleanliness that always prevails.
Eventually, our campus has attained international
standards, accommodating visitors from all over the
world, including eminent people from educational
field and social trusts, foreign students and people
from the film industry.
The same situation as depicted above can be
extended to our country. Why not inculcate the
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A step closer to being
DEVELOPED NATION.

Nikhil Deval .
Final Year.
B pharm.

A

new wave of positivity is taking over Indians

I request Indians all over the world to be an active

all over the world. Hon. Prime Minister Narendra

part of this mission where we can have a clean,

Modi has given a much needed hope to the people

healthy and happy future.

of my country. He has shown us a vision of a
Developed India. He has taken many initiatives

Message from Hon. Prime Minister Narendra
Modi:

towards the nation’s growth but the one that

“On 2nd October we are launching Swachh

touched my heart is the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan

Bharat Mission, a massive mass movement that

(Clean India).

seeks to create a Clean India. Cleanliness was very

Indians are very serious about personal

close to Mahatma Gandhi’s heart. A clean India is

cleanliness. Most of us are groomed to follow a

the best tribute we can pay to Bapu when we

cleanliness morning ritual before our morning puja/

celebrate his 150th birth anniversary in 2019.”

prayers. Every house is cleaned daily in the

ways, of contributing towards Swachh Bharat

morning and we take cleaning to the whole new

Abhiyan (Clean India a Mass Movement) [RTI] ;

level during festival seasons when every nook and

1. This festival season encourage your neighbors to

corner is scrubbed till everything in the house

take the cleanliness drive beyond houses and

shines in its full glory. Most of us do not appreciate

clean your society or neighborhood,

breakfast or any other meal in bed unless you are
hospitalized. Outside shoes in the house is a strict
NO. An insect seen in the house, we run for
insecticidal!

2. Donate time or/and money to cleanliness drives
happening in your city,
3. Encourage colleagues to clean areas around
offices,

What I want to say is Indians are clean but

4. Encourage management to take green initiatives

India is not and it is a sad fact that the Vibrant

for the entire organization not only to save the

Leader of our nation wants to change. I would love

environment but also save a lot on companies

to see a clean and healthy India and I am eager to

cost. This may increase your annual bonus.

know all the initiatives that the government will be
taking for it.

possible about Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (Clean

Mr. Prime Minister has made the Clean India
Project

a

5. Spread the word. Tell as many people as

Mass

Motion

(Abhiyan)

because

Government solely cannot turn this vision into
reality. Each and every citizen will have to make it a
personal mission to keep our country clean.

India a Mass Movement). Encourage people to
be an active contributor like you for the better
future of everyone.
6. Teach kids methods of saving the environment
like minimizing wastages, recycling, proper
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waste disposable and get them excited about

making it clean for our own health, happiness and

planting and growing trees. When their young

prosperity. mind you,

minds adopt the value of clean surroundings

These activities are for those who think , " Iss desh

they will grow up to be environment savers and

ka kuch accha hoga" and not for those people who

not damagers.

always say , " Iss Desh ka kuch nai hoga" , because

7. Complain to the right office or authorities about

the second types are critics and lazy.

any unattended garbage bins or if garbage is not

untill then, a well known Quote by FATHER OF

collected regularly.

INDIA - MK . GANDHI ~

8. Discourage people from littering and make them
aware about the mass mission and its benefits.

“It does not require money, to live neat, clean
and dignified.”

9. Encourage colleagues, students, neighbours by

Let’s make India clean green and beautiful

arranging contests and campaigns to come up

together. Our ancestors fought for our freedom this

with ideas to keep your surroundings clean.

is our chance to give all we got for our

10. Give the entire nation the same respect you
give to your home. This amazing country has

development. A step closer to being DEVELOPED
NATION.

given us a lot and it is our chance to repay by

janma trI svacCtocaa
Aro vaoDyaa manaa

ikrNa ZaokLo.
p`qama vaYaema. Fama-saI.

janma naahI punha punha
AalaasaI janmaa Gao hatI JaaDu

]dyaacaa Aahosa Baart tu

AaiNa saaqa-k kr yaa ijavanaa

Aajaca kahI trI kruna jaa

p`%yaok xaNa jaga caMdnaasaarKa

Anamaaola yaa svacC ijavanaamaQyao
,

svatÁ iktIhI maLalaasa

ek trI svacCtocao pana ilahuna jaa

pNa [traMnaa svacC kr
Aro vaoDyaa manaa janma naahI punha punha…
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Swachh Bharat

Tanmayee Bhalerao.
Third Year.
B pharm.

Mahatma

Gandhi was one of the greatest

promotional strategies.

visionaries of India. His thoughts, values and

The objectives of this movement include

principles have inspired many and are inspirational

elimination of open defecation, conversion of

also in the modern era. It was his dream to develop

insanitary toilet to pour flush toilets, eradication of

clean and disease free India. Hon. Prime minister

manual scavenging, 100% collection and scientific

Narendra Modi has the vision of accomplishing this

processing/disposal/reuse/recycling

dream of clean India by 2 October 2019, the 150th

solid waste, A behavioral change in people

birthday of Mahatma Gandhi. This eventually raised

regarding healthy sanitation practices, generation of

the “Clean India Movement” Or “Swaccha Bharat

awareness among citizens about sanitation and its

Abhiyan” as it known in local language. It

is a

linkages with public health, supporting urban local

national campaign by the Government, covering

bodies in designing, executing and operating waste

4041 statutory towns, to clean the streets, roads

disposal

and infrastructure of the country. This campaign

participation in capital expenditure and operation

was

and maintenance costs for sanitary facilities and so

officially

at Rajghat, New

launched
Delhi,

on

2

October

where

2014
Prime

Minister Narendra Modi himself cleaned the road. It
is India's biggest ever cleanliness drive and

systems,

of

facilitating

municipal

private-sector

on.
The components of the program are:
a)

Construction of individual sanitary latrines for

3 million government employees and school and

households below the

college students of India participated in this event.

subsidy (80%) where demand exists.

The movement soon got popularity due to its unique

b)

with

Conversion of dry latrines into low-cost
sanitary latrines.

strategies of promotion targeting the social media
and approaching directly to the youth of India.

poverty line

c)

Construction of exclusive village sanitary
complexes for women providing facilities for

Prime Minister Modi, who nominated nine
famous personalities for the campaign, and they

hand

took up the challenge and nominated nine more

washing on a selective basis where there is

people and so on (like the branching of a tree). It

not adequate land or space within houses and

has been carried forward since then with people

where

from all walks of life joining it. This strategy was

maintain the facilities.

proved to be extremely useful in involving people

d)

Total

pumping,

village
sanitation

bathing,

sanitation

panchayats are
of

villages

willing
through

and

to
the

from all the sectors in the movement. Many believe

construction of drains, soakage pits, solid and

that the success of this movement lies in its unique

liquid waste disposal.
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e)

Intensive

campaign

for

awareness

generation and health education to create a felt

and never examines the details of whether the state
government settles them correctly.

need for personal, household and environmental
sanitation facilities.

In order to make this movement a huge
success it is not enough to use innovative

It involves many organizations like Institute of

promotional strategies, making extraordinary plans

Chartered Accountants of India, Eenadu and India

but only on paper, making legislations etc. It is

Today besides 'dabbewale' of Mumbai, who deliver

essential to involve people from all the sectors of

home-made food to lakhs of people in the city.

India, people from all economical, religious and

The movement also faces criticism. Some

social backgrounds. It is always beneficial to plan

believe that the movement is purely political and

simple and implement it better than planning

aims only at gaining public attention and improving

extraordinary and not implementing. The biggest

the image of the government to get popularity.

challenge is to overcome corruption at all the level

There has been a problem of corruption in delivery

and making sure that the facilities will reach to the

of facilities such as toilets and latrines since the

poorest people or the people for whom those are

launch of the Central Rural Sanitation Programme

made. In spite of all these we the common people

(CRSP) 1986. In rural areas BDOs, GP president,

of India should change our mindset about keeping

secretaries, and others take bribes from poor

our city clean. We should start believing first that

Indians to provide them, and the poorest are unable

yes we want to live in clean disease free

to obtain them because they cannot afford the

environment. One man can make the difference so

bribes. Similar kinds of incidences are believed to

every individual should try to contribute to cleaner

happen in this movement also. The central

India. Only the government or only the people

government is said to be irresponsible in not

cannot make this movement a huge success. But

ensuring that the toilets, latrines, etc. are delivered,

together the people and government will be able to

as the Ministry of Panchayati Raj closes grievance

accomplish the dream of clean and disease free

cases by transferring them to the state government,

India.

Art By:
Takudage Pooja.
M Pharm. Sem.II.
(Pharmaceutics)
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It is not just a mission….
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CLEAN-India is an acronym which stands for

environment and open defecation-free panchayat

Community Led Environment Action Network. Like

villages, blocks and districts called Nirmal Gram

the name suggests, it is a platform for green

Puraskar. Effective since 1 April 2012, the TSC was

crusaders to connect with each other to Act, create

renamed to Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan (SBA).On 2

Awareness and Assess. This is where you can let

October 2014 the campaign was relaunched as

your voice be heard by those who shape our live. A

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan.

space where you can interact with NGOs, Local

CLEAN India has the Vision “Every City a

Urban Bodies, Policy Makers and like-minded

CLEAN city, Every Town a CLEAN town, Every

enthusiasts to ideate and strive towards creating

School a CLEAN School, Every College a CLEAN

sustainable cities. A space where you create new

College…”
CLEAN India has five different innovative

trends for promoting a healthy, environment friendly

promotions of cleanliness in India with ideas like

way of life.
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (English: Clean India
Mission) is a national campaign by the Government
of India, covering 4041 statutory towns, to clean the
streets, roads and infrastructure of the country. This
campaign was officially launched on 2 October
2014

at Rajghat, New

Delhi,

where

Prime

Minister Narendra Modi himself cleaned the road. It
is India's biggest ever cleanliness drive and
3 million government employees and school and
college students of India participated in this event.
A decade ago from 1 April 1999, the
Government

of

India

restructured

the

Youth initiatives, the city I want!, Cut The Carbon,
Clean and Green Drive, Water and Sanitation. With
these ideas CLEAN India have achieved much
more

that

amazing-4000

environmental

assessment

children
and

trained

in

improvement

activities, More than 200 water quality monitoring
stations established in India, Water and Sanitation
concerns addressed in 200 schools, Partnered with
Delhi Govt. in doubling green cover of Delhi from
10% to 20%,Designated as Earth Charter Affiliate
for India, Associated with Central Pollution Control
Board to mutually assist and strengthen existing
initiatives,

CLEAN-India website won the

Comprehensive Rural Sanitation Programme and

Manthan

launched the Total Sanitation Campaign (TSC).To

environment.

award

for

the

best

e-content

on

give a fillip to the Total Sanitation Campaign,

In the last I will like to say that ‘clean India

effective June 2003 the government launched an

can be made by people of India only but with proper

incentive scheme in the form of an award for total

resources.’ For example if a person is standing on

sanitation coverage, maintenance of a clean

any street let us say any busy street at main market
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in India he support CLEANING in India or Swachh

India. Provide public trashcan, dustbin with daily

Bharat Abhiyan person cannot use trashcan or

cleaning our streets as well as India. If you think

dustbin at local area around his because there is no

that India should be clean and incredible support

trashcan or dustbin at distance around 500-700

CLEAN India or also you can register on website

meters. So proper resources can help cleaning the

www.cleanindia.org.

Art By:
Nikhil Deval
Final year.
B. Pharmacy
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CLEAN INDIA: NEED OF HOUR
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I ndia is the seventh largest country by area. It

conducted in the past. For e.g. Mahatma Gandhi

is second most populated country with over 1.2

who gave message “Clean India”, Saint Gadge

billion population. The name India is derived from

baba as public teacher, he travelled from one place

Indus, which originates from the Old Persian word

to another wearing his food pan upturned on his

Hindus. The latter term stems from the Sanskrit

head and carrying his trademark broom. When he

word Sindhu, which was the historical local

entered a village, he would instantly start cleaning

appellation for the Indus River. The ancient Greeks

the gutters and roads of the village. He also told the

referred to the Indians as Indoi (Ινδοί), which

citizens of the village that their congratulations

translates as "The people of the Indus" which

would have to wait until his work was done.

means that the origin of India is from nature itself.

Villagers gave him money and from this money,

India is very rich in its heritage, nature, wild life etc.

Maharaj

built

educational

institutions,

Hence, we can say that India serves as a

dharmashalas, hospitals and animal shelters. After

place for all living beings right from animals to

his death, the Government of Maharashtra has

human beings. It also has good business relations

started a 'Sant Gadge baba Swachata Abhiyan' in

with major countries of the world. It is also a hub for

2000-01 in his honour. This programme awards

film industry, information technology, military affairs

prizes to villagers, who maintain clean villages.

and major activities which makes India the leading

In 2014, when Mr.Narendra Modi became

developing country as compared to others. We

Prime minister of India, he put a stress on campaign

have had eminent politicians who have contributed

which brainstormed the country and that was

for betterment of the country. Some of them are Dr.

“CLEAN INDIA”, in order to make people aware and

A.P.J Abdul Kalam, Mr Atal Bihari Vajpayee etc.

to prove importance of cleanliness. Mr. Modi

There

of

flagged off the mission at Valmiki Basti, a housing

everything; this is not an exception. Even though

society in central Delhi for sanitation workers, in

country has progressed a lot, there are lot of issues

which Mahatma Gandhi once stayed for a short

which have taken birth side by side, and which have

while. The PM swept a small area and conducted a

always been ignored since past. Along with

surprise sanitation inspection on the local police

pollution

station.

the

are

key

always

pros

problem

and

being

cons

ignored

is

“CLEANLINESS’.

This campaign aims to accomplish the vision

It is basic yet crucial step, to avoid further

of a 'Clean India' by 2 October 2019, the 150th

complications. So, to create awareness regarding

birthday of Mahatma Gandhi. It is expected to cost

this issue several revolutionary movements were

over 62000 crore (US$9.7 billion). Funds shared
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between the Central Government and the State

Mission Clean India

Government and Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) is

Niraj Muley.
M Pharm. Sem ii
(QAT)

75%:25% (90%: 10% for North Eastern and special
category states). The campaign has been described
as "beyond politics" and "inspired by patriotism".

To clean entire environment

Specific objectives are:

 Elimination of open defecation.
 Conversion of insanitary toilets to pour flush
toilets.

 Eradication of manual scavenging.
 100%

collection

and

scientific

processing/disposal/reuse/recycling

 A behavioural change in people regarding
healthy sanitation practices

 Generation of awareness among citizens about
sanitation and its linkages with public health.

 Supporting urban local bodies in designing,
and

operating

waste

Polluted earth and firmament
Will make all one day cry!
Most rivers formed from melted snow
of mountains pretty high

of

municipal solid waste.

executing

World citizens should try;

disposal

Are source of drinking water, oh!
Without which people die.
All rivers are held sacred too,
Why dirty them in ways?
All lands need irrigation due,
To raise crops with sun's rays.
The filth in holy rivers found
Defies all cleaning modes;

systems.

Carcasses, corpses, urns abound,

 Facilitating private-sector participation in capital
expenditure and operation and maintenance
costs for sanitary facilities.
Modi selected 9 public figures to propagate this
campaign. They are:

Whose stench, the water loads.
When lanes with garbage littered stare,
With civic sense all gone,
Made nature calls in open air,
The air we breathe be better clean,
Diseases new are born.
And smoke and smog be less;



Anil Ambani



Baba Ramdev



Kamal Hassan



Kapil Sharma



Priyanka Chopra



Sachin Tendulkar



Salman Khan



ShashiTharoor

Like separating chaff from wheat,



The team of the TV series Taarak Mehta Ka



Ooltah Chashmah

Do this in every clime.
Yet, cleanse your hearts and minds and souls,

And public places must be green,
And wear a beauteous dress.
Keep houses, neighbourhoods too neat,
Keep tidying all the time;

So, along with programmes like “Atithideobhava”,

Avoiding heinous sins;

“Make in India”, this campaign of “CLEAN INDIA”

Renew your aims, ambitions, goals,

will definitely instigate other countries to follow

Keep clean, with common-sense.

our footsteps for making Earth a greener planet.

Dedicated to Mahatma Gandhiji on his Jayanthi.
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Our dream clean India

Mayuri Ahirrao .
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The daily visit of the Sweeper,

With plastic papers

Pushing the cart with dust bins.....

Green and pink

What a welcome sight;

Bloat, float and stink......

Soon the garbage;
Will be out of sight!!

Where the muddy waters reflect the Sun...

The smelling bin

The shine is refracted blue, green......

Left overnight

The bulbous water hyacinth float

Foul smelling sin!!

The white Lotus with green pair of leaves,
Humble float, In groups

The potent group this
with each area;

To evoke an enchanting magic! !

each four street.....

I watch the lady doing her daily duty...

Under that smiling,

It is her cap that lights hope

middle aged woman's rule.....

In my paranoid self;

Caps having 'OUR DREAM CLEAN INDIA'

I smile....a wee bit secretly....

I love to see this woman;

'OUR DREAM CLEAN INDIA'

To me It represents many tearful days

The spreading dream.....

When I wished and dreamed

In every Indian heart.....

Of clean India
With rich civic sense

A promise kept in every ward
Under the Corporation's rule.....

That I need not feel sad

Fulfilling the promise,

I live in this place

To make our dreams come true! !

Where the stagnant water

'CIVIC SENSE' enhanced.......

Between plots, With clogged drainage
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Clean India and Clean Indians
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G andhi Jayanthi was observed this year with a

experiencing very undesirable working and living

never before mission Swatchh Bharat (Clean India

conditions.

Campaign) by PM Narendra Modi leading from the

continues which is an inhuman practice. Despite the

front on October 2. It was a moving experience.

Supreme Court order no action has been taken by

PM

Devote

the government. Indian Railways is the worst

your

offender in causing the worst form of unclean

exhorted

the

two hours every

young

week

for

Indians:
cleaning

surroundings : Do not litter and do not allow others

Manual

scavenging

of

night

soil

environment.

to litter, If each citizen can stop throwing litter

Swatchh Bharat Mission needs a carrot and

outside and spitting in public, then the battle against

stick approach as many democracies have been

unclean environment can be Won. Parents and

doing successfully. A purely voluntary approach has

other adults should inculcate socially reractices and

serious limitations.

healthy personal habits as a guarantee for a future

A new wave of positivity is taking over

clean India. Go to a government office and you can

Indians all over the world. Hon. Prime Minister

see walls DESIGNED with Pan stains and spit

Narendra Modi has given a much needed hope to

marks. There is a joke:: an exchange student once

the people of my country. He has shown us a vision

asked me "Why do You Indians spit blood ? Why is

of a Developed India. He has taken many initiatives

your government not doing anything to give

towards the nation’s growth but the one that

treatment to the people?". Most men, including the

touched my heart is the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan

well educated, have no hesitation to urinate in

(Clean India).

public against the walls and trees as a matter of

Indians are very serious about personal

right. Open defecation by those without access to

cleanliness. Most of us are groomed to follow a

toilets is understandable. But many with private

cleanliness morning ritual before our morning puja/

toilets throw the excreta of their children on to the

prayers. Every house is cleaned daily in the

roads. Purity inside is important, but pollution

morning and we take cleaning to the whole new

outside is immaterial. That is the attitude of many. A

level during festival seasons when every nook and

colleague of mine in a school of social work never

corner is scrubbed till everything in the house

forgot to brush his teeth after lunch, but he never

shines in its full glory. Most of us do not appreciate

flushed the WC after use. So cleanliness is also an

breakfast or any other meal in bed unless you are

attitude

problem.

hospitalized. Outside shoes in the house is a strict

Millions of workers who clean our roads,

NO. An insect seen in the house, we run for

in

all

parks and lavatories across the country have been

insecticidal!
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What I want to say is Indians are clean but

6. Teach kids methods of saving the environment

India is not and it is a sad fact that the Vibrant

like minimizing wastages, recycling, proper waste

Leader of our nation wants to change. I would love

disposable and get them excited about planting and

to see a clean and healthy India and I am eager to

growing trees. When their young minds adopt the

know all the initiatives that the government will be

value of clean surroundings they will grow up to be

taking for it.

environment savers and not damagers.

Mr. Prime Minister has made the Clean India
Project

a

Mass

Motion

(Abhiyan)

because

7. Complain to the right office or authorities about
any unattended garbage bins or if garbage is not

Government solely cannot turn this vision into

collected regularly.

reality. Each and every citizen will have to make it a

8. Discourage people from littering and make them

personal mission to keep our country clean. I

aware about the mass mission and its benefits.

request Indians all over the world to be an active

9. Encourage colleagues, students, neighbours by

part of this mission where we can have a clean,

arranging contests and campaigns to come up with

healthy and happy future.

ideas to keep your surroundings clean.

Message from Hon. Prime Minister Narendra Modi:

10. Give the entire nation the same respect you

“On 2nd October we are launching Swachh Bharat

give to your home. This amazing country has given

Mission, a massive mass movement that seeks to

us a lot and it is our chance to repay by making it

create a Clean India. Cleanliness was very close to

clean for our own health, happiness and prosperity.

Mahatma Gandhi’s heart. A clean India is the best

mind you,

tribute we can pay to Bapu when we celebrate his

These activities are for those who think , " Iss

150th birth anniversary in 2019.”

desh ka kuch accha hoga" and not for those people

Ways, of contributing towards Swachh Bharat

who always say , " Iss Desh ka kuch nai hoga" ,

Abhiyan (Clean India a Mass Movement) [RTI] ;

because the second types are critics and lazy.

1. This festival season encourage your neighbours

untill then, a well known Quote by FATHER OF

to take the cleanliness drive beyond houses and

INDIA - MK . GANDHI ~

clean your society or neighbourhood,

“It does not require money, to live neat, clean and

2. Donate time or/and money to cleanliness drives

dignified.”

happening in your city,

Let’s make India clean green and beautiful together.

3. Encourage colleagues to clean areas around

Our ancestors fought for our freedom this is our

offices,

chance to give all we got for our development. A

4. Encourage management to take green initiatives

step closer to being DEVELOPED NATION.

for the entire organization not only to save the
environment but also save a lot on companies cost.
This may increase your annual bonus.
5. Spread the word. Tell as many people as
possible about Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (Clean India
a Mass Movement). Encourage people to be an
active contributor like you for the better future of
everyone.
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ॠणानब
ु ंध
pMkja dovaro.
ivdtIya vaYa- ema. Fama-saI.
हानपणापासून
ल
साहहत्याच्या साहनध्यात

वैचाररक प्रबोधनपर
राहहल्यामुळे असेल
कदाहचत.....पण माझे हवचार माझ्या हमत्ाांशी
कधीच जुळले नाही.... माझे हमत् मला नेहमी ‘
हवरोधी पक्षनेता ’ म्हणून हचडवायचे. पण त्याांना
माहीत होत, माझ्या हवरोधामूळे ‘ एखाद्या
गोष्टीची दुसरी बाजूही असू शकते ’ ही बाब
त्याांच्या लक्षात यायची...... समवयीन हमत्ाांच्या
Life style चा कधी हेवा वाटायचा तर कधी
कीव यायची..... स्वत:च आयुष्य एका बांदीस्त
चौकटीत कै द करून त्याला ‘ तारूण्याची धुांदी ’
म्हणायची हे ककतपत योग्य...? ते मला नाही
साांगता येणार पण, दुरून ते न्याहाळण्याच काम
मात् मी चोख पार पाडत असतो. आजपयंत बरे च
चाांगले-वाईट अनुभव आलेत अन धडाही घेतला
पण...... माझ्या बाबतीतही अस घडू शकत अस
जर मला कोणी त्या वेळी साांहगतल असत तर
त्याच्या रटप्पणीवर मी नक्कीच हसलो असतो. पण
आयुष्य वाटत हततक सरळ नसत..... याचा
अनुभव दोन वेळा येऊन गेला.... अन ते हवचार
जेव्हा कधी मनात तरां गतात तेव्हा वेगळच जग
डोळयाांसमोर उभ राहत..... अन ते उभ राहणही
सहाजीकच आहे म्हणा......
मी शाळे त असताांना माझी एक क्लासमेट
होती...( नाव साांगून समोरच्याच्या आयुष्यात
ढवळाढवळ करण्याचा ककवा मला हमळाल नाही
म्हणून
समोरच्याला
कमी
लेखण्याचा
सांकूहचतपणा मी अहजबात करणार नाही ).
शाळे त असताांनाच वातावरण अन मनाची

अवस्था सावांना माहहत असतेच म्हणून नव्याने
साांगण्याची तसदी न घेता थेट मुद्द्द्याकडे
वळू या....तर.... शाळे त असताांना ज्या व्यक्तीशी
माझ कधीही पटल नाही....अन अख्ख शाळे य
आयुष्य ज्या व्यक्तीशी भाांडण्यात गेल.... त्याच
व्यक्तीबद्दल मला नांतर अच्यानक आकषषण वाटू
लागल होत.... ( मी आकषषण म्हणतोय कारण
प्रेमाची कां सेप्ट जरा वेगळी आहे ) .....जे असेल ते
.... पण या प्रकारच्या भावनेच्या आहारी
जाण्याचा हा पहहलाच प्रसांग असल्यामूळे,
मनाच्या कोप-यात खोलवर दाबल्या गेलेल्या व
मलाच माहहत नसलेल्या सुप्त भावना प्रथमच
उफ़ाळू न वर आल्या होत्या... ककष श सांगीत ऐकू ण
हपचलेल्या कानाांवर सुमधुर शास्त्रीय सांगीताच्या
लहरी अलगद पडाव्यात अन अगदी मनापासून
त्या लहरी ह्रद्यात कायमच्या जपून ठे वण्याची
अनावर इच्छा व्हावी, तशी काहीशी माझ्या
मनाची हालत झाली होती. मग काय जे व्हायच
तेच झाल.... एका अनोळखी युगात पाऊल
टाकताांना अांगाचा अक्षःरशा थरकाप उडाला
होता.... माझ्या गावातल्या कॉलेजला कधीही
पाय न लावणारा मी, आता मात् हनयमीत
कॉलेजकडे कफ़रकत होतो. कॉलेजला असणा-या
हमत्ाांना माहहत नसेल ते टाईमटेबल माझ्या
तोंडीपाठ होत अन आता मीही रोज सकाळी
आरश्यासमोर तासनतास उभा राहू लागलो
होतो.
आयुष्य ज्याांच्या सांगतीत गेल त्या
हमत्ाांना ही गोष्ट लक्षात येणां हे अपेहक्षतच
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होत....आहण उहशरा का होईना पण ते त्याांच्या
लक्षात आलचां....... मी त्याांना या हवषयात नेहमी
उपदेश करत असे व आता मीच अशा प्रकरणात
सापडलो म्हणून त्याांचा त्या वेळीचा माझ्याकडे
पाहण्याचा दृहष्टकोण, आहण आता याांना काय
उत्तर द्याव म्हणून माझा झालेला गोंधळ
पाहाण्याजोगा होता. माझां काम मी नेहमी
स्वतःच
करत
असतो,
हा
माझा
लहानपणापासुनचा पाय़ांडा असल्यामुळे मी
एकटाच कु ठल्याही पुवाषनुभवाशीवाय या
कामातही एकटाच पुढे सरसावलो..... माझ्या
बदलेल्या
नजरे वरून
माझ्या
मनातल्या
तीच्याबद्दलच्या भावना न समजण्याइतपत काही
ती दुधखुळी नव्हती... तीनां त्या अचूक हेरल्या...
अन मग मला अपेहक्षत असलेले responce
तीच्याकडू न यायला सुरूवात झाली. तीन-चार
महहने यातच गेले.... पूढच पाऊल टाकणार कोण
? ... ह्या बाबतीत पूढाकार घ्यायची हहम्मत त्या
वेळी माझ्यात नक्कीच नव्हती ( आज ही नाहहये
ती गोष्ट वेगळी )..... अशा वेळी अगदी हसनेमात
घडावां तस घडल आहण या कठीण प्रसांगी
जीवाभावाचे हमत् धावून आले. एकानां हहम्मत
दाखवली अन.... ( पूढच साांगायची तसदी मी
घेणार
नाही
कारण,
स्वतःबद्दलची
मानहानीकारक घटना मोठ्या कौतूकाने हवशद
करायची हहम्मत आजपयंत कु णी दाखवली आहे
का ? अन अस असेल तर मीही त्याला अपवाद
मूळीच होणार नाहीये ).
परत या भानगडीत पडायच नाही अस
मनाशी पक्क ठरवून अध्याषवर सोडू न कदलेल्या
माझ्या जून्या
` वैचाररक ’ आयुष्याकडे
परतताांना मला मनस्वी आनांद झाला होता.
कदवस सरकत गेले आहण नव-नवीन बदलाांची
नाांदी आयुष्यात घडत गेली. आता वेळ बदलली,
जागा बदलली, मानहसक पररपक्वता आली पण
हनयतीला कदाहचत हे मान्य नसावां.... ‘ सवष
काही सुरळीत चालू असताांना काहीतरी हवपरीत
घडण्याची दाट शक्यता असते ’ अन ‘ हबघडलेली

गोष्ट सुधारण्यासाठी के लेला प्रत्येक प्रयत्न तीला
आणखीनच हबघडवत चालतो ’, हा मफ़ीज लॉ
कदाहचत मी हवसलो होतो.
माझ्याही नकळत मी परत एकदा जुन्याच
वळणावर येऊन पोहोचलो..... पण..पण... दोन्ही
वेळची पररहस्थती वेगळी होती... आता मी एका
नव्या उां बरठ्यावर उभा होतो... आयुष्याचे
principle पक्के झालेले अन ध्येयाच्या कदशेने
एक-एक पायरी चढणारी माझी पावले या
कदशेला वळलीच कशी ? (खरतर मा प्रश्नाच
उत्तर आजही मला सापडलेले नाहीये). या
भावना व्यक्त करायला माझ्याकडे शब्द
नाहीत..... ताजमहलाचा भव्यपणा आवडू नही
प्रेमाचा लवलेशही मला सापडला नव्हता आहण
सवांना तो आवडतो म्हणून मीही तो आवडू न
घ्यावा ? ... यातला मी नक्कीच नव्हतो... पण का
कसे कु णास ठाऊक, मी परत एकदा attraction
च्या जाळयात ओढला गेलो.... मी या जागी ‘ प्रेम
’ हा शब्द जाणीवपूवषक टाळतोये कारण
जणमानसात हभनलेल्या ` love at first site ’
ह्या सांकल्पनेला माझा कडाडू न हवरोध राहहलेला
आहे.... ज्या व्यक्तीशी आयुष्यात कधीही
बोललेल, भेटलेलां ककवा नीट पाहहलेल नसताांना
त्या व्यक्तीबद्दल प्रेम मनात बाळगण जरास
अनाकलनीय वाटत अन ते माझ्या ठायी कधीच
नव्हत.... एका अनाहमक भावनेन मी ओढत गेलो
हे मात् हततकच खर..... माझ्या मनात
प्रेमाबद्दलची जी सांकल्पना रुजली होती तीला
थोड्या वेळ का होईना पण डळमळीत करण्याच
जे काम तीनां के ल होत त्या बद्द्द्द्ल तीच कौतूक
कराव लागेल नाहीतर तो एक उद्दामपणा ठरे ल.
नहवन वषाषचां भहवष्य वाचताांना मी मनमूराद
हसलो होतो पण आता त्यावर हवचार करण्याची
वेळ माझ्यावर येऊन ठे पली होती.... ते भहवष्य
अस होत.....
हे वषष प्रेम व्यक्त करायच आहे, प्रेमाचा
लाभ तुमच्या करीयरमधे कदसून येईल ’मानवी
मनाचा ठाव घेण कु णालाच जमल नव्हत आहण
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मी ही एक माणुसच आहे..... कदाहचत ते खर
असाव म्हणुन माझ्या मनात नव्या भवनाांनी
उचल खाल्ली.... पण या भावनाांत स्वाथाषचा,
वासनेचा ककवा मग प्रहतष्ठेचा लवलेशही नव्हता,
अस मी अहभमानाने साांगू शकतो.... नुसत्या
भावना मानात बाळगून चालत नसत... त्या
योग्य रठकाणी पोहोचत्या झाल्या तरच त्याांना
अथष असतो.... मग उत्तर काहहही असो... माझ्या
सुदव
ै ानां त्या भावना पोहोचवण्यात मी यशस्वी
ठरलो ( कसां...? ते मी मुद्दामच साांगणार नाही,
मला नेहमीच समजून घेण्या-या हप्रयजनाांचा
वापर मी माझ्या लेखनीच्या यशासाठी कधीच
करत नसतो... जे हवकत तस हलहण्याचा माझा
कधीच प्रयत्न नसतो, मला जे पटत तेच मी
हलहीत असतो ). एवढ सगळ मनासारख घडू नही
मफ़ीज लॉ चा प्रत्येय मला परत एकदा आला.
या हवषयात पास होण्याइतपत physical
appearance माझ्याकडे नसल्यामुळे असेल
कदाचीत..... नापास होणां सहाहजकच होत....
अन मला ते अगोदरच माहहत होत.... पण,
कु ठलीही गोष्ट असो मी ती मागे ठे वत नसतो
जेणेकरुन आयुष्याच्या सांध्याकाळी, सकाळी
हूकलेल्या सांधीबद्द्द्द्ल हळहळण्याची वेळ येऊ नये
म्हणुन..... कु ठलाही credit balance नसताांना,
एक छोटासा का होईना पण मी जो मनापासून
प्रयत्न के ला होता त्याबद्दल स्वतःच्याच पाठीवर
कौतूकाची थाप मी नक्कीच मारू शके न.
वास्तहवक जगातलां सत्य सोडू न स्वप्नातला
राजकु मार / राजकु मारी शोधणा-या आजच्या
युगात emotion based attachment
शोधण्याचा माझा प्रयत्न कधी पुणष होणार ( कक
कधीच नाही ) ते देवच जाणो.... अपेक्षा हेच सवष
दुःखाांच मूळ असतां हेही हततकच खरां ..... एखादी
गोष्ट अगदी खोलपयंत रे टण मला कधी जमलच
नाही. कस असत ना एकएकाच..., जी गोष्ट
सहजा-सहजी हमळत नसते आपल्याला नेमकी
तीच हवी असते..... परत कधी अशी वेळ येते न

येते, पण आता आलेली वेळ मी मस्त enjoy
करतोये...... का नाही कराव ? शेवटी प्रेम हे
दाखवण्यासाठी नसतच मुळी , ते फ़क्त
अनुभवायचां असत. अन ज्या कदवशी प्रेमाची ही
सांकल्पना लक्षात येईल तेव्हा तीची चाहूल धुांद
करणारी असेल.
तीच्या माझ्या आयुष्यात येण्यानां, तीच्या
आयुष्यात जरी काही बदल झाला नसेल तरी
माझ्या आयुष्यात तो नक्कीच कदसून येतो...
multiple choice असताांना आपल्याला
आपल्यासारख्याच जोडीदार हमळावा, असा
तीचा मानस असेल तर तीला तीच्यासारखाच
जोडीदार भेटण हा हतचा नैहतक अन सवषमान्य
अहधकार आहे आहण तो तीला भेटेलचां यात तीळ
मात्ही शांका नाही...........

Art By:
Takudage Pooja.
M Pharm. Sem.II.
(Pharmaceutics)
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Why this pharmacy

kucara[- far Jaalia

laxmaNa razaoD.
catuqa- vaYa- baI. Fama-saI.

idpk dovaro
p`qama vaYa- ema. Fama-saI.
(QAT)

naKrola na}vaarI kQaIcaI hd\dpar JaalaI
f^Sana maanaovarI bayaocyaa hlakoca svaar JaalaI,.
samavaot caalaa jagaI yaa, puro dotat laaK sallao
ASlaIlata GaraoGarI maga BalatI baosaumaar JaalaI.
BaartIya gauPt Jaalao gauupcaup payaGaaoL kpDo

Why this Pharmacy Pharmacy B
vaDgaava Campus Kup mast mast
paoho BaoTtat svast svast
Aamacao college Kup Cana Cana
paorM gaatat vagaa-t gaanaM gaanaM
cocai Saop gaaola gaaola
paorM maartat pirxaot Jaaola Jaaola

imanaI skT-cyaa jagatI saMskRtI maga gaar JaalaI.
koSaMBaar ÉLtI maanaovarI Jaulaup tyaaMcyaa
vaaTo AaQaa AaQaa AvaGaa T/k ha kar JaalaI.
mhNaavao ksao mad- <yaManaa kI naTKT yaaoga baalaI
BaartIya <yaaMcyaaca payaI, inatI hI iBakar JaalaI.
ga`Mqaalayao trI Aaosa mMaidralayaI mast daTI
doSaIsavao tyaMacaIo ivadoSaI kQaIcaI yaar JaalaI.
AadSa- BaIma, jyaaotI, JaaSaI, iSavaraya maayamaatI
manaI &anadIp ina<ya tMovaa kucara[- far JaalaI.

T.C.A Cycle gaaola gaaola
paorM haotat pirxaot fola fola
laaok mhNatat puNao puNao
yaoqao haotat nausatoca gaunho gaunho
paorI paorM krtat yaoNao jaaNao
yaaMcyaa baapacyaa Daokyaavar haotat pOSaaMcao doNao doNao
Pharmacy cao vaYa- Aaho caar caar
AByaasacaa Kup Baar Baar
<yaat Aaho Project caa maar maar
Love Love Aao My Love
Love nao laavalaI vaaT
ha tr College caa qaaT.
N.S.S Camp Kup Cana Cana
maastr mhNatao kaZa GaaNa GaaNa.
Why this pharmacy pharmacy B
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Aa[EaQda ivajaya pozkr
P`aacaI sauinala paTIla
p`qama vaYa- ema. Fama-saI.

Aa[-saazI kaya ilahU AaiNa ksao ilahU

Aa[-saazI kaya ilahU AaiNa ksao ilahU

Aa[-saazI purtIla evaZo Xabd naahIt kaozo

Aa[-saazI purtIla evaZo Xabd naahIt kaozo

Aa[-vartI ilahINyaa[tpt naahI maaJao vya@tIma%va maaozo

Aa[-vartI ilahINyaa[tpt naahI maaJao vya@tIma%va maaozo

jaIvana jar Xaot Asaoola tr

jaIvana jar Xaot Asaoola tr

Aa[- mhNajao ivahIr

Aa[- mhNajao ivahIr

jaIvana hI naaOka Asaola tr

jaIvana hI naaOka Asaola tr

Aa[- mhNajao tIr

Aa[- mhNajao tIr

jaIvana hI XaaLa Asaola tr

jaIvana hI XaaLa Asaola tr

Aa[- mhNajao paTI

Aa[- mhNajao paTI

jaIvana ho kamaca kama tr Aa[- mhNajao sauT\TI

jaIvana ho kamaca kama tr Aa[- mhNajao sauT\TI

Aa[- tU ]nhamaQalaI saavalaI

Aa[- tU ]nhamaQalaI saavalaI

Aa[- tU pavasaatlaI CHaI

Aa[- tU pavasaatlaI CHaI

Aa[- tU qaMDItlaI Xaala

Aa[- tU qaMDItlaI Xaala

Aata yaavaIt duÁKo KuSaala

Aata yaavaIt duÁKo KuSaala

Aa[- mhNajao maMidracaa ]Mca kLsa

Aa[- mhNajao maMidracaa ]Mca kLsa

Aa[- mhNajao Bajanaat gauNagauuNaavaI AXaI saMtvaaNaI

Aa[- mhNajao Bajanaat gauNagauuNaavaI AXaI saMtvaaNaI

Aa[- mhNajao vaaLvaMTat Pyaavao AsaM qaMDgaar paNaI

Aa[- mhNajao vaaLvaMTat Pyaavao AsaM qaMDgaar paNaI

Aa[- mhNajao AartIt vaajavaavaI AXaI layabad\Qa TaLI

Aa[- mhNajao AartIt vaajavaavaI AXaI layabad\Qa TaLI

Aa[- mhNajao vaodnaonaMtrcaI savaa-t pihlaI AaraoLI.

Aa[- mhNajao vaodnaonaMtrcaI savaa-t pihlaI AaraoLI.
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जय जजद्दे श्ळर

मी तुझ्यासाठी…

jayaoSa jaOna.
p`qama vaYa- ema. Fama-saI.

Amaaola idxaIt.
ivdtIya vaYa- ema. Fama-saI.
AsaavaI kaoNaItrI AayauYyaatÊ ijavaalaa jaIva laavaNaarIÊ
kuzo haotasa? ka gaolaasa? Asao AsaM#ya P`aSna ivacaa$na
kaLjaI krNaarIÊ

चारण्मासाठी लाट असते…
लाटे साठी चारणं नसतं….!
उं च बयायी घेण्मार्मारा...

caukuna kQaI ka^laoja laa naahI gaolaao trÊ faona k$na
ivacaarpUsa krNaarIÊ
tU Aalaa naahIsa mhNaUnaÊ malaa pNa baaor haoto Asao
mhNaNaarIÊ

ंबाऱाचं बम नसं

खऩ
ू खऩ
ू ताकद रागते...
ंरेरं अऩमळ ऩचलामरा….!

caukUna kQaI tbyaot Kraba JaalaIÊ tr kavarI baavarI
haoNaarIÊ
AaOYaQao vaoLovar GaoÊ kaLjaI GaoÊ Asao daT}na saaMgaNaarIÊ

डोळ्मात ंरेरं ऩाणी ऩस
ु ून...

vaaZidvasaalaa saP`aa[-ja doNaarIÊ AaiNa kuNaacao laxa
nasatanaa hLUca malaa kok BarvaNaarIÊ
BaavaI AayauYyaabad\dla baaolaNaarI AaiNa maaJyaa kt-vyaacaI
jaaNaIva k$na doNaarIÊ

कयण्मासायखे खऩ
ू ंहे …

ओठांलय हसू ंणामरा….!!

उभेद भात्र हली….!
मभऱण्मासायखे खऩ
ू ंहे …
जजद्द भात्र हली!!....

manaanao saMudrÊ sada hsatmauK rahNaarIÊ AaiNa sava- duÁK
ivasarNaarIÊ
P`aSna ivacaarNaarIÊ AaiNa caukuna kQaI itcyaa P`aSnaalaa
vaOtagalaaoca trÊ
“Aro vaoDyaa yaalaaca tr P`aoma mhNatat” Asao saaMgaNaarI…
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p`oma
manaaoja kaMbaLo.
p`qama vaYa- ema. Fama-saI.
P``aoma tovha Asato
jaovha Aaš raHaI ]SaapaSaI yaoto AaiNa baaolato
baaLa Jaaop raihlaolaa AByaasa ]d\yaa krº
P``aoma tovha Asato
jaovha AapNa GarI ]SaIra yaotao AaiNa vaDIla
baaolatat
baaLa ]SaIr haoNaar haoota tr eKada faona trI
krayacaasaº
P``aoma tovha Asato
jaovha AapNa eKad\yaa maulaISaI faonavar baaolat
Asatao
AaiNa vaihnaI baaolatat Aaoya ihrao eKadI maulagaI
vagaOro pTvalaI kI naahIº
P``aoma tovha Asato
jaovha CaoTI baihNa baaolato baGa ha dada maaJaM lagna
Jaala naa maga baGato
kaoNa tuJaM kama krola toº
P``aoma tovha Asato
jaovha Aaplaa maUD Kraba Asatao
AaiNa tovaZ\yaat Aaplaa maaoza Baa} javaL yaovaUna
baaolatao
yao naaT@yaa cala kuzotrI if$na yaovaUº
P``aoma tovha Asato
jaovha eKad\yaa jaunyaa imaHaacaa ka^la yaotao AaiNa
tao baaolatao
yao KjaUr maolaasa kI ijavaMt Aahosa AjaUnaº
ho KrM p``oma

KMrca tumacyaa jaIvanaat ho xaNa vaayaa GaalavaU naka
P`amo a mhNajao f@t
ek maulagaa AaiNa ek maulagaI nasato
p`oma mhNajao hoca kI jao tumacyaa javaL Asata
naohmaI
pNa samajaayalaa )aaoDa ]SaIr haotao
AaiNa rahtao tao f@t DaoLyaaMmaQyao
AasavaaMcaa Aaolaavaaººº
ho AayauYya idlao Aaš-- baabaaMnaI
ho AayauYya GaDvalao iSaxakaMnaI
pNa ho AayauYya – sajavalao‚ rMgavalao‚ bahrvalao‚
fulavalaoº
f@t AaiNa f@t tumacyaasaar#yaa ijavalaga‚
saccao‚ jaIvaasa jaIva doNaayaa imaHaaMnaI
maaJyaa AayauYyaatIla sava- ijavalaga imaHaaMcyaa
maOHaIlaa‚
maaJaa maanaacaa maujaraÑÑÑ

saMQyaakaL JaalaI trI , saMQaI p`kaSa roMgaaLt Asatao
sahvaasa saMplaa trI , AazvaNaIMcaa saugaMQa drvaLt Asatao
ikrNa ZaokLo.
p`qama vaYa- ema. Fama-saI.
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मी नेहमीच लऱहत असतो

SaaLa

pMkja dovaro.
ivdtIya vaYa- ema. Fama-saI.

manaaoja kaMbaLo.
p`qama vaYa- ema. Fama-saI.
ऴाला
SaaLa saaoDtanaa
KrM mhNajao Aamhalaa maahItca navhtM‚
SaaLa saaoDNyaat evaZM kaya ivaSaoYa haotMÂ
maulaI maaHa SaovaTcyaa idvaSaI saar#yaa rDt
hao%yaa‚
saraMpasauna iSapayaaMpya-nt savaa-cyaa payaa pDt
hao%yaaÂ
maalaa AazvatMya AamhI rDNaa-yaa maulaIMcaI jaama
KocalaI haotI‚
KrM tr DaoLyaatlaM paNaI lapvatanaa AamacaIca
gaaocaI JaalaI haotIÂ
ekmaokaMkDo pahUna lagaoca saavarlaM AamhI
svat:laa‚
manaaSaIca mhTlaM Aata ]gaIca rDayacaM kSaalaaÆ
Balao SaLotlaI kahI jaunaI ‘naatI’ tuTtIla‚
%yaat kaya evaZM ka^laoja maQyao ‘navaIna’
BaoTtIlaººº
rDavasaM vaaTt haotM pNa kuNaIca rDlaM naahI‚
SaaLotnU a baahor pDtanaa vaLUnahI pahIlaM naahIººº
pNa Aata maaHa SaaLot jaavasaM vaaTtMya‚
SaovaTcyaa baakavar basaavasaM vaaTtMyaººº
SaaLotlyaa tasaaMpxo aa maQalyaa sau+IcaIca AaoZ
AsaayacaI‚
karNa tovhaca savaa-naa ‘AaplaI maanasaM’
BaoTayacaIººº
Aaja maaHa baraobar kuNaIca nasatM‚ SaaLocyaa
AazvaNaInao rDtanaaÂ
AsaM vaaTtM tovhaca rDayalaa hvaM haotM‚ SaaLa
saaoDtanaaººº

भी नेहभीच मरहत असतो

ंऩल्मा त्मा स्लपनांलय.....
स्लपनातल्मा बेटीलय......
बेटीतल्मा मभठीलय......

भी नेहभीच मरहत असतो

तझ्
ू मा काळ्माबोय डोळ्मांलय...
डोळ्मांतल्मा ऩाण्मालय....

ऩाणी ंल्माच्मा फहाण्मालय....
भी नेहभीच मरहत असतो
तझ्
ू मा नाजूक कामेलय....

कामेलयच्मा भाझ्मा छामेलय....
छामेलयच्मा तझ्
ू मा भामेलय....
भी नेहभीच मरहत असतो

तझ्
ू मा प्राजक्त श्लासांलय....

श्लासांच्मा भाझ्मा गळ्माबोलतीच्मा पासालय...
पासालयल्मा वलश्लासालय....
ऩण,

ंता तो श्लास नाही…….

त्मालयचा वलश्लास नाही…..
ओठांलय गाणी नाहीत…..
डोळ्मांत ऩाणी नाही……

फहाण्मानं रालरेरी भामा नाही….

अन मभठीत वलयघऱरेरी तझ
ू ी कामा नाही
ंता भी स्तब्ध असतो…..

पक्त ंठलणींलय मरहत फसतो…….
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kqaa caaOqyaa vaYaa-caI

SaovaT qaaoDa gaaoDa vhavaa
gaNaoSa gaayakvaaD.
catuqa- vaYa- baI. Fama-saI.

laxmaNa razaoD.
catuqa- vaYa- baI. Fama-saI.

tuJaI AazvaNa vaaLuvartI igarvaavaI
nakao ijavaalaa ~asa ]gaacaMca…KaoDvaI ²

caaOqyaa vaYa- B Pharmacy caI vaogaLIca Aaho kqaa
Aata caar Sabdat tumha saaMgatao qaaoDyaa vyaqaa.

baroca Jaalao,, maaga- Aaplao duravalao…
tu caakaorI vaaT kSaalaa caalavaI Æ

Sessional cyaa prIxaolaa maulaM Marks Gaotat Aaz
mhNauna paorM haotat Annual pasa.

kQaItrI yao[l- a vaaTto tuJaa faona…
yaa AaSaovarI ]BaI ijaMdgaI kaZavaI ²
tu nasatosa Aata itqao, za]uk malaa…
trI pavalao %yaa daraSaI qabakavaI…
raoja jaagatao raHa maI yaasaazI
punha jaunaI tI svaPnao sagaLI prt BaoTavaI…
nakao kovaL vya-qa hI baDbaD XabdacaI…
BaaYaa kovaL maaOnaacaI tu samajauna GyaavaI…

sauxmaijava SaasHaat Marks imaLtat sauxma
karNa Microbe krtat <yaaMnaa xaxma.
vanasptISaasHaat Marks laa haotat Defect
ha tr Asatao AByaasa na kolyaacaa Side Effect.
nyaaya AaOYaQaSaasHaat haotao ivadyaaqaI-var Anyaaya
eka raHaIt vaacauna pasa haoNaar
pNa pUZo kaya krNaar.

yaa gaaoYTIcaa SaovaT qaaoDa badlaavaa…
sa%ya jarI hI kqaa kalpinak vaaTavaI…
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kNaa

What does ‘Peace’
mean to you?

AaoLKlaat ka sar malaa pa]saat Aalaa kaoNaIlaxmaNa razaoD.

catuqa- vaYa- baI. Fama-saI.

Shridhar Siras.
First Year. M Pharmacy.

(QAT)

Apron haota iBajalaolaa DaokyaavartI paNaI
hsat hsat saraMcaa hat iKSaakDo gaolaa
pOsao nakao sar jara Attendance vaaZvaa.

When you enjoy rain drops,
“Peace” comes to you,
When you hear birds sing,
“Peace” comes to you,

AaoLKlaat ka ma^Dma malaa pa]saat Aalaa kaoNaI
Kit-Box haota iBajalaolaa Slide vartI paNaI
hsat hsat ma^Dmacaa hat Microscope kDo gaolaa
T.S tyaar Jaalao ma^Dma pahuna saaoDuna dyaa malaa.

When you see fish swim in clean water,
“Peace” comes to you,
When you hear children laugh,
“Peace” comes to you,
And when you hum
while walking in the wood,
“Peace” comes to you,

AaoLKlaat ka ma^Dma malaa pa]saat Aalaa kaoNaI

And when you sit quietly watching the sun

Bag haotI iBajalaolaI Journal vartI paNaI

rise and set

hsat hsat ma^Dmacaa hat fLyaa kDo gaolaa
samajauna naka saaMgau ma^Dma Journal tpasauna dyaa malaa.

Listening to the waves sing,
Then “Peace” comes to you
Let “Peace” comes to you
in different ways,

AaoLKlaat ka sar malaa Cology cyaa Practical

Let “Peace” be with us all.

laa Aalaa kaoNaI
kosa haoto iBajalaolao DaokyaavartI paNaI
hsat hsat saraMcaa hat iKSaakDo gaolaa
rumaala nakao sar jara Rational Combination
saaMgaa mhNaalaa.
maaoDlaa maaJaa caYmyaacaa Íoma pNa maaoDlaa naahI kNaa

galaityaaoM sao jauda tU BaI nahIM, maOM BaI nahIM,
daonaao [MMsaana hO, Kuda tU BaI nahI, maOM BaI nahIM…²
tU mauJao Aaor maOM tuJao [ljaama doto hOM magar,
Apnao AMdr JaaMkta tU BaI nahI, maOM BaI nahI…²
galat fOimayaaoM nao kr dI daonaao maOM pOda duiryaa^M,
varnaa baUra tU BaI nahIM, maOM BaI nahIM……²

rama vaDjao.
p`qama vaYa- ema. Fama-saI.

pazI vartI hat zovauna fkt laZ mhNaa………..
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Bollywood Crossword
Pooja Takudage.
M. Pharm. Sem II

Check out your FILMIGYAN

Across

.

Down

5 Go Goa Gone movie based on.

1 Karan Johars production house.

7 First Indian 3D dance movie.

2 Marathi film BP Producer.

9 Shushant Sing Rajputs debut movie,

3 HE Deoderent.

12 Actor in Nescafe add (With

4 Tomatina Festival.

Deepika)

6 Honey Sing Song with Sonakshi.

15 Dhanush + Amitabh.

8 Gavindas Pet name.

16 Ayushmans Debut movie.

10 The DHAK DHAK Queen.

17 The THUMKA queen.

11 SRK best pair with.

18 Abhi to party shuru hui hai.

13 Romeo Juliet based 2013 movie.

(Ans)

14 singer of tum hi ho song.
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मऱा प्रियलस नाही...
manaaoja kaMbaLo.
rahula maanao.
irtoSa kucaoiryaa.
p`qama vaYa- ema. Fama-saI.

भरा वप्रममस नाही...

भरा वप्रममस नाही...

ती सभोय ंल्मालय

तयी ही भरा एका

भाझे ळब्द का रुकरे ये

भुरीलय प्रेभ का झारे ये
भन हे भाझे ततच्मातच
का दडरे ये

भरा वप्रममस नाही...
खयच भरा वप्रममस नाही
तयी ही ंसे का घडरे ये

भरा वप्रममस नाही...

ततरा ऩाहताच भन भाझे

तयी ही भरा ततच्मा

लेडे का झारे ये

रुऩाचे लेड का रागरे ये
ततरा ऩाहताच भन का
भाझे पुररे ये
भरा वप्रममस नाही...

ंज तयी भाझी कोणी वप्रममस होईर का ?
ंज तयी कोणी भाझ्मा भनारा सालयीर
का ?
ंज तयी कोणी भरा होकाय दे ईर का ?

तयी ही ततचे भरा छं द
का रागरे ये
भनात भाझ्मा ततचे गंध
का ऩसयरे ये
भरा वप्रममस नाही...
तयी ही ऺणो ऺणी
ततचे बास का झारे ये
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Felicitation of Prof. M. N. Navle Sir
By Solapur District Forum on
24th Feb 2015

Prof. M. N. Navale Sir addressing the audience
On the dais, Her Highness Mrs. Pratibhatai Patil, Former President of India, Hon.
Vijaysingh Mohite Patil, Member of Parliament, Dr. Jabbar Patel, Sr. Director, Hon. D. M.
Mirasdar, Renowned Marathi Writer and Narrator, Hon. Faiyaz Shaikh, President, Akhil
Bhartiya Natya Sammelan, Hon. Arun Tikekar, Sr. Educationalist.
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First Year B. Pharm (A Div) 2014-2015

First Year B. Pharm (B Div) 2014-2015

78

Second Year B Pharmacy 2014-2015

Third Year B Pharmacy 2014-2015

79

Final Year B Pharmacy 2014-2015

80

First Year M Pharmacy 2014-2015

Second Year M Pharmacy 2014-2015
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Faculty at SCOP

Non-Teaching Staff of SCOP

82

Creative Editorial Committee of SPANDAN

Passionate Participants of Sinhgad Karandak Neon 2015

83

Our Enthusiastic Sports Participants (Boys)

Our Enthusiastic Sports Participants (Girls)

84

Our Dedicated NSS Team

Our “Sinhgad Student Council” Members
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Women Strength of SCOP

Rucha Vitonde Winner of State level
Avishkar Research Project competition
with Prof. Ravindra Jaybhaye,
(OSD,BCUD,SPPU )and Dr. S. B. Bhise
and Dr. K. N. Gujar.

Winner of NPW and Bravura
Competitions
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Welcome Function

Dr. Parshuram Ghorpade And Dr. K.N. Gujar at
B.Pharm orientation programme.

Dr. Swati Vitonde, Mr. Hemant Apte, Dr. Atul
Dadhe And Dr. K.N. Gujar at M.Pharm orientation
programme

SCOP faculty members & students taking Pharmacist oath atB.Pharm Orientation programme
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international Level seminar on
lifestyle disorders

Dr. Rajiv Sharangpani, Dr. P. V. Sarode, Joint
Director, DTE, Pune, Dr. Bhushan Patwardhan, Dr.
K. N. Gujar, Mrs. S. Patwardhan at seminar.

Dr. Bhushan Patwardhan delivering his lecture.

National Level seminar on
Anticancer Research

Dr. S. B. Padhye, Dr. K. N. Gujar, Mr. P. B. Dudhe
at seminar.

Dr. S. B. Padhye delivering his lecture.
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State Level seminar on Dengue and Ebola
hemorrhagic fever

Dr. C. R. Kokare, Prof. Ravindra Jaybhaye,
Dr. K. N. Gujar, Mr. H. A. Ranpise at seminar.

Dr. K. N. Gujar felicitating Dr. C. R. Kokare.
along with Prof. Ravindra Jaybhaye, OSD, BCUD,
SPPU.

State Level seminar on
Pharmacovigilance

Dr. S. B. Bhise, Dr. K. N. Gujar, Mrs. D. N.
Sanghai at seminar.

Dr. S. B. Bhise delivering his lecture.
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Blood Donation Camp

Dr. Sandip Patil, Principle, Sinhgad Dental College and Hospital, Vadgaon, and
faculty members at inauguration . and participants for Blood Donation.

Industrial Visit

Third year and final year B Pharmacy Students at “Lupin Inc”, Verna (Goa),at industrial visit.
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NSS Camp

Our Nss Team

Cleaning activity by Nss team

National Pharmacy Week

Evaluator for Competition Prof. J. V. Choudhari
and Mr. Rohan Dethe with Dr. K. N. Gujar, Mr. S.
Mandlik at General Aptitude Test Competition.

Guest and Dr. K. N. Gujar at the inauguration of
NPW Competition.
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Hon. Prof. M. N. Navale, Hon. Dr. (Mrs) Sunanda M. Navale and Hon. Mr.
Rohit Navale With Philanthropist and Cricket Lover Mr. Avinash Bhosale at
inauguration of Sinhgad Sport Krandak.
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Sinhgad Karandak
Neon 2015

Arjun Kaoor and Cricketer Vijay Zol at prize distribution ceremony,
Sinhgad Karandak, Neon 2015.
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94

95

Solo Singing

Duet Singing

96

Solo DAnce

Group DAnce

97

Fashion Show

98

Pharma Fiesta 2015
Competitions
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M Pharm Farewell function

Mrs. P. M. Jamkar, faculty and students at function.

Women Empowerment Programme

Dr. Mrs. Sampada Joshi, Dr. Mrs. Gauri Godbole,
Prof. Sonia Sing, Prof. M. A. Nagras,
Dr. K. N. Gujar, Mrs. Charulata Gujar,
Faculty and students at function.
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10th Alumni Meet

Dr. A. P. Pandit, Dr. A. M. Avachat
and Dr. K. N. Gujar at function.

Dr. A. P. Pandit Madam delivering
her speech.

Dr. N. Ranpise felicitate alumni.

Dr. A. M. Avachat felicitate alumni.

Mrs. M. S. Phoujdar felicitate
alumni.

Our Alumni.
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Bravura

Dr. K. G. Bothra, Dr. S. D. Sawant, Prof. V. R.
Sarode and Dr. K.N. Gujar at “Bravura” A
Pharma Tech Fest

Dr. K. G. Bothra delivering his speech.

Wall Magazine
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B Pharmacy Toppers

Academic Year 2013-14
F. Y. B. Pharmacy.

S. Y. B. Pharmacy.

Gumaste Gauri.

Prabhu Nivedita.

Wadgaonkar Priya.

Hariharan Dhwani.

79.20%

75.50%

76.58%

73.58%

T. Y. B. Pharmacy.

Final Year B. Pharmacy.

Avachat Charul.

Seeneevasan Jaghen.

Mistry Kinjal.

Save Swarali.

75%

74.83%

74.50%

74.33%
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M Pharmacy Toppers
Pharmaceutics Dept

Sem ॥

Juilee Kulkarni.
5.556 (SGPA
Grade Points)

Pharmacology Dept

QAT Dept

Bhat Prasad.
5.296 (SGPA
Grade Points)

Sem ।v

Raskar Avinash.
5.000 (SGPA
Grade Points)

Pharmaceutics Dept

Namdev Shrishti.
74.57%

Kapure Sayli.
71.64%

QAT Dept

Kapasi Farheen.
69.86%

Bhandari Nikhil.
5.370 (SGPA
Grade Points)

Talvadekar Komal.
69.64%

Nasikar Sameer.
5.043 (SGPA
Grade Points)

Rao Anagha.
4.963 (SGPA
Grade Points)

Chemistry Dept

Kale Anuj.
65.29%

Aare Kavita.
64.71%

Pharmacology Dept

Navadiya Piyush.
65.50%

Shringarpure Mansee.
62.71%
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Best Outgoing Student
B Pharmacy (FN/PIO Category)
Academic achievements
SEENEEVASSEN
AJAGHEN

1. F.Y.B.Pharm: 70.5%
2. S.Y.B.Pharm: 71%
3. T.Y.B.Pharm: 74.8%
Honours: DY Patil International Scholarship for higher studies in India

Publications and Presentations:
 Research paper article entitled ‘Comparison of Kajjali prepared by traditional and modern
methods’ - published in the ‘International Journal of Ayurveda and Pharma Reseach’ (Universal
Impact Factor – 2.5)
 Oral Paper Presentation – ‘Pharmacist – a health care provider’ – 1st prize

Achievements and extra-curricular activities:
Dec. 11

One day certificate programme in ‘Scope and Potential after Pharmacy’
Secured 2nd place

Jan. 12

University of Pune International Students’ Festival
1st place in group dance competition

Jul. 12

Symbiosis International Students’ Festival
2nd runner up for food festival

Nov. 12

National Pharmacy Week
Runner up in Group Discussion

Feb. 13

World Organization of Students & Youth
Participated in 7th International Seminar

Nov. 13

National Pharmacy Week
1st place in Oral Paper Presentation
Runner up in elocution competition

Dec. 13

B.J. Govt. Medical College & Sassoon General Hospital
Participated in debate competition

Jan. 14

World Organisation of Students & Youth
Participated in Personality Development Workshop

Jan. 14

Symbiosis International Students’ Festival
1st place in group dance competition

Dec. 14

Bravura – A Pharma Tech Fest
Participated in Out of Box and Simulation competitions and volunteered
for coordination of the event.
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Best Outgoing Student
B Pharmacy
Academic Achievements:
1. F.Y.B.Pharm: 74.08%
2. S.Y.B.Pharm: 73.75%
3. T.Y.B.Pharm: 75%
4. Certificate courses in AIDS, Clinical neurology ,ADHD etc
 Recipient of Pune Municipal Corporation, (Pune Maharashtra State, India) Scholarship
of Rs. 25,000
 Secured 1st position in the Institute at First Year, Second Year and Third Year B. Pharm.
 Underwent a two week industrial training in brand management at Lupin Ltd., Mumbai,
and Maharashtra.

Poster Presentations:
 Presented a poster on ‘Characterization and evaluation of Lepidium sativum husk as a
laxative’ at 19th Association of Pharmacy Teachers of India Conference held in Pune

Co-curricular activities:
 Semi-finalist at ‘All India Quiz Competition’ organized by Madras Medical College 201213.
 Received 1st prize in a State Level Pharmacy Quiz, organised at the Allana College of
Pharmacy under the name of VIGOR
 Runner up at ‘Out of the Box’ at Bravura 2013-14 a state level tech fest at Sinhgad
College of Pharmacy, Pune
 Secured 8th position in college in ‘Campus to Corporate Ace 2014’.

Extra-curricular activities:
 Successfully completed 5 year preliminary course of Bharatnatyam classical dance from
Kalavardhini Dance Institution, Pune
 Participated in various events of National Pharmacy Week celebration like quiz, Pharma
detailing and general aptitude in the year 2013-14 and 2014-15
 Secured 1st place in Fashion Show at Pharm –fiesta 2014, SCOP , Pune
 Secured 2nd place in Group Dance at Pharm –fiesta 2014, SCOP , Pune
 Was elected as the Class Representative for First and Final Year B. Pharm
 Active member of the National Social Service Scheme of Pune University from July 2014
 Has been a volunteer and a member of the organising committee in ‘Bravura’ a State
level pharma competition which was a part of technical festival in 2013-14.
 Have a basic knowledge of German language (Appeared for B1 level exam conducted by
Maxmueller Bhavan ,Pune)
 Honours: Selected as the Head of the Science club of the Sinhgad Student

Council.
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Best Outgoing Student
M Pharmacy
Academic achievements
JUILEE KULKARNI 1. GPAT (Graduate Pharmacy Aptitude Test), AIR- 2315
2. B. Pharm – 70.75%
Awards and achievements
 Runner up at NPW 2012 “Mad add competition” 2012.
 Qualified GPAT in 2013. Score 162/500. Rank 2315.
 First Prize in Bravura Technical event (Logic to magic) 2015
Paper and Poster presentations
 Attended a National conference on trends in Pharmaceutical Industry, “Pharmeet
2011”
 Participated in NPW 2012 “Mad add competition” 2012.
 Participated in “Zonal level Young Pharmacists Innovative project Award” in Jan
2013
 Participated in “Zonal level Pharma Quiz” in Jan 2013.
 Participated in NPW 2012 “Pharma Jam Extempore” 2013.
 Presented research work as a poser in “National level 19th Annual Convention of
Association of Pharmaceutical Teachers of India”.
 Presented research work as a poster in 66th IPC at Hyderabad in Jan 2015








Extra – Curricular Activities
Participated at college for various activities like sports, cultural programs etc.
Host of various events at college.
Editorial committee member for spandan2015
Trekking
Classical dance
Yoga
Paper publications

 A review on STUDY OF VARIOUS REACTION INTERMEDIATES IN
International journal of pharmaceutical and biochemical sciences in year
2011-2012.
Proud: Over all topper of Ist IInd and IIIrd semester M.Pharm, 2013-2015.
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College katta
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Pranav Joshi
Mucisian

Pooja Takudage
Sketching Artist

110

Madhuri Diwane
Sketching Artist

111

Smita Pohare.
Sketching Artist
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Poster presentations at APTI (Association of Pharmaceutical teachers of
India) Convention, Pune 2014.
Sr. No.

Presented by

Title Of The paper

Poster Presentations
1.

2.

Prajakta Punde* and Nisharani

Dual Sustained Release System For Ophthalmic Delivery of

Ranpise

Antiviral Drug

Amelia

Avachat*,

Juilee

Kulkarni, Vivek Mishra

Comparative Solubility Studies of Atorvastatin- Hydroxyl
Propyl β Cyclodextrin Inclusion Complex

Using Ultra

Sonication and Kneading Method
3.

B. V. Vidhate, S. N. Shrotriya,

Formulation and Evaluation of Buccal tablet of Rasagiline

K. N. Gujar, B. R. Chorge, P. M.

mesylate

Satpute
4.

5.

Pournima

Satpute,

Chaitali

Formulation and Evaluation of Fluticasone propionate

Ved, Bhagvat Vidhate, Shilpa

loaded solid lipid nanoparticle hydrogel for the treatment of

Shrotriya

psoriasis

Shilpa

Shrotriya,

Kharat,

Bhagvat

Pradip

Development of budesonide loaded solid lipid nanoparticles

Vidhate,

based gel with skin targeting for psoriasis

Ranpise

To investigate the pharmacokinetic profile of ellagic acid in

Pournima Satpute
6.

Ranade

Arati

N.,

Nisharani S., Ramesh C.

presence of Aloe Vera gel powder in rabbits using validated
HPLC method

7.

Ranade

Arati

N,

Mininath

Glibenclamide Matrix Gel Transdermal System for Diabetes

Vidhate

Mellitus: Formulation and In Vitro Evaluation

8.

Ranade Arati N, Pallavi Birajdar

In situ floating gel for treatment of gastric ulcer

9.

M. S. Gambhire *, K. N. Gujar,

Formulation and Development of the Self Nanoemulsifying

G. T. Shelke, M. A. Bhide

Drug Delivery System ofRosuvastatin Calcium

Satish

Preparation and Optimization of Repaglinide Niosome

10.

K.

Mandlik,

Namdev

Shrishti and Kishore N. Gujar

using Factorial Design of Experiments
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11.

12.

Vaishali M. Gambhire*, Shital

Atorvastatin loaded lipid nanoparticles: Antitumor activity

M. Salunkhe, Kishor N. Gujar

studies on MCF-7breast cancer cells

Manisha S. Phoujdar, Kavita

MWI Synthesis And Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitory Activity Of

Aare, Sangeeta Pawar, Ajinkya

Some Pyrazolo Pyrimidines.

Parlewar
13.

M.

A.

Nagras*

and

K.

K.

Dhokale
14.

15.

Sugandha

Challenges

to Adoption and Implementation of QbD

Approach in Ayurvedic Formulations
V.

Mulgund,

S.

Chromatographic

and

Spectroscopic

Anbazhegan, Satish Y. Gabhe.

Degradation Products of an API.

P. B. Dudhe

2D

&

3D-QSAR

Study

of

Studies

on

5-[(E)-2-arylethenyl]-3-

isoxazolecarboxylic acid alkyl esters Derivatives as AntiTuberculosis Agents
16.

Supriya A. Unavane*

Characterization and Evaluation of Lepidium sativum husk

Charul M. Avachat

as Laxative

Varsha M. Shende
17.

S. P. Vassa* , Prasad Bhat

Development and Validation of UV AUC method for
analysis ofFexofenadine Hydrochloride in Bulk and Tablet
dosage form

18.

Dilpesh Jain

Silibinin: A Bioactive Flavanone In Milk Thistle Ameliorate
Diabetes Induced Nephrotoxicity In Rats

19.

R.S. Sahane

Fibrin Glue: Clinical use and Development

20.

Anagha C. Rao, Foram R. Patel,

Agmatine ameliorates social isolation induced obsessive-

Varsha M. Shende,Rajkumari

compulsive behavior in mice

Sahane, Kaumudi Bodas
21.

22.

23.

Prashant

D.Mali*,

Sameer

Effect of Rutin on Ethanol Withdrawal induced depression

Nassikar

in mice

Patwardhan Sunetra K, Patil

Piper

Manohar J., Anbazaghan S

Enhancement of Synthetic Drugs

K. S. Bodas

Evaluation

Cubeba:

of

A

Effect

Promising

of

Herb

Ellagic

Acid

for

on

Permeation

Obsessive-

Compulsive Disorder (OCD)
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Oral presentations
1.

Deepa N. Sanghai

2.

Dipmala Patil

Novel antiinfective plant-based nail lauquer remover- Deej
Design, synthesis, release kinetics and pharmacological
profile of disease modifying agents for osteoarthritis.

3.
Koma Hemant K.Jain

Method Development and Validation of Tamsulosin
Hydrochloride and Dutasteride in Tablet Dosage Form by
RP-UPLC

Poster Presentation at 66th Indian Pharmaceutical Congress (IPC) Hyderabad (23rd Jan-25th
Jan.) at Hitech City Hyderabad, India

Sr. no.
1.
2.

Presented By

Title of Poster

C.V. Bhide,S.Namdev,

Design and Characterization : Niosomal Drug Delivery

S.K.Mandlik, K.N.Gujar.

of Repaglinide

P.V. Birajdar , A.N.Ranade

In situ gelling system of Eugenol for treating gastric
ulcer

3.

S.S Nasikkar, P.D. Mali

Effect

of

Rutin

on

Ethanol

Withdrawal

Induced

Depression in Mice
4.
5.

P.D.Chaugule,

Design &

Evaluation of sintered matrix tablet of

N.S.Ranpise

Aceclofenac.

P.Satpute ,V.Bhagvat,

Formulation

Shrotriya S.

naoparticales engrossed hydrogel for cosmeceutical

and

Developement

of

Solid

lipid

purpose
6.
7.

S. Deshmukh, V. Bhandari

Formulation and evaluation of self-emulsifying pellets

, A. Avachat

of carvedilol

J.Saikh, N.Ranpise

Enhancement

of

solubility

of

Albendazole

by

complexation with sulfobutylether-β-Cyclodextrine
8.

A. Avachat, J.Kulkani,

Comparative

Solubility

Studies

of

Atorvastatin-

V.Mishra

Hydroxyl Propyl β Cyclodextrin Inclusion Complex
Using Ultra Sonication and Kneading Method
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9.

Vidhate M.K., Ranade A.N.

Trasdermal

delivery

for

Diabetes:Evaluation

and

comparison of D-Pinitol and Glibenclamide
10.

N. Bhandri, N,Ranpise

Development

of

Oral

Disintegrating

Tablet

By

Conventional Direct Compression Method And Extreme
Vertices Method DOE
11.

D.Shirsat, N.Bhandari, N.

Formulation Development And Characterization Of An

Ranpise

Immediate Release Film Coated Oral Solid Dosage Form
Of Atorvastatin Calcium

12.

A.K.Bhalerao,

Development and characterization of Novel trilayer

A.K.Pandawale,

buccal film for bimodal release of Ondansetron HCL

S.N.Shrotriya,

and Sumatriptan Succinate.

A.M.Avachat

Publications:
Sr.No.
1.

Publication Details
K. N. Gujar, Namdev Shrishti, Chandra Prakash, Preeti Jamkar, Satish Mandlik.
Recent Trends in Novel Drug Delivery for Treatment of Type I and II Diabetes Mellitus.
Asian journal of pharmaceutical research and development, Vol. 2 (3) May–June.
2014:54-69. ISSN: 2320-4850.

2.

Mihir Sajip, Makarand Gambhire, Kishore Gujar. Optimization and Evaluation of
Acyclovir Loaded Liquid and Solid Self Nanoemulsifying Drug Delivery System. Am. J.
Pharm. Tech Res. 2014; 4(5), 1-23. ISSN: 2249-3387.

3.

Sajip M.A, Gambhire M.S, Gujar K.N.- Self nanoemulsifying drug delivery system
(SNEDDS): Formulation and evaluation of liquid and solid SNEDDS (pellets) for
hydrophobic drug candidates. Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical Research and
Development Vol. 2 (2) March –April. 2014:35-45. ISSN: 2320-4850.

4.

Gambhire V M, Salunkhe S M, Gujar K N. Statistical Optimization of Atorvastatinloaded Lipid Nanoparticles Using Factorial Design and Grid Search Method. Inventi
Rapid: NDDS, 2014(4):1-9. ISSN: 0976-3791.

5.

D Sanap, H Ranpise, Gujar K N. Skin Fungal Infection and Polymeric Nanoparticles for
Topical Drug Delivery. Inventi Rapid: NDDS, 2014(4): 1-12. ISSN: 0976-3791.

6.

S. M. Salunkhe, V. M. Gambhire, K. N. Gujar, M. S. Gambhire. Lipid Nanoparticles:
Application in Cancer Therapy. Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical Research and
Development Vol. 2 (3) May–June, 2014: 36-44. ISSN: 2320-4850

7.

R. S. Narkhede, V. M. Gambhire, K. N Gujar. Design and evaluation of self-
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nanoemulsifying drug delivery systems for nebivolol hydrochloride. Asian Journal of
Pharmaceutics, 2014: 8 (3),

200-209. ISSN: 0973-8398 (printed), 1998-409X

(electronic).
8.

Ranpise, N. S., Korabu, S. S. and Ghodake, V. N. Second generation lipid nanoparticles
(NLC) as an oral drug carrier for delivery of lercanidipine hydrochloride, Colloids and
Surfaces B, 116, (2014) 81-87. ISSN: 0927-7765

9.

Rashmi Kothiya, N S Ranpise. Effect of Sintering on Sustained Release Matrix Tablet of
Ambroxol Hydrochloride. Inventi Impact: Pharm Tech, 2014(4):161-168, 2014. ISSN:
0976-3783.

10.

Harshada Langote, Apurva Deshpande, Vivek Mishra et al. Simultaneous Estimation of
Metformin HCl, Telmisartan and Atorvastatin Calcium in Pharmaceutical Dosage Form
by Validated Multicomponent UV Spectroscopy. Inventi Rapid: Pharm Analysis &
Quality Assurance, 2014(4):1-4.

11.

Avachat A.M, Oswal YM, Gujar KN, Shah RD. Preparation and characterization of
rivastigmine loaded human serum albumin (HSA) nanoparticles. Curr Drug Deliv.
2014; 11:359-370. ISSN: 1875-5704 (Online), 1567-2018

12.

Avachat AM, Nandare DS: Effect of alcohol on drug release kinetics from HPMC based
matrix tablets using model drugs, Dissolution technologies 2014; 21 (1): 11-17. ISSN:
1521-298X

13.

Avachat AM, Kapure S.S; Asenapine maleate in situ forming biodegradable implants:
An approach to enhance bioavailability International Journal of Pharmaceutics 477
64–72 2014. ISSN: 0378-5173.

14.

Amelia M. Avachat ∗, Shreekrishna S. Parpani. Formulation and development of
bicontinuous nanostructured liquid crystalline particles of efavirenz. Colloids and
Surfaces B: Biointerfaces 126 (2015) 87–97. ISSN: 0927-7765

15.

S. N. Shrotriya, Ved Chaitali Hemantkumar. Formulation and Evaluation of
Fluticasone Propionate Hydrogel for Topical Drug Delivery, Inventi Rapid, NDDS, 2014:
4, 1-5. ISSN: 0976-3791.

16.

S.N.Shrotriya, Kharat Pradip Madhavrao Development and Evaluation of Budesonide
Loaded Hydrogel for Psoriasis, Inventi Rapid: Pharm Tech 2014; 4, 1-7. ISSN: 09763783.

17.

S. N. Shrotriya, Ved Chaitali Hemantkumar. Solid lipid nanoparticles: a novel carrier in
skin diseases, Inventi Rapid, NDDS, 2014: 4, 1-9. ISSN: 0976-3791.

18.

Kharat P M*, Shrotriya S N, Salunkhe S M, Kapure S S, “Etio-pathogenesis, progress
and advances in treatment of psoriasis” Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical Research and
Development, May–June. 2014, Vol. 2 (3),ISSN 2320-4850

19.

Arati N Ranade, Nisharani S. Ranpise, C. Ramesh. Exploring the potential of gastro
retentive dosage form in delivery of ellagic acid and Aloe vera gel powder for treatment
of gastric ulcers. Current Drug Delivery, 2014, 11,287-297. ISSN: 1875-5704 (Online),
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1567-2018
20.

Ranade Arati N., Ranpise Nisharani S., Ramesh C. Enrichment Of Anti-Ulcer Activity
Of Monoammonium Glycerrhizin And Aloe Vera Gel Powder Through Novel Drug
Delivery System. Asian Journal of Pharmaceutics, 2014, Vol 8, Issue 4, 222-229. ISSN:
0973-8398 (printed), 1998-409X (electronic).

21.

Ranade A.N, Ranpise N.S, Dube T.S. Formulation and Evaluation of Gastroretentive
Microballoons Containing Baclofen for a Floating Oral Controlled Drug Delivery
System, Current Drug Delivery, 2014; 11:805-816. ISSN: 1875-5704 (Online), 15672018 (Print)

22.

R Narke, S Mandlik, S Kapure. Bioanalytical Development and Validation of Stability
indicating RP-HPLC Method for the Estimation of Asenapine Maleate in Plasma. Inventi
Rapid: Biomedical Analysis, 2014(4):1-4. ISSN: 2250-0316.

23.

Akmar Nikhil Rajkumar, M. S. Phoujdar, S. P. Vassa, Spectrophotometric and Stability
Indicating RP-HPLC Method for Quantitative Estimation of Agomelatine in Bulk and
Tablet Dosage Form, Inventi Rapid: Pharm Analysis & Quality Assurance 2014, (2014),
ppaqa 1564, 1-9. ISSN 0976-3813

24.

Arale Saurabh Sudhakar, M. S. Phoujdar, S. P. Vassa, UV Spectrophotometric
Estimation of Phenazone in bulk and tablet dosage form by AUC method, World journal
of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences, 2014, 3 (8), 1734-1741, ISSN 2278–4357.

25.

Chavan Rajendra Sambhaji, M. S. Phoujdar, S. P. Vassa, Stability Indicating LC
Method for Determination of Levocetirizine Hydrochloride and Characterization of its
Acid Catalyzed Degradation Product by LC -MS. Inventi Rapid: Pharm Analysis &
Quality Assurance, 2014, 4, ppaqa 1558, 1-7, ISSN 0976-3813.

26.

Jawale Shridhar Shivaji, M. S. Phoujdar, S.P.Vassa,

stability indicating method for

determination of flunarizine dihydrochloride using RP-HPLC and characterization of
degradation products by LC-MS, Inventi Rapid: Pharm Analysis & Quality Assurance
2014, (4), ppaqa 1531, 1-8 ISSN 0976-3813.
27.

Rahul C. Kalaskar, M.A. Nagras, Stability indicating RP-HPLC method for Selegiline
Hydrochloride in pharmaceutical formulation, Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical
Research and Development, 2014, 2 (4) 5-13, ISSN 2320-4850

28.

K. V. Kandharkar, M. A. Nagras, UV–Spectrophotometric Method Development and
Validation of Acamprosate Calcium by Absorption Maxima Method in Bulk and Tablet
Dosage Form, Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical Research and Development,2014, 2
(2):104-111, ISSN 2320-4850

29.

Rahul S. Kommawar and Madhuri A. Nagras, Development and Validation of UV
Spectrophotometric Area Under Curve (AUC) method for estimation of Pyrantel
Pamoate in Bulk and Tablet Dosage Form, International Journal of Interdisciplinary
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and Multidisciplinary Studies, 2014, 1 (7), 70-76, ISSN 2438-0343
30.

Kapasi Farheen Saifee, K. N. Gujar, S V Mulgund, Spirulina biomass: optimization of
growth parameters, preformulation studies and product development, International
Journal of Biological & Pharmaceutical Research, 2014, 5(11) 854-860, ISSN 22297480.

31.

Kuntawar Rohan Dilip reddy, S V Mulgund, UV spectrophotometric estimation of
diltiazem hydrochloride in bulk and tablet dosage form, World journal of pharmacy and
pharmaceutical sciences, 2014, 3(9), 634-641, ISSN 2278-4357.

32.

Nikhade Ashwini Kamalakar, S V Mulgund, UV spectrophotometric estimation of
diltiazem hydrochloride in bulk and tablet dosage form using area under curve method,
World Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical sciences, 2014, 3(8), 1217-1224, ISSN
2278-4357.

33.

Pagar Vishal Ravindra, S V Mulgund, Development and validation of a stability
indicating HPTLC method for determination of eperisone hydrochloride in bulk drug to
International Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences, International Journal
of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences, 2014, 6(9), 556 – 559, ISSN 0975-1491

34.

Pawaskar Bhagyashri Padmakar, S V Mulgund, UV spectrophotometric estimation of
Acyclovir in bulk and tablet dosage form using area under curve method, World
Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical sciences, 2014, 3(8), 1644-1651, ISSN 22784357

35.

Shrikant Ojha, Smita kale, Sandeep Gadhwe, S V Mulgund, Newer stationary phases
for Reverse Phase Liquid Chromatographic Analysis, International Journal of
Pharmaceutical abiological science Archive, 2014, 2 (4) 34-45

36.

Amol R. Ranjale, Hemant Kumar Jain, Development and Method Validation of RPHPLC Method for Simultaneous Estimation of Cefoperazone and Tazobactam in
Marketed Formulation, International Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical
Sciences, 2014, 6, (8) 462-465, ISSN 0975-1491

37.

Amol R. Ranjale, Hemant Kumar Jain, Kishore Namdeorao Gujar, Development and
Validation for UV Spectrometric Estimation of Ambroxol Hydrochloride in Bulk and
Tablet Dosage Form Using Area under Curve Method, International research Journal of
Pharmacy, 2014, 5(7), 580-583, ISSN 2230-8407

38.

Jignesh kumar Jagdishbhai Sirsath, Hemant Kumar Jain, Development and Validation
of UV Spectrophotometric Estimation of Quetiapine Fumarate in Bulk and Tablet
Dosage Form Using Area Under Curve Method, Am. J. PharmTech Res. 2014; 4(4),
310-318, ISSN: 2249-3387.

39.

KV Talwadekar, H. K. Jain, K.N. Gujar, Development and Validation of UV
Spectrophotometric Area Under Curve Method for Estimation of Ezetimibe in Bulk and
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Tablet Dosage Form, Universal Journal of Pharmacy, 2014, 03 (3): 41-44, ISSN 2320303X
40.

Om Yadav, H. K. Jain,

RP-HPLC Method Development and Validation for

Simultaneous Estimation of Phenylehrine Hydrochloride and Ebastine In Tablet Dosage
Form, International Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences, 2014, 6 (8),
466-470, ISSN 0975-1491
41.

Om Yadav, K. N. Gujar, H. K. Jain, UV-Spectrophotometric Estimation of Mosapride
Citrate in Bulk and Tablet Dosage form using Area Under Curve Method, World
Journal Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Science, 2014, 3 (8), 581-588, ISSN 2278-4357

42.

Kaumudee Bodas, Shirish Gawas, Varsha Shende, Kranti Satpute, In-vitro evaluation
of anthelmintic activity of Croton tiglium seed extracts, Journal of Global Trends in
Pharmaceutical Sciences, 2014, 5(4)- 2052–2054, ISSN 2230-7346

43.

Kranti Satpute, Kaumudee Bodas, Varsha Shende, Wajid Chaus, Dhumal Atul,
Anthelmintic activity of extracts of holarrhena Antidysenterica wall, World journal of
pharmacy and pharmaceutical sciences, 2014, 3 (8), 561-567

44.

Kranti Satpute, Kaumudee bodas, Varsha sende, Wajid Chaus, Jyoti Kadam, Anand
bafana Anthelmintic activity of ethanolic extracts of Eugenia jambolana linn. Journal
of Global Trends in Pharmaceutical Sciences, 2014, 5(3)- 1813–1816 , ISSN 2230-7346

45.

Kranti satpute, M. J. Patil, A.R. Bafna, Kaumudee Bodas, Sameeer Shafi, In vitro
antioxidant activity of fruits of randia dumetorum lamk Journal of Global Trends in
Pharmaceutical Sciences, 2014, 5(4)-(2014), 2103-2107, ISSN 2103- 210

46.

D.

N.

Sanghai

Vaijwade,

S.R.

Kulkarni,N.N.

Sanghai,

Screening

of

Antiviral

Compounds from Plants- A Review, Journal of Pharmacy Research 2014, 8 (8) 10501058
47.

Parlewar A G, Phoujdar M S, Pawar S S, Aare K J, Molecular Docking Study of
Oxozolone Derivatives as Antidiabetic Agent, Inventi Rapid: Molecular Modeling 2014,
(4), 1-4, ISSN 2278-4071

48.

A G Parlewar, M S Phoujdar, Molecular Docking Study of Bromophenol Derivatives
Inhibiting Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase 1b as Antidiabetic Agent, Inventi Rapid:
Molecular Modeling, 2014, (4), 1-8, ISSN 2278-4071

49.

Kavita

J

Aare,

Manisha

S

Phoujdar,

Molecular

docking

study

of

1-Aryl-4-

Benzylidenehydrazinyl-3-methylsulphanyl-Pyrazolo [3,4-D] Pyrimidines Derivatives as
Anti-Cancer agents, Inventi Rapid: Molecular Modeling 2014, (4), 1-6, ISSN 2278-4071
50.

S S Pawar, M S Phoujdar, K J Aare, A G Parlewar, Molecular Docking Study of Novel
Pyrazolo[3,4-d]Pyrimidine Derivatives as an Antitumor Agent, Inventi Rapid: Molecular
Modeling 2014, (4), 1-4, ISSN 2278-4071

51.

Dudhe P. B., Shinde A. P., Salgar K., Development and Validation of analytical
methods for Simultaneous Estimation of Domperidone and Esomeprazole Magnesium
in

Bulk

and

in

Pharmaceutical

Formulations

using

UV-visible

Spectroscopy,
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International Journal of PharmTech Research, 2014, 6, (5), 1501-1508, ISSN : 09744304
52.

Mayuri Lawar, Varsha Shende, Suvarna Ingle, Monali Sanghvi, Naeem Hamdulay
Effect of Hydroalcoholic extract of Mimosa Pudica Linn. with Imipramine and
Fluoxetine on Reserpine-induced Behavioural Despair in Rats. Pharma Tutor
Magazine, 2014, 2(9), 123-134. ISSN: 2394-6679

53.

Varsha M Shende , Foram R Patel

Agmatine ameliorates social isolation induced

Obsessive-compulsive behavior in mice. Journal of Global Trends in Pharmaceutical
Sciences, 2014, 5(4), 2048-2051. ISSN: 2230-7346.
54.

Rajkumari Sahane,Sampatkunar Donthula, Rucha Jogalekar, Beta Cell Regeneration
and Recent Targets for Beta Cell Regeneration, Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical
Technology & Innovation, 02 (08); 2014; 134-143. ISSN: 2347-8810

55.

Rajkumari Sahane, Sampatkumar Donthula, Priyanka Nalavde, Healing Activity of
Lepidium Sativum L. In Experimentally Induced Diabetic Rats, World Journal of
Pharmaceutical Research, 2014; 3(10), 402-417. ISSN: 2277-7105

56.

R.

S.

Sahane,

P.

A.

Wankhade,

M.

A.Shrungarpure,

Pharmacological

and

phytochemical investigation of Cestrum nocturnum leaf extract for antihyperglycemic
and antihyperlipidemic activity, International Journal of Research in Pharmacology &
Pharmacotherapeutics, 2014; 3(4), 255-268. ISSN: 2278-2656
57.

R S Sahane, M A Shrungarpure, P A Wankhade, Phytochemical And Pharmacological
Investigation of Coccinia Indica Fruit Extract for Anti-Diabetic Activity, World Journal
of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences, 2014; 3(11), 587-600. ISSN: 2278-4357

58.

Netaji T. Niture, Dipak G. Patil, Rahul S. Somani and Rajkumari S. Sahane, Effect of
rutin on early diabetic neuropathy in experimental animals, J. Nat. Prod. Plant
Resour., 2014, 4 (4):1-9. ISSN: 2231-3184

59.

Dilpesh Jain, Manish Kumar Bansal, Rahul Dalvi, Aman Upganlawar, Rahul Somani.
Protective effect of diosmin against diabetic neuropathy in experimental rats. Journal
of Integrative Medicine. January 2014; 12(1) 35-41. ISSN: 2095-4964

60.

Dilpesh Jain and Arti Ganshettiwar. Combination of lycopene, quercetin and
poloxamer 188 alleviates anxiety and depression in 3-nitropropionic acid-induced
Huntington’s disease in rats. Journal of Intercultural Ethnopharmacology. 2014; 3(4),
186-191. ISSN: 2146-8397.

61.

Dilpesh P. Jain and Rahul S.Somani. Hesperidin ameliorates streptozotocin and highfat diet induced diabetic nephropathy in rats. Journal of Experimental and Integrative
Medicine.2014; 4(4), 261-267. ISSN: 1309-4572

62.

Piyush Navadiya, Prashant Mali, Tilakraj Singh et al. Novel Atypical Drug Agomelatine
Review on CNS Complication. Inventi Rapid: Molecular Pharmacology, 2014(4):1-7.
ISSN: 0976-3856

63.

Prashant Mali, Piyush Navadiya, Varsha Shende et al. Effect of Agomelatine on Ethanol
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Withdrawal Induced Depression in Mice: Interaction with 8-OH DPAT. Inventi Rapid:
Molecular Pharmacology, 2014(4):1-8. ISSN: 0976-3856
64.

Jawale Shridhar Shivaji, Prof. M. S. Phoujdar. Development and Validation of UV
Spectrophotometric

AreaUnder

Curve

Method

for

Quantitative

Estimation

ofPropranolol hydrochloride in API and Tablet Dosage Form Inventi Rapid: Pharm
Analysis & Quality Assurance Vol. 2014, Issue 4[ISSN 0976-3813]
65.

Kalaskar Rahul Chandrakant, Prof. M. A. Nagras, stability indicating RP-HPLC method
for

Selegiline

hydrochloride

in

pharmaceutical

formulation,

Asian

Journal

of

Pharmaceutical Research and Development , Vol. 2, Issue 4, July-August , 2014
66.

Kandharkar Kaustubh Vijay, Prof. M. A. Nagras. UV–spectrophotometric method
development and validation of acamprosate calcium by absorption maxima method in
bulk and tablet Dosage form, 111Asian Journal of Pharmaceutical Research and
Development, Vol. 2 (2) March –April. 2014:104

67.

Kommavar

Rahul,

Prof.

M.

A.

Nagras.

Development

and

Validation

of

UV

Spectrophotometric Area Under Curve (AUC) method for estimation of Pyrantel
Pamoate in Bulk and Tablet Dosage,International Journal of Interdisciplinary and
Multidisciplinary Studies (IJIMS), 2014, Vol 1, No.7, 70-76.
68.

Pagar Vishal Ravindra, Mrs. S V Mulgund- Development and validation of a Stability
indicating HPTLC method for determination of eperisone Hydrochloride in bulk drug to
International Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences,2014,6(9),556559,ISSN:0975-1491

69.

Sirsath Jigneshkumar Jagdishbhai, Dr. H. K. Jain. Development and Validation of UV
Spectrophotometric Estimation of Quetiapine Fumarate in Bulk and Tablet Dosage
Form Using Area Under Curve Method, Am. J. PharmTech Res. 2014; 4(4), 310-318,
ISSN: 2249-3387

70.

Kokare V., Nagras M.A., Patwardhan S.K., Bioanalytical method development of
metformin

co-administered

with Ocimum

sanctum for

potential

bioenhancer

activity.’ International Journal of Pharmaceutical sciences and Research, Accepted for
upcoming issue of Vol. 6, Issue 5; May, 2015
71.

Sunetra K Patwardhan, Manali A Bhide, Evaluation of Myristica fragrans as a
penetration enhancer in transdermal gel formulation, International Journal of
Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences. 2015, Vol 7, Issue 3, 350-355.

72.

Sunetra K. Patwardhan, Vidya A. Thatte,

Suniti S. Gore, Manas M. Lele, , Manorama

Poman,characterization of dental pathogens and antimicrobial Activity of Azadirachta
indica against clinical isolates, Journal of Pharmaceutical Associations India, 2013,
1(1), 79-83
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Avishkar 2014:-Avishkar consist of three levels of participation.1st level – Zonal / Regional level
2nd level – University level (interregional and interdisciplinary)
3rd level – State level (interuniversity)
The participation into the above levels includes UG, PG, PhD and Teachers categories. The
SCOP participated in this competition with 6 entries out of which two are shortlisted for
state level AVISHKAR 2014 competition which was held at Nagpur on 22nd Jan 2015.
The participants for Zonal / Regional level AVISHKAR 2014 are as Follows:

Sr.

Name of Participants

Category

1

Mr. Hemantkumar A. Ranpise

Teacher

2.

Mrs. Deepa N. Sanghai

Teacher

3.

Mr. C. R. Bhide

PG

4.

Ms. Rucha Vitonde

UG

No.

The participants shortlisted for state level AVISHKAR 2014 are as Follows:

Sr.

Name of Participants

Category

1

Mr. Hemantkumar A. Ranpise

Teacher

2.

Mr. Chaitanya R. Bhide

PG

3.

Ms. Rucha Vitonde

UG

No.

Ms. Rucha Vitonde won the first prize at state level AVISHKAR 2014 at Nagpur held on
22/01/2015. The entire team of SCOP participated in State level competition which
contributes to won overall championship to Savitribai Phule Pune University in AVISHKAR
2014.
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Guest lecturers organized / Courses/Training offered
Sr.
No.

Day and
Date

Name of
Speakers

Topic

Institute/ Post

Organised by

Attende
d by

01

Tuesday
22/07/14

Mr. Nitin
Zade

Particle size
analyser

Horiba

Dr. N. S.
Ranpise

M.Pharm
(Sem. III)

02

Wednesday
23/07/14

Ms
Sharddha
Shapariya

Admission to US
Universities

Graduate admission
and student relation
co-ordinator,Dept. of
pharm.sci, Campbell
uni, U.S.A.

Prof. A. M.
Avachat

T.Y. B.
Pharm.
and Final
year B.
Pharm

03

Tuesday
05/08/14

Shri.
Hemant
Apte

Opportunity in
US

CEO, 3Gen
consulting Pvt. Ltd.
Pune.

Dr.N.S.Ranpise

3rd
Sem.(M.
Pharm)

04

Monday
25/08/14

Prof.
Abhijeet A.
Bidkar

Systematic study
of lipids

HOD, Dept. of
Pharmacognosy
STES Sinhgad
institute of
pharmacy, Narhe,
Pune.

Prof. D. N.
Sanghai

3rd
Sem.(B.
Pharm,
S.Y.)

05

Monday
22/09/14

Dr.Ashlesha
D. Pandit

Bioavailibility
determination
and application

JSPM
RajarshiShahuColle
he of pharmacy and
research Tathwade.

Dr.N. S.
Ranpise

3rd
Sem.(M.
Pharm)

06

Monday
22/09/14

Mrs. S. R.
Hardikar

Application of
Non-Linear
pharmacokinetics
.

SGRS College of
pharmacy, Saswad,
Pune

Dr.N.S.Ranpise

07

Tuesday
23/09/14

Dr. Monika
Rao

AISSMS College of
pharmacy, Pune

Dr.N.S.Ranpise

08

Wednesday
24/09/14

Mrs. Aney
Joice

Nano technology
for solubility
enhancement.
Nano technology
and hydrogel

Allana college of
pharmacy, Pune

Prof.A. M.
Avachat

09

Wednesday
24/09/14

Mrs.
Maushumi
Kulkarni

SLNS for topical
drug delivery

Allana college of
pharmacy, Pune

Dr.A.M.Avachat

M.Pharm
(Sem. III)

10

Thursday
25/09/14

Dr. Vaishali
Undale

Ethics in animal
experimentation

SGRS college of
pharmacy

Mr. D.P. Jain

1st and 3rd
Sem.(M.
Pharm)

11

Monday
29/09/14

Dr. Asha
Thoman

Development of
analytical
methods

Associate Prof., D. Y.
Patil College of
pharmacy and
science, Pimpari,

Dr.H.K.Jain

3rd
Sem.(M.
Pharm)
QAT

3rd
Sem.(M.
Pharm)
3rd
Sem.(M.
Pharm)
M.Pharm
(Sem. III)
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12

Tuesday
30/10/14

Prof.
Vinayak
Sarode

GMP by Humans

Free-lancer
Consultant, Pune

Dr.H.K. .Jain

3r.(M.
Pharm)
QAT

13

Saturday
04/10/14

Dr. S. Y.
Gandhi

Trouble shooting
in HPLC

Prof. AISSMS
College of pharmacy

Dr.H.K.Jain and
Mrs.S.V.Mulgun
d

14

Friday
23/09/14

Prof.
Supriya
Jagtap

Saponin
Glycoside

STES
SKNCOP,Kondhva

Prof. D.N.
Sanghai

3rd
Sem.(M.
Pharm)
QAT
S. Y. B.
Pharm
(Sem. 3rd)

15

Thursday
16/10/14

Dr. Nitin
Mahurkar

Career in
Pharmacy

Matoshri Taradevi
Rampur Institute of
pharm sci.

R. S. Sahane

M. Pharm

16

Saturday
01/11/14

Mrs. Priti
Tarkar

Scitoimix tech.
stasticalprogramm

Dr.M.S.Gambhir
e and
Mr.S.K.Mandlik

M. Pharm
(Sem. I)

17

Friday
06/11/14

Prof. Satish
A.
Polshttiwar

Biostatics
Descriptive data
analysis and
interferntil data
analysis
Concept of QA
and QC in
Pharmaceuticals

MIP paud road,
Pune

Mr. S. K.
Mandlik

F.Y.B.Phar
m

18

Tuesday
04/11/14

Prof. Neeta
Kulkarni

Rajyog, Dhayri,
pune

Prof. P. B.
Dudhe

F. Y.
B.Pharm

19

Saturday
15/11/14

Anil Kumar
Walikhind

Benzene and
aromaticity and
electrophilic
aromatic
substitution
reaction
Recent trends in
regulatory affair

TCS Pune analyst
Grade-2

Prof. P. D. Mali

Final Yr.
B. Pharm

20

Tuesday
6/1/15

Dr. Shadab
Khan

Personality
development
GDPI and Brand
management

ITM SIA

Dr.A.M.Avachat

Final Yr.
B. Pharm
M. Pharm
(SY)
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Seminar/ Workshops Organized
Sr.
No.
1

Name of
co-ordinator
Mrs.S.K.Patawardhan

2

Mr.Prashik Dudhe

3

Mr.Hemant Ranpise

Title

Date
18/01/15-

Life style disorders: Avenues for prophylaxis and

20/01/15

treatment

21/01/15-

Current Strategies in Targeting Tyrosine Kinase for

22/01/15

Anticancer Research

28/01/15

The emerging threats of Dengue and Ebola
Haemorrhagic Fever

4

Mrs.Deepa Sangai

29/01/15

New insights into current Pharmacovigilance

Books Published by faculty in the year 2014-15:

Sr.No.
1.

Title of the Book
Pharmaceutical organic Chemistry –I

Author

Publication

Mr. P.B. Dudhe

Everest Publishing House, Pune

Mr. S.K. Mandlik

Everest Publishing House, Pune

Dr. H.K. Jain

Everest Publishing House

Mr. S.K. Mandlik

Nirali Publication

Mrs. K.S. Bodas

Everest Publishing House

for F.Y.B.Pharm Sem-II
2.

Textbook of Pharmaceutics-I for
F.Y.B.Pharm Sem-I

3.

Pharmaceutical Inorganic Chemistry:
Basic Concepts

4.

Human Anatomy and Physiology for
F.Y.B.Pharm

5.

Pharmacognosy for F.Y.B.Pharm. SemII
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Thesis shortlisted for Rajnibhai V. Patel Pharm Innovation Award
(Troikaa) for M. Pharm:

Sr No.
1

Dept.

Title of Thesis

M. Pharm,

Development

(Pharmaceutics)

characterization

Research Guide
and

of

Dr. (Mrs) A M Avachat

Asenapine

Maleate in-situ injectable implant:
bioavailability enhancement
2

M. Pharm, (Quality

A

Model

Assurance

Biomass:

Techniques)

Parameters

Study

of

Spirulina

Optimization
For

Preformulation

Of

Dr. K. N. Gujar/
Mrs S V Mulgund

Cultivation,
And

Product

Development

Student participation in various activities:
Sr.

Title of Activity

No
1

Date(2014-

Coordinator

15)
Tree plantation

August 2014

Mr. H. A. Ranpise &
Mr. P. D. Mali

2

Police Mitra (Ganesh Festival)

September

Mr. H. A. Ranpise &
Mr. P. D. Mali

3

Campus cleaning on the occasion of “Gandhi

2nd October

Jayanti” under “Swaccha Bharat Abhiyan”
4

Cleaning of Campus of SCOP under the

Mr. P. D. Mali
October

heading of “Dengue free SCOP”
5

AIDS awareness Rally

Mr. H. A. Ranpise &
Mr. H. A. Ranpise &
Mr. P. D. Mali

1st December

Mr. H. A. Ranpise &
Mr. P. D. Mali

6

Street play : “Sadak Suraksha Abhiyaan”

1 st December

Mr. H. A. Ranpise &
Mr. P. D. Mali

7

Visit to Orphanage and old age home

26th January

Mr. H. A. Ranpise &
Mr. P. D. Mali

8

7 days “Vishesh Hiwali Shibir”

9th Feb. 2015 –

Mr. H. A. Ranpise &

15th

Mr. P. D. Mali

Feb. 2015
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Faculty members invited as Resource Person:
1. Dr. K. N. Gujar delivered a lecture in conference

on

“Drug Metabolism and

Discovery ADME” at Mumbai organized by Select-bio,Mumbai on 11/9/14
2. Dr. K. N. Gujar delivered a lecture on “Experimental Techniques in Physical
Pharmacy”, at Dr. J.D. Pawar College of Pharmacy on 8th to 9th Nov. 2014
3. Dr. Mrs. N. S. Ranpise invited as Resource Person to speak on “Applications of
Particle

Size

Analyzer”

at

HORIBA

India

Application

and

Demo

lab

inauguration,Pune on 23/1/15
4. Mrs. M. A. Nagras delivered a lecture on “Applications on Social Awareness
Responsibility” organized at Sinhgad College of Engineering, Vadgaon(Bk) on 13th
Feb 2015.
5. Mrs. M.S.

Phoujdar delivered a lecture on the “Applications on Rational Drug

Design” at Sinhgad College of Science, Vadgaon (Bk) on 14th Feb. 2015.

Workshops and Seminars attended by Faculty:
1. Mr. S. K. Mandlik attended a seminar on “Webinar “Design of Experiments (DOE)
Made Easy and More Powerful via Design-Expert Software” organized in Pune on
23/9/14
2. Mr. S. K. Mandlik attended a seminar on Savitribai Phule Pune University sponsored
two days state level seminar on the topic, "QbD in Formulation Development" on 21st
Jan & 22nd Jan 2015, at AISSMS College of Pharmacy, Kennedy Road near RTO,
Pune.
3. Mr. H.A.Ranpise attended a workshop for “Avishkar – (Interuniversity Research
Competition)” organized at Smt.Kashibai Navale College of Pharmacy, Vadgaon (bk)
, Pune on 18/10/14.
4. Prof. M.S.Phoujdar attended a workshop for “Vacancy positions for Ph D Guides
under UOP” organized at Savitribai Phule Pune University on 30/10/14.
5. Dr. Mrs. A. M. Avachat attended a workshop on “Entrepreneurship Development” at
Millenium Alliance on 9/2/15
6. Mrs. K. S. Bodas attended a seminar on “Practical demo of DNA isolation and PCR”
at DYPIPS, Pimpari, Pune on 20th-21st Feb. 2015.
7. Mrs.S.N.Shrotriya attended workshop of HORIBA India Application and Demo lab
inauguration at HORIBA, Pune on 23/1/15
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B.Pharm Result 2014-15
B.Pharm
Course
F. Y. B. Pharm.
(SEM I + SEM II)
S. Y. B. Pharm.

Percentage
of Passing

Distinction
Rankers
Holders

Percentage

68%

09

Gauri Gumaste

79.20%

93.15%

03

Wadgaonkar

76.58%

Priya

T. Y. B. Pharm.

98.50%

06

Charul Avachat

75.00%

Final Y. B. Pharm.

89.47 %

08

Kinjal Mistry

74.50%

M. Pharm Result 2014-15

Course

M. Pharm
Second Semester
SGPA
Percentage
(5 and
Rankers
of Passing
Above)

SGPA

Pharmaceutics

100%

4

Kulkarni Juilee

5.556

Pharmacology

100%

2

Nasikar Sameer

5.043

QAT

100%

1

Bhat Prasad

5.296

Fourth Semester
100%

3

100%

-

Kale Anuj Nikhilesh

65.29%

100%

-

Navadiya Piyush
Sureshbhai

65.50%

100%

-

Pharmaceutics.
Pharm. Chemistry
Pharmacology
QAT

Namdev Shrishti

Kapasi Farheen Saifee

74.57%

69.86%

Ph.D.Award (2014-15)
Faculty
Member

Project Title

Guide

Dr. Dipmala S. Patil

Synthesis, kinetic studies and
pharmacological screening of latentiated
anti-arthritic agent

Dr. S. S.
Dhaneshwar
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53rdNational Pharmacy Week (NPW) 2015
Indian Pharmaceutical Association (IPA), Pune Branch along with all Pharmacy institutes
from Pune organized various competitions and events for the celebration of National
Pharmacy Week, NPW from 27th -02nd January, 2015.
SCOP had successfully organized the General Aptitude test (GPT) on 29 th December, 2014
where more than 62 students from different colleges were participated. More than 30 SCOP
students from UG and PG courses were participated in different NPW events viz, Paper
Presentation Competition, Essay Competition, Pharma Ad/Mad-Ad Competition, Quiz
Competition, Patient Counseling Competition, Elocution Competition, Poster Competition,
Interview Skills Competition, Debate Competition, Pharma Detailing Competition, Group
Discussion, Drawing Competition and General Aptitude.SCOP bagged 3 awards in NPW
celebrations.

Sr.
no

1

Name of
Events/
Activity

General aptitude
test

Name of
organizing
college

STES’s Sinhgad
Institute of
Pharmacy,
Narhe,Pune

Name of the Participant
UG:
Dhwani Hariharan (Third Year B.
Pharm)
Charul Awachat (Final Year B. Pharm)
Nikita Trimbake (Final Year B. Pharm)
Shete Kaushalya (Final Year B. Pharm)

PG: Amol Dixit (M. Pharm)

2

Drawing
competition

Rajmata Jijau
Institute & College of Moksha Shah
Pharmacy,
(Final Year B. Pharm)
Dudulgaon,

Winner /
Runner-up if
any
UG- Winner
Dhwani Hariharan
(Third Year B.
Pharm)

PG and Overall
Winner
Amol Dixit

Overall Winner:
Moksha Shah

Journal of Pharmaceutical Association, India is open access journal and circulated
electronically via worldwide webs. JPAI is official publication of the Indian Pharmaceutical
Association (IPA), Pune branch and Maharashtra Association of Pharmacy Principals and
College Organizations (MAPPCO), Pune, India. It is published by Dr. K. N. Gujar at Sinhgad
College of Pharmacy on behalf of IPA and MAPPCO. ISSN number 2394-9880 is assigned to
JPAI.
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Sports


Sinhgad college of pharmacy, Vadgaon (BK) co-ordinated over all Sinhgad Sports
Karandak 2015 smoothly and successfully. Sinhgad Sport Karandak 2015 was
scheduled from 21st December 2014 to 10th January 2015.Sinhgad Sports Karandak
2015 was inaugurated on 21st Dec 2014 at the hand of a great philanthropist and
Entrepreneur Mr.Avinash Bhosale (ABIL Group of Industries). SSK 2015 was
conducted at 6 different campuses of Sinhgad Institutes. It includes 19 intercampuses, 4 intercollegiate and 2 international events where more than 3200
participants from over 80 colleges.Total number of students participated in different
events like Cricket (Boys and Girls), Football, Volleyball, Throw ball, Basketball,
table tennis, lawn tennis, running, relay and chess and many more.



Student’s achievements in other Sports Events

Sr.No. Event

Name of Participant
Students

Participation Level

1.

Cricket

Amol Bibve and Team
(SCOP)

2.

Badminton
(Individual and
Doubles)

Ishaan Talwalkar (Final
Year B. Pharm)

3.

Badminton
(Individual and
Doubles)

Ishaan Talwalkar (Final
Year B. Pharm)

4.

Badminton
(Individual and
Doubles)
Lawn Tennis
(Individual and
Doubles)

Ishaan Talwalkar

University level Cricket Boys
Tournament played at Fergusson
College. (2014-15)
Participated in Pune Citi Zonal
Badminton (Mens) Tournament
and selected for next tournament.
(2014-15)
Being 1st Position in West Zone
Inter University Badminton
(Mens) Tournament 2014-15
Organized by TIT, Bhopal (MP).
Stood 4th in All India Badminton
(Mens) Tournaments. (2014-15)

6.

Lawn Tennis
(Individual and
Doubles)

Radhika Bahir (Third Year
B. Pharm)

7.

Lawn Tennis
(Individual and
Doubles)

Radhika Bahir

5.

Radhika Bahir (Third Year
B. Pharm)

Participated in Pune City
ZonalLawn Tennis (Girls)
Tournament and selected for next
tournament. (2014-15)
For being Winner (Lawn Tennis
(Girls) Singles) and runner up
(Team SPPU) in West Zone Inter
University Lawn Tennis (Girls)
Tournament 2014-15 Organized
at Jaipur (RJ).
Qualified for Lawn Tennis All
India Level (National)
tournaments. (2014-15)
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Cultural events:


Internal cultural festival “Pharm –Fiesta 2014-15”

Sinhgad College of Pharmacy celebrated Fun week Pharm-Fiesta 2014 from 17th Nov to 21st
Nov 2014. The Fun week was celebrated in the form of days, various competitions as well as
internal cultural activities.

Date

Days

Competition

Cultural Events

17/11/14

Traditional day /Rose and
chocolate day

-----

-----

18/11/14

Carnival wear with birthday
cap/ Mismatch day (only for staff
)

19/11/14

Bollywood day /Tapori and
Gunda day / Retro day (only for
staff )

First half: Game stall
Second half: Mehendi

Halloween day/Twins day(only
for staff )

First half: Rangoli

Cowboy day/Nerd day/Back to
school day(only for staff )

-----

20/11/14

21/11/14



First half: Food stall
Second half: Face
painting/T-shirt painting

-----

Solo singing
Solo Dance
Duet Singing
Group Dance
Fashion Show
Skit

Sinhgad Cultural Karandak

Sinhgad Cultural Karandak 2015 was celebrated from 11th Jan to 16th Jan 2015. It was
inaugurated with the live in concert by renowned Singer Mr. Jay Sean on 11 th Jan 2015 at
Sinhgad Springdale School ground. A series of events were scheduled in Sinhgad Karandak
2015, where in 32 Sinhgad Institutes and other colleges in and around Pune participated &
competed for events like Solo dance, Group dance, Sinhgad Idol, Mr.

& Ms. Sinhgad,

Fashion show, Aegis of Rock & Street play. All the events were conducted in two categories
viz. intercampus & intercollege except aegis of rock. Under NEON 2015, SCOP & SIOM were
responsible for conducting Fashion Show event, which was held successfully on 15th Jan
2015 from 02.00 pm to 09.15 pm. In Fashion show event, total 43 institutes had
participated in that 26 institutes were from STES and 17 from non-STES institutes.
Prize distribution ceremony for the Sinhgad Cultural karandak as well as Sports
karandak was held on 16th Jan 2015 at the hands of renowned actor Mr.Arjun Kapoor, and
famous Cricketer Mr. Vijay Zol.
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Blood Donation Camp:
This year the blood donation camp was organized by NSS unit of SCOP. The camp was
conducted in association with SKN Medical College and Hospital, Narhe and was held on
30th Dec. 2014 on the occasion of the Birthday of STES Founder President Prof. M. N.
Navale. Students and staff members of Sinhgad College of Pharmacy attended the camp.
This camp was inaugurated by Dr. Sachin Patil, Director, STES, Dental Hospital and college
in Presence of Dr. K. N. Gujar, Principal, SCOP, Vadgaon bk.

Bravura 2015:
Sinhgad College of Pharmacy Organized Bravura 2015 as a part of Sinhgad Karandak a
mega sports and cultural events.This event was organized by all the Pharmacy colleges of
Sinhgad Technical Education Society from 17th Jan to 18th Jan 2015 at vadgaon campus.
The basic objective to organize this event was to provide platform to all young pharmacy
students to show their talent and to inculcate the research attitude in the students that will
help them in future growth. Ms. Rachana Navle, Vice President Administration STES took
the initiative and Dr. K. N. Gujar, Principal Sinhgad College of Pharmacy along with Dr S.D
Sawant, Principal SKN College of Pharmacy,

and Dr. K.G.Bothara, Principal Sinhgad

Institute of Pharmacy actually executed the innovative idea. The Pharma Tech Fest was
inaugurated on 17th Jan at the hands of Mr. V.R. Sarode, Consultant, Pharma Industry
with his key note address on Research, Innovation and Invention.Different competitions
held during Bravura to exhibit Brilliance were, Out of Box- Innovative advertisement
competition, Eureka, Simulation and Logic

to Magic- Industrial trouble shooting

competition. Around 150 students from different Pharmacy institute participated in various
events. Winners of the competition received cash prize of Rs. 3000 along with a certificate.
Runner up of the competitions received cash prize of Rs. 2000 along with a certificate.
Certificate of appreciation was given to all the participants as well.

Industrial Visit:
58 students of third & final year along with 3 staff members of Sinhgad College of Pharmacy
have visited Lupin Limited, Verna Industrial Estate, Verna, Goa. The tour was organized
during 11th to 15th Feb. 2015.
Students visited to different formulations/ production departments such as Primary &
secondary packaging department, production department where tablet manufacturing
machines, FBD, Dryers, Granulators, Capsule filling, Powder filling. Students interacted
with their employees & tried to get solved many queries.
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Environmental Science Study Tour:
Field Visit was held on Saturday, 24th Jan 2015 at the Mulshi - Tamhini sanctuary to
conduct the field work of 10 hrs as prescribed by University of Pune. Dr. Mardikar, Dr.
Swapnil Sheth and Mr. P.D.Mali with 74 students of S.Y.B.Pharm visited and observed the
field. Dr. Mardikar explained details of various plants and herbs growing in the forest of
Mulshi. The explanation included various parts, geographical indication and the
therapeutic uses of herb.

Training and Placement Activity 2014-15:
In the summer vacation, 68 students completed their Mandatory Industrial Training of one
month in Industries in and around Pune.

B.Pharm (2015)
Sr. Name
of
No. company
01

the Department
/Area

Cognizant , Mumbai

Clinical

No.
students
selected

of Approx.
Salary

data

04

1.9 Lacs

data

05

1.8 Lacs

03

2.2 Lacs

management
02

TCS Mumbai

Clinical
management

03

Neon Laboratories

Sales

04

Boehringer and Ingelheim

Sales

Interview
organized on

26th

has

been

Mar,2015

M. Pharm (2014 Pass Out)
Sr. Name
of
No. company
01

the Department /Area

Cognizant , Mumbai

Pharmacovigilance/Medical

No.
of Approx.
students
Salary
selected
05

1.9 Lacs

Writing
02

TCS Mumbai

Clinical data management

02

1.8 Lacs

03

Crest Premedia

Clinical data management

05

1.6 Lacs

04

Macleods

Quality Assurance

01

2.2 Lacs

05

Emcure

Quality Control

01

1.8 Lacs
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M.Pharm (2015)
Sr. Name
of
No. company

the Department /Area

No.
of Approx.
students
Salary
selected

01

Cognizant, Mumbai

Pharmacovigilance/

03

1.9 Lacs

02

Macleods

Quality Assurance

02

2.2 Lacs

03

Allied Market Research

Market Research

Interviews

3.0 Lacs

expected

Vishesh Margdarshan Yojana:
Total fifteen lectures of one hour duration were conducted as special coaching classes (one
for each subject) for F.Y. B. Pharm students who are socially deprived under Vshesh
Margdarshan Yojana.

Alumni Meet:
10thAlumni meet was organized on 3rd January 2015 in the Seminar Hall of SCOP. Prof.
(Mrs.). A. P. Pandit, Professor and Head, Department of Pharmaceutics, JSPM’s Collegeof
Pharmacy, Pune was the Chief Guest of the inaugural function of the Alumni Meet. The
Chief Guest, Prof (Mrs.). A. P.Pandit, who is also an affiliate member and former professor of
SCOP called upon the alumni to contribute to the development of SCOP and share the
experience. Dr. K. N. Gujar apprised the Alumni about the recent progress of college and
sought their assistance in providing better training/education to students.
Alumni association felicitate the Prof. M. S. Gambhire and Prof. D. S. Patil for their
academic achievement as they are awarded as Doctorate in Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Pharmacy.
Also, three achievers were felicitated for their achievements since they passed out from
SCOP. The Meet was attended by more than fifty alumni of batches that passed out in year
2004 to 2012.

Wall Magazine:
Wall magazine is a bi-monthly activity. Till date total four wall magazines are displayed
based on Technical and other from Non-technical theme.
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Sr.No. Department

Technical Section

Non technical Section

1

Novel drug and New

Save Water

Pharmaceutics

chemical entities
2

Pharmachemistry

Synthesis of

Thoughts for beautiful and

Quinoxaline and its

successful Life

derivatives
3

Pharmacology

Pharma Industries

Ebola

4

Pharmacognosy

Pharmacognosy

Sketches of Medicinal plants

Vidyarthini Vyaktimatva Vikas:
One Day “Personality Development Workshop for Women Students” was held on Friday,
January 30, 2015 at SCOP Seminar hall for girl students of F. Y. And S.Y. classes and was
inaugurated at the hands of Prof. Ms. Sonia Singh , Principal, Allard College of Pharmacy,
Hinjewadi,

Dr. Sampada Joshi, Principal, Sinhgad College of Arts, Science& Commerce,

Narhe, Pune along with Principal, SCOP and Program Coordinator Ms. Madhuri Nagras.

NSS Camp:
The seven days special camp of NSS has conducted at Kolewadi, Pune. 25 NSS volunteers
and advisory committee members were participated in the camp. Inauguration of the Camp
was done at the hands of Mr. Dilip Shelar (Sarpanch, Kolewadi, Jambhulwadi) and Dr. K.
N. Gujar, Principal, Sinhgad College of Pharmacy, Vadgaon in the presence of members of
the Kolewadi/Jambhulwadi Gram Panchayat and Villagers. Speakers discussed the History
and Philosophy behind the establishment of NSS in our country and the role of NSS
volunteers.
After the inauguration, NSS volunteers, coordinator and other staff members spoke to
the students of school, teachers and villagers about the objectives of the camp. Thereafter,
volunteers with the help of villagers and school teachers planned and execute the various
activities like Cleaning of the school area and survey of the village, Preparation of ground
and retaining wall, Tree plantation in the village and school ground, Awareness about
media like Television and Movies, Women’s empowerment lecture, Computer literacy
workshop, Games & drawing Competitions based on the theme on importance of water.
On the last day volunteers had arranged some sports and cultural events in the
morning half and prize distribution session in the afternoon session for the school students.
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